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Abstract

Silicon Nanodevice Qubits Based on Quantum Dots and Dopants

Anasua Chatterjee

Quantum physics applied to computing is predicted to lead to revolutionary enhancements

in computational speed and power. The interest in the implementation of an impurity spin

based qubit in silicon for quantum computation is motivated by exceedingly long coher-

ence times of the order of seconds, an advantage of silicon’s low spin orbit coupling and

its ability to be isotopically enriched to the nuclear spin zero form. In addition, the donor

spin in silicon is tunable, its nuclear spin is available to be employed as a quantum mem-

ory, and there are major advantages to working with silicon in terms of infrastructure and

scalability. In contrast, lithographically patterned artificial atoms called quantum dots have

the complementary advantages of fast electrical operations and tunability.

Here I present our attempts to develop a scalable quantum computation architecture in

silicon, based on a coupled quantum dot and dopant system. I explore industry-compatible

as well as industrial foundry-fabricated devices in silicon as hosts for few-electron quan-

tum dots and utilise a high-sensitivity readout and charge sensing technique, gate-based

radiofrequency reflectometry, for this purpose. I show few-electron quantum dot mea-

surements in this device architecture, leading to a charge qubit with a novel multi-regime

Landau-Zener interferometry signature, with possible applications for readout sensitivity. I

also present spin-to-charge conversion measurements of a chalcogen donor atom in silicon.

Lastly, I perform measurements on a foundry-fabricated silicon device showing a coupling

between a donor atom and a quantum dot. I probe the relevant charge dynamics of the

charge qubit, as well as observe Pauli spin blockade in the hybrid spin system, opening up

the possibility to operate this coupled double quantum dot as a singlet-triplet qubit or to

transfer a coherent spin state between the quantum dot and the donor electron and nucleus.
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Chapter 1

Background and Motivation

Quantum physics, when applied to computing, is projected to lead to revolutionary en-
hancements in computational speed and power. This thesis focuses on quantum information
and quantum computing, specifically through quantum architectures built from hybrid sys-
tems, which can couple distinct qubit implementations with complementary advantages.
In traditional computing, “Moore’s law” observes that the number of FETs (field effect
transistors) on an integrated circuit doubles approximately every two years to enable tra-
ditional semiconductor-based computing systems to grow in speed and processing power.
However, we appear close to a limit to Moore’s Law, since MOSFETs are reaching a phys-
ical scalability limit[1] in the sense that they cannot be made much smaller, or be packed
in much more densely. However, quantum computing is projected to bring as regime-
changing an upheaval as the first transistor, with exponential speedups in many processes
such as codebreaking[2] and quantum simulation[3] that are just too computationally in-
tensive today.

There are indeed challenges commensurate to these rewards. The building blocks of
such a quantum computer, called qubits, have to be resistant to environmental disturbance;
they need to hold information encoded in them for long periods as well as be easy to
control. This is unfortunate, since often these two qualities are somewhat antithetical;
if something is easy to interact with and control, this often means that the environment
is also able to interact with it in ways that affect the coherence of information stored in
it. As a result quantum physicists are increasingly looking towards hybrid systems today.
Combining a system with high resistance to environmental interference with one that is
easier to control and engineer is a promising approach for building an effective quantum
computing architecture. This work seeks to explore just such a novel, hybrid building

17



CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 18

block; the quantum dot coupled to an impurity spin in silicon. In doing so, we also aim to
gain understanding into the physical system composed of a natural atom (the dopant atom
in the silicon crystal) coupled to an artificial atom (the gate-defined quantum dot).

1.1 Silicon spin qubits for quantum computation

Silicon, as the material of choice of the semiconductor industry, is ubiquitous in hardware
for classical computation and consequently in all our consumer electronic devices. It turns
out that silicon also has quite a few advantages over other materials as a quantum com-
puting platform as well, which we can evaluate in terms of the DiVincenzo criteria[4], a
set of five requirements for qubits suitable for quantum computation. These can be briefly
summarised as: the qubit must be scalable and well characterised, it must be able to be ini-
tialised, as well as manipulated, by a universal set of quantum gates, it must not decohere
quickly, and it should be able to be read out with high fidelity. Any quantum technol-
ogy built on silicon is inherently more scalable, having the semiconductor industry and its
fabrication skill and technology to draw upon. Silicon is also an excellent semiconductor
vacuum for spin (i.e. a low magnetic-decoherence causing environment), containing only
a very few decoherence centers in the form of the (spin-1/2) 29Si isotope, so that qubits
in silicon are protected from many sources of noise that decohere other qubits. Moreover,
silicon can be isotopically purified to the (spin-0) 28Si isotope, giving extraordinary gains
in the coherence of stored quantum information. In terms of the DiVincenzo criteria, we
are now left with the requirements of initialisation, manipulation and high-fidelity readout,
which we explore in the next section (and in the rest of this thesis).

1.1.1 The semiconductor industry

Our interest in silicon provides a secondary motivation for the experiments performed in
this thesis. In its quest for faster and more powerful computers, the semiconductor industry
has strongly embraced miniaturization. However as we have discussed, this scaling down
process has a limit and we are indeed now very near it; around a gate length of∼5 nm. The
proximity of the source and drain electrodes can now lead to short-channel effects such as
punch through and atomistic variations across chips. However, while this is a problem for
the semiconductor industry, it provides a motivation for the disruptive technology that is
quantum computation. In addition it is worth underlining that this process of miniaturiza-
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tion also provides us with a resource that this thesis aims to take advantage of; high quality
few-nm sized devices, produced with great reliability in ultra-clean environments with in-
tegrated control electronics, which are capable of harbouring both few electron quantum
dots and dopant atoms and therefore a hybrid system. Through the experiments performed
in this thesis, we have tried to develop a silicon architecture that is truly compatible with
the silicon industry, by exploring quantum dot behaviour that is well-explained by theory,
but established in large-scale foundry-made devices.

1.2 Donor spins in silicon

Silicon is a mainstay of the electronics industry, but along with it are impurity atoms called
dopants embedded in the crystal lattice which are essential for microelectronics. Of these,
“donors” are atoms with an extra electron to donate to the semiconductor, typically from
Group V (P, As, Sb, or Bi) in the periodic table, occupying substitution sites in the sil-
icon lattice. These are typically “shallow” donors, with the single electron ground state
∼ 50 meV below the conduction band edge (though we will explore a “deep” donor, from
Group VI, in a later chapter). At low temperatures (< 50 K) these atoms have a bound
electron and a nucleus, both of which have a spin degree of freedom that can be probed and
manipulated using established methods such as Electron Spin Resonance (ESR).

1.2.1 State of the art for donor qubits in silicon

Research in the field of dopant atoms in semiconductor materials has been conducted for
more than fifty years, well before the conception of quantum information. In 1998, how-
ever, interest in these donors as the physical implementations of qubits took off with the
publication of the Kane proposal[5], which proposed a computer consisting of arrays of
qubits made up of the spin state of donor nuclei. Below are some developments in donor
spin qubits that contribute to the realisation of a Kane computer:

• Readout and control of donor spins The reading out of the spin state of the qubit is
an extremely important first step. In 2010, the single-shot readout of the electron spin
of a phosphorus atom in silicon using spin-to-charge conversion was reported[6].
This readout method was then combined with coherent control to achieve a single
spin-qubit in silicon[7] with a coherence time of 200 µs (with an architecture shown
in Fig. 1.1(a)). This was followed by the readout and control of a nuclear spin qubit in
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silicon[8] with a coherence time of 60 ms. Soon after, a substrate with an isotopically
purified Si-28 epilayer was used to replicate these results but with great gains in
coherence times (30 s for the nuclear spin, and 0.5 s for the electron spin[9]), setting
a benchmark for solid state qubits.

• Donor placement The Kane computer requires near-atomic precision of donor
placement in the silicon lattice, about 10 nm apart. Ion implantation[7, 8, 10] using
lithographically opened windows as well as scanning probe microscopy[11] methods
have been employed for this purpose. The latter provides the near-atomic precision
required for the Kane proposal.

• Spin-selective addressing Electron spin resonance (ESR) manipulation is usually
used to control donor spins; however this is typically a global method, and the Kane
proposal requires a way of addressing individual spins. The Stark shift using elec-
tric tuning through gate voltages has been proposed for this purpose and has been
demonstrated in ensembles of donors[12, 13], as well as recently in devices[14].

• Two-qubit gates and the nuclear spin Single and two-qubit gates form a universal
set of quantum gates, required for any quantum computer. Kane’s original proposal
envisaged using controllable electron-mediated exchange coupling between adjacent
nuclear spins, requiring fine control over the inter-electron wavefunction overlap.
This is difficult to engineer over any large distance, and also in part because of os-
cillations in the exchange due to interference in the electron wavefunction by the
six-fold degenerate conduction band minima of silicon[15]. In general, the coupling
and interaction of neighbouring nuclear spins is quite a difficult question for a donor-
based quantum computer, a challenge recognised in Kane’s original proposal. While
the donor electron’s spin is easier to address (and the coherent transfer of a quantum
state between the electron and nuclear spin has been demonstrated[16]), this is also
not trivial.

From the above discussion, there emerges a need for a fast method of manipulation that
will enable us to entangle nearby donor electron or nuclear spins. Additionally, donors in
silicon also have the drawback of being low in tunability compared to artificial atoms, in
particular the electrostatically defined quantum dot.
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Figure 1.1: Device implementations of donor, quantum dot, and coupled systems, as de-
scribed in the text. (a) Donor spin qubit architecture, implemented in Refs. [6–8]. The top
gate (TG) draws up electrons into the channel from the source (S) and drain (D) reservoirs,
and left (LB) and right (RB) barrier gates create tunnel barriers isolating a pool of electrons
forming a single electron transistor (SET) used as a charge sensor. The plunger (PL) or
donor control gate tunes the energy levels of the donor, ion-implanted under it. Spin de-
pendent tunneling of the donor electron into and out of the SET is the readout mechanism.
Coherent control is achieved through ESR using the coplanar waveguide (CPW) at the top
of the image. (b) Double quantum dot (DQD) architecture in silicon[17, 18]. An SET (left)
is used as a charge sensor for the DQD. An ESR antenna (top) is used to achieve con-
trol of the dot electron spins. (c) A coupling scheme[19] to achieve entanglement of two
donor electrons mediated by a double quantum dot. Gate voltages (V) tune the exchange
couplings (J) between the two dots, and between each dot and its corresponding donor.
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1.3 Quantum dots in semiconductors

In the same year as the Kane proposal, Loss and DiVincenzo[20], proposed another kind of
qubit, the quantum dot. Semiconductor quantum dots are typically gate-confined regions of
a substrate, typically tens of nanometers in size, which can be used to form potential wells
in which to trap electrons and form artificial atoms with discrete, quantized energy lev-
els. The quantum dot as a qubit has providentially complementary attributes to the donor
atom; potentially not as long-lived, but comparatively easy to engineer as well as tune.
These qubits also provide fast control of spin states through electrical voltages (which are
much easier to apply, especially locally, than magnetic fields). They are able to be fabri-
cated using silicon as the substrate, a material which can also host our donor atoms for a
hybrid architecture. In terms of scalability, arrays of quantum dots are also easier to fab-
ricate than those of donors, since this typically involves a repeating lithography pattern,
whereas for single donors, precise single-ion implantation techniques are required. In sil-
icon (more specifically, in a SiGe heterostructure), a linear array of 9 quantum dots was
recently implemented[21]. In Chapter 2 we present in detail the background, theory and
measurement of semiconductor quantum dots, with particular emphasis on silicon.

Fig. 1.1(b) shows an architecture in silicon recently used to isolate a double quantum
dot (the high degree of control available through precisely engineered overlapping gates
is notable). Quantum dots patterned on silicon in general have shorter coherence times
than donor atoms; recent experiments[17] on a device based on a silicon substrate with an
isotopically purified 28Si epilayer have found a coherence time of T2 ∼28 ms (a value mea-
sured using the CPMG pulse sequence; using the same sequence, T2 ∼ 560 ms was found
for a donor electron spin and T2 ∼ 35.6 s for an ionised donor nuclear spin[9]). However,
in this quantum dot device, one-qubit gates and the recently demonstrated two-qubit gates
(essential operational steps for the implementation of universal quantum computation) can
be performed in a time that allows for 105 two-qubit gates within one T2[18]. This fast
operation time is what makes these quantum dots attractive as computational units.

1.4 The dopant-dot hybrid qubit

An apparent next step would be to harness the complementary advantages of these two
systems, by placing them in close proximity and coupling them together to exchange infor-
mation. This thesis explores ways in which this kind of coupling can be achieved, as well
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as tries to find optimum dopant and dot systems for which this can be implemented. We
are also interested in implementing this dopant-dot coupling in a scalable silicon device
architecture. A hybrid architecture with a quantum dot coupled to a donor atom, forming
a novel kind of double quantum dot could take advantage of fast spin manipulations using
gate voltages to form a hybrid singlet-triplet qubit. The system would also have access to
the long-lived quantum memory offered by the nuclear spin of the donor atom, the natural
field gradient from which could also be used to drive spin rotations. Another potential ap-
plication could be the creation of spin buses with quantum dots chains to mediate quantum
information stored in donor qubit over long distances[22]. Additionally, in a hybrid archi-
tecture, entangled states could be operated upon in a double quantum dot, and could then
be transferred to the long-lived nuclear spins of two donors, the memory element.

An important step is to achieve quantum state transfer between the donor and the dot.
Two possible ways to achieve this are mentioned below.

Electron shuttling

One way of accomplishing the transfer of spin information is to physically transfer the
electron carrying the spin information from the dot to the dopant. To explore transfer of a
quantum state, we start out with a lithographically defined double quantum dot (DQD) in a
triplet ground state (at a small magnetic field), as well as a dopant in the positively charged
D+ state. By pulsing gate voltages, we can shuttle the electron from one of the quantum
dots into the dopant, wait some time, and shuttle back into the QD. The probability of
the singlet state (zero in the absence of any spin flips) will indicate if the electron can be
transferred between the QD and dopant in a spin-conserving way. The singlet state can be
measured using a quantum capacitance measurement[23] using gate based charge sensing
or alternatively, a proximal RF-SET charge sensor. Coherent transfer by adiabatic passage
(CTAP)[24, 25] has been suggested to achieve electron shuttling. However, the coherent
transfer of information by physically moving electrons is acknowledged to be difficult,
though the physical shuttling of electrons across three quantum dots has been recently
achieved[26].

Exchange coupling

A second perhaps more feasible method, aims to create a dopant-dot singlet triplet qubit,
with greater tunability and spin coherence expected than in the shuttling approach since
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there is no physical movement of the quantum systems. The essential ingredient is an
exchange coupling (ideally electrostatically controlled) between one of the dots and
the dopant. Fig. 1.1(c) shows an architecture where electrostatically tunable exchange
couplings (“J dot-dot”, JDQD and “J donor-dot”, JDD) would facilitate a memory SWAP
operation[19]. A starting point would be a DQD in the (1,1) singlet state and a dopant in
the neutral D0 spin-down state, with the coupling JDD switched off. Then, with an appro-
priately timed voltage pulse, JDD would be turned on to entangle the donor and quantum
dot spins so that the DQD would have some probability of being in the triplet state. Varying
the JDD pulse length would induce oscillations in the DQD triplet population, enabling a
measurement of the dopant-dot exchange coupling and operation of the hybrid system as
a singlet-triplet qubit. When this is performed on both halves of the double quantum dot
with two singly-coupled donors, it would pass an entangled state from the DQD to the two
donor electron spins (which could then be extended to the even longer-lived donor nuclear
spins).

In recent times, coupling of a dopant to a dot has been an area of focused research.
Spectroscopy of dopant states in the coulomb blockade regime of a quantum dot has been
shown[27, 28]. In a silicon nanowire device, a hybrid dopant-dot device has been reported
and explored as a charge qubit, and the observation of Pauli spin blockade has also been
reported. These results are presented in Chapter 6 of this thesis and in published form in
Ref. [29]. Very recently, in a gate-defined metal-oxide-semiconductor quantum dot with a
dopant implanted nearby, nuclear-spin driven singlet-triplet rotations were reported[30].

1.5 Thesis outline

This thesis describes experiments geared towards the development of a dopant-dot hybrid
system in silicon. We concentrate largely on a foundry-fabricated silicon nanowire qubit
architecture, as well as the development of said architecture into one suitable for scal-
able quantum dots. We present the fabrication of nanoscale silicon devices as well as a
low-temperature measurement setup, using which we study non-invasive gate-based re-
flectometry as a very sensitive charge sensing technique. We then present quantum dot
measurements in a CMOS-silicon device. We study a donor from the chalcogen family,
selenium, that has been predicted to have several characteristics making it useful for inte-
gration into coupled devices. Finally, we present a hybrid dopant-dot system and explore
its potential as a charge and spin qubit. This thesis is organised into the following chapters:
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Chapter 2 deals with the relevant theoretical background for this thesis. The theory
of single and double quantum dots is presented, and they are examined as charge and spin
qubits in the light of recent experimental studies. Finally, we present a review of the dopant
atom in silicon, its level spectrum, and its detection and coherent manipulation using ESR.

Chapter 3 presents the experimental techniques used for this thesis. The experimental
setup for electron spin resonance (ESR) studies as well as for those carried out in a dilu-
tion fridge at millikelvin temperatures are presented and we discuss the wiring and filtering
of such an apparatus. We then present a review of the main measurement technique used
in this thesis, gate-based reflectometry and discuss the rediofrequency reflectometry setup
required for this sensitive method of charge-sensing. For the fabrication of our coupled
system, we have chosen the proven Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor fabrication process, com-
mon to microelecronics industry cleanrooms and we present the development of a versatile
fabrication platform established at University College London as well as the University of
Southampton. Lastly, we present the devices used for many of the experiments in this theis;
nanometer-scale fin-FET devices produced by the industrial foundry at CEA-Leti. The for-
mation of quantum dots in these devices and their measurement is also briefly discussed.

Chapter 4 reports measurements that establish quantum dot behaviour in the foundry-
fabricated silicon nanowire FET device architecture presented in the previous chapter, and
shows the sensitivity of our gate-based RF-reflectometry technique by performing charge-
sensing measurements. We show dispersive readout of a double quantum dot and explore
new multi-regime physics of Landau-Zener-Interferometry. We also present gate-based
thermometry experiments as well as microwave-amplitude detection. In this Chapter we ex-
plore the double quantum dots that are one component of our hybrid architecture. These ex-
periments were performed at the University of Cambridge, at the Hitachi Cambridge Lab-
oratory and at the Department of Microelectronics, in conjunction with Dr. M. F. González-
Zalba.

In Chapter 5 we move to the other component of our hybrid system, donors in silicon,
and present experiments performed on selenium donors. The chalcogens in silicon have
very high binding energies and selenium in addition has a strong hyperfine coupling (which
could mean that the coherent evolution of our hybrid singlet-triplet qubit could be driven
at GHz frequencies) and a (predicted) low Stark shift, characteristics that make it valuable
for high-temperature operation and for device integration. We present electrically detected
magnetic resonance (EDMR) measurements and observe spin-dependent transport from a
“deep” dopant in silicon.
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Chapter 6 brings the above two systems together, presenting measurements taken on
a silicon finFET device similar to those presented in Chapter 4, but with a doped channel.
In this device we see the first evidence for a dopant coupled to a quantum dot, together
forming a double quantum dot. We explore this system as a charge qubit and study its
charge dynamics. We also show Pauli spin blockade in this coupled system, which opens
up perspectives for a hybrid dopant-dot spin qubit. We further report on methods developed
to perform coherent control of such a system.

In Chapter 7 we summarize the key outcomes of this thesis, and we also suggest pos-
sible directions for future work in this field.



Chapter 2

Quantum Dots

In the previous chapter we presented our motivations for the development of a hybrid spin
qubit architecture with donor spins in silicon coupled to quantum dots. Since our coupled
system in its most basic form is still essentially a double quantum dot, albeit one consisting
of electrons located on one “natural” and one “artificial” atom, we are able to use the
theory of double quantum dots for the description for this coupled system. We discuss
here the general theory of dot behaviour and signatures in transport and charge sensing
measurements, as well as charge and spin qubits made out of quantum dots.

2.1 Single and double quantum dot devices

Quantum dots are submicron structures containing a small number of free charge carriers.
The spatial extent of the dot in all three dimensions is limited so that the energy levels
are quantized[31], like an atom (leading to them being called “artificial atoms”). Level
quantization sets in when the size of the system is comparable to the Fermi wavelength;
for metals, this is only a few nm, while for semiconductors (especially low effective mass
ones like GaAs and InAs), this can be ∼100 nm. The formation of a dot is associated
with a weak tunnel coupling to the external environment (a conductance small compared
to that of a single channel), and an electrostatic charging energy that is large compared to
kBT , where kB is Boltzmann’s constant. The measurement of a quantum dot by transport
relies on tunnel barriers opaque enough to form the dot, yet transparent enough to allow
measurable transport through the device. This can be achieved using local gate electrodes
to tune the occupation. For a double quantum dot in series, the complexity increases since
one now needs to tune three tunnel barriers independently of the occupations of the two

27
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Figure 2.1: Device implementations of quantum dot systems. (a) An indium arsenide
(InAs) nanowire double quantum dot, gated using bottom gates below the nanowire[32].
(b) A carbon nanotube quantum dot, with the nanotube suspended from the contacts. The
gate can therefore affect the nanotube both mechanically and electrically[33]. (c) A verti-
cal and compact quantum dot made out of quantum wells[34]. (d) A gate-confined gallium
arsenide (GaAs) double quantum dot[35].
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dots. Therefore, there are many different ways of designing a quantum dot in a physical
system, with associated advantages and disadvantages; some of these are shown in Fig. 2.1.

2.2 Coulomb blockade and charge sensing

The most basic measurements for a single or double quantum dot are transport measure-
ments, where the current from source to drain is measured while gates are tuned, in a regime
where the system temperature is small compared to the size of the dot (or rather, the dot
energy levels set by the latter). In the “Coulomb blockade” regime of transport, the ground
state of the system relies on a fixed occupancy of electrons in each dot. The electrons in
the quantum dots energetically cannot tunnel to the leads, while to add electrons from the
leads, one would require more energy in order to occupy the next available quantum dot
state. Therefore, transport can only occur when the internal states of the quantum dot align
with the Fermi level of the source and drain leads. This leads to peaks in the conductance
measured through the quantum dot; these signatures of single electron tunneling are known
as Coulomb blockade peaks.

2.2.1 The constant interaction model

To understand the physics of quantum dot systems better, we consider them in the sim-
ple and intuitive constant interaction model[31, 36, 37] which takes into account (a) the
Coulomb repulsion and the energy required to overcome it when adding an electron to
the dot as well as (b) the quantised single particle energy levels due to the confinement.
The model assumes that the Coulomb interaction is parametrised by a constant capacitance
C = Cs + Cd + Cg for the source, drain and gate respectively. It also does not consider
second order effects and assumes that the single-particle energy spectrum is unaffected by
the interactions. In this model, the ground state energy (U(N)) of an N electron dot is
approximated by

U(N) = [e(N −N0)− CgVg − CsVs − CdVd]2/2C +
∑
N

En (2.1)

where N = N0 at Vg = 0, e is the electron charge, and Vs, Vd and Vg are voltages on the
source, drain and gate. The last term En is a sum over the energies of the N occupied
single-particle states. The electrochemical potential of the dot can therefore be defined as
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µ(N) = U(N)− U(N − 1) and given by

µ(N) = (N −N0 − 1/2)EC −
e

C
(CgVg + CsVs + CdVd) + EN (2.2)

Adding an electron to the dot will now change the electrochemical potential by the addition
energy

∆µ(N) = µ(N + 1)− µ(N) = EC + ∆E (2.3)

where EC = e2/C is the charging energy and ∆E is the single particle spacing arising
from the quantum mechanical confinement of the electrons within the dot. The model,
along with electronic transport signatures predicted by it, are shown in Fig. 2.2.

Low bias regime

In the low bias regime, where the source-drain voltage difference is low compared to ∆E

and EC , electrons can tunnel on and off the dot one by one, but only when its electro-
chemical potential lies between that of the source and drain, i.e. µs > µ(N) > µd. When
µ(N) < µd and µ(N + 1) > µs, there can be no transport and this situation is called
Coulomb blockade.

High bias regime

In the high bias regime, multiple levels can lie in the bias window and so-called “bias spec-
troscopy” can be performed, since the current through the dot increases when an additional
level enters the dot. In this case either eVsd > ∆E or eVsd > EC and typically at high
enough biases transport paths open up for excited states, allowing us to obtain information
about the energy spectrum of the quantum dot.

2.2.2 Double quantum dots

In this thesis, we are concerned with double quantum dots and we therefore extend the
model presented in the previous section to the case of quantum dots in series[36]. The dou-
ble quantum dot can be seen as an “artificial molecule” compared to the single dot which
is more like an atom. In this case, the “interatomic” bond character is defined by the tunnel
coupling (possibly controlled by a gate) and it can be tuned from an ionic character (with
electrons localised on both dots) to a more covalent-like system with electrons delocalised
over both dots. We will discuss this model in the next section.
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Figure 2.2: Transport through a single quantum dot. (a) Circuit diagram showing resistive
and capacitive couplings to the source and drain, and the capacitive coupling to the gate. (b)
The linear conductance with gate voltage shows Coulomb blockade, with current allowed
to flow only when the dot level is aligned with the leads at zero bias. (c) At finite bias, there
is an expanded window of gate voltage where current may flow, causing diamond-shaped
regions of blockade (shown on the right). At high enough applied bias, multiple charge
states may lie within the window and current can flow through multiple channels. Figures
adapted from [36] and transport simulated in Matlab.
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In the constant interaction model applied to the double quantum dot, the system of
conductors can be expressed as matrices (instead of constant as before), where the charges
at each node are linear function of the potentials, Q = CV, where C is the capacitance
matrix. Proceeding as in the previous section, but with the matrix method, we find for the
electrochemical potential of dot 1

µ(N1, N2) = (N1 − 1/2)EC1 +N2ECm −
1

|e|
(Cg1Vg1EC1 + Cg2Vg2ECm) (2.4)

EC1 is the change in the potential of dot 1 when (with gate voltage fixed), N1 is changed
by 1, and is called the addition energy of dot 1, with EC2 the addition energy of dot 2. The
mutual charging energy ECm gives the change in the energy of one dot when an electron is
added to the other. These energies are given by

EC1 =
e2

C1

1

1− C2
m

C1C2

EC2 =
e2

C2

1

1− C2
m

C1C2

ECm =
e2

Cm

1

1− C1C2

C2
m−1

(2.5)

In practice it is useful to define the reduced gate voltage ng = CgVg/ |e|, the polarization
charge applied by the gate in electron units. If ng is some integer N , the dot obtains N
electrons, while for a half-integer value of ng, electrons can move on and off the dot (the
single-electron tunneling state). Coulomb blockade for a double quantum dot (when N is
an integer) results in lines of stable charge configurations which change in shape depending
on the interdot tunnel coupling. Fig. 2.3 shows the shape of the transport configurations
against the individual dot gate voltages for the limiting cases of weak coupling (Cm = 0)
and strong coupling (Cm/C1(2) → 1), as well as for the typical case where the coupling is
intermediate. The charge stability diagram is then made up of hexagonal regions of fixed
charge, leading to the so-called honeycomb charge diagram. In this situation in the low
bias regime, transport through the double dot is permitted where the boundaries of three
hexagonal regions meet, called “triple points”; this is where the potentials of the two dots
are aligned with the potentials of the leads. In the high bias regime the triple points now
become triangular regions, where two dot levels can lie in the bias window, as shown in
Fig. 2.4. Lastly, considering that the dot levels are quantised, for large voltages, ground
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Figure 2.3: Transport through a double quantum dot. (a) Circuit model for a double quan-
tum dot, now showing the mutual resistive and capacitive couplings of the two dots. (b)-(d)
Charge stability diagrams, showing the electron numbers in dots 1 and 2 (N1, N2), for
a double quantum dot in the (b) weak, (c) intermediate and (d) strong coupling regimes.
Figure adapted from Ref. [36].
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states as well as excited states contribute to the transport. The successive alignment of
ground and excited states contributes to resonances within the bias triangles. Transport
measurements are useful for estimating charging energies, dot configurations and tunnel
rates (the bending of the edges of the stability diagram with strong tunnel couplings, for
example, is useful for this). However, transport requires the exchange of dot electrons with
leads, and therefore is inherently an invasive method. Qubit occupation can alternatively
be determined by the technique of charge sensing, where the capacitance or resistance
of a proximal charge sensor, sensitive to electrons tunnelling into and out of the dot is
monitored. Quantum point contact (QPCs), single electron transistors (SETs) as well as
quantum dots are typically used for charge sensing. In addition, gate-based charge sensing,
a method that has become popular over the last few years, can be used and is described in
Chapter 3.

We now discuss two kinds of two level systems or qubit candidates that are described
in this thesis and that can be realised using double quantum dot systems. The first kind is
the charge qubit.

2.3 Charge qubits

We have discussed how the ionic and covalent type states form in the weak and strong limits
of the tunnel coupling in a double quantum dot[38]. The one-electron charge states (0,1)
and (1,0), i.e. whether the electron is on the right dot or the left, form the basis states |0〉
and |1〉 of a charge qubit, shown in Fig. 2.5. We define the “detuning”, ε, as the gate voltage
parameter which takes us across the (1,0) and (0,1) interdot charge transition (ICT) and sets
the energy splitting. Therefore we have the diagonal matrix element of the Hamiltonian,
H = ε

2
σz. The tunnel coupling (tc = ∆/2) gives the off-diagonal terms in the Hamiltonian,

leading to a full Hamiltonian of the form

Hi(t) = −∆

2
σx −

ε

2
σz (2.6)

and a splitting between the eigenenergies of Ω =
√
ε2 + ∆2 at the avoided crossing near

zero detuning.
For charge qubits, by preparing a state with the electron in one dot (say, the left, at

ε0 < 0) followed by a pulse on the drain to zero detuning, one can make the system undergo
coherent state mixing. When the device is switched back to ε0, the electron charge state
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Figure 2.4: Triple points in double quantum dot transport. Transport can occur when at least
one energy level, for both the left dot and right dot lie in the bias window. The energy level
of the left dot also has to be lower(higher) than that of the right dot at positive(negative)
bias. The corners of the triangular points, as shown, correspond to situations where (a) both
dot levels are in resonance with the source, (b) both dot levels are in resonance with the
drain and (c) the left dot level is in resonance with the source, and the right dot level with
the drain. Figure adapted from Ref. [36].
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Figure 2.5: A tunnel coupled charge qubit. (a) Charge stability diagram showing the charge
qubit that can be formed in the detuning direction (indicated by ε), using the (0,1) and (1,0)
states. (b) Band diagram for a double quantum dot as a charge qubit, showing the tunnel
coupling between the two states.

can be measured by looking for the signature of the electron tunneling out to the source,
which will indicate it is in the right dot[39].

Microwave spectroscopy

Applying microwaves to the gate electrode, we can observe coherent oscillations between
the electron charge states at detuning values where the energy splitting matches that of a
single photon[40], i.e. following the relation Ω =

√
ε2 + ∆2 = hν, where ν is the mi-

crowave frequency. This is called photon assisted tunneling (PAT)[36], and by tracking the
PAT peaks with detuning and microwave frequency, the energy levels of the system can be
accurately mapped out. Tuning the frequency to match the energy splitting at zero detun-
ing also leads to resonant driving, and the half width at half maximum of this resonance
gives an approximate value for the coherence time T ∗2 ; however a value measured in this
way is typically broadened by slow and time averaged charge fluctuations. By chopping
microwaves, the charge state relaxation time can be mapped out[41, 42]. These techniques
will be used in Chapter 6 for our dopant-dot charge qubit.

2.4 Landau-Zener interferometry

We now take a look at the theory of Landau-Zener Interferometry; we will perform a
Landau-Zener interferometry experiment in a silicon double quantum dot in Chapter 4.
The analysis presented in this section closely follows that presented in Ref. [43]. We con-
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sider our charge qubit as a strongly and periodically driven two level system (TLS), with
energy bias or detuning ε(t) and tunnelling amplitude ∆, where the latter in our system is
fixed. For such a TLS, the Hamiltonian in terms of the Pauli matrices σx,z can be written as

Hi(t) = −∆

2
σx −

ε(t)

2
σz (2.7)

We also assume periodic driving with amplitude A, angular frequency ω and offset ε0, such
that

ε(t) = ε0 + A sinωt (2.8)

The instantaneous eigenvalues ofH(t) are

E±(t) = ±1

2
Ω(t)

Ω(t) =
√

∆2 + ε(t)2

(2.9)

For a strongly driven TLS, Landau-Zener dynamics are often explored in the literature
in terms of the intuitive adiabatic-impulse model[44], where the TLS is repeatedly driven
through an avoided crossing. While this theory was originally developed for atomic sys-
tems and in the solid state for superconducting qubits, it has been shown to be effective
for the case of single-electron charge qubits in GaAs[45]. Following this model, the inter-
ference of two quantum states during a double passage through an avoided level crossing
solely relies on the mutual coupling and is independent of the exact time evolution of the
two states in the vicinity of the avoided crossing. The energy eigenstates in the adiabatic
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Figure 2.6: Evolution of the energies during Landau-Zener interferometry. The ground
(red) and excited (black) state energies evolve as a function of time when periodically
driven through the anti-crossing, with PLZ the probability of a Landau-Zener transition.
The dynamical phase ∆Θ is given by the area in gray, and for a double passage is equivalent
to the Stückelberg phase. Figure taken from Ref. [46].
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basis change very fast around the avoided-crossing region, and remain more or less constant
away from the crossing; we therefore intuitively expect that the system evolves adiabati-
cally away from the avoided crossing. However, the evolution becomes nonadiabatic near
the anticrossing. Instead of making an arbitrary boundary between the nonadiabatic and
adiabatic regimes, it is mathematically simpler to consider adiabatic evolution everywhere
except at zero detuning, where a sudden mixing in the populations of the two energy levels
is modelled. This picture is called the adiabatic-impulse approximation, which emphasizes
the two-stage model and the instantaneous nature of the non-adiabatic transitions across
the avoided crossing.

Single Passage: The full derivation of the Landau-Zener probability is given in
Ref. [43], and we do not reproduce it here but discuss the results in different regimes. If we
assume that the system initially occupies the lower energy level, the transition probability
from the lower to the upper level during a single sweep across the avoided crossing can
be described within a quasiclassical approximation[47] (we will consider the effects of
decoherence later), and the probability that the system ends up in the upper energy level is
given by

P+ = PLZ = exp

[
− π∆2

2ω
√
A2 − ε2

0

]
, (2.10)

where PLZ is the probability of a Landau-Zener transition. For small ∆ this implies that
the probability rapidly changes along the lines |ε0| = A, and is constant in between. The
inclination of these lines can be compared with experiment for the calibration of microwave
amplitude. Defining the driving velocity v = ω

√
A2 − ε2

0 leads us to see that as we vary v
from 0 in the adiabatic limit to∞ in the sudden-change limit, the probability of the state
transitioning from the lower to upper level P+ goes from 0 to 1. As we will discuss next,
this feature can be exploited by varying v such that the transition acts as a 50/50 beam
splitter for the electron wavefunction.

Double Passage and the Stückelberg Phase: We now consider now the double-
passage problem, where we traverse the avoided crossing region twice at the same speed (or
drive back and forth across the crossing), completing one full driving cycle of the periodic
drive. The probability of the system ending up in the upper basis can now be given by

P+ = 4PLZ(1− PLZ) sin2 ΦSt, (2.11)
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which comes out to be

P+ ' 2π
∆2

Aω

(
1− ε2

0

A2

)−1/2

sin2 ΦSt, (2.12)

ΦSt = −ε0

ω
arccos

ε0

A
+
A

ω

(
1− ε2

0

A2

)1/2

− π

4
. (2.13)

where ΦSt is the Stückelberg phase[48, 49]. This situation is shown in Fig. 2.6. The prob-
ability of the system being excited into the upper state after two consecutive passages
through the avoided crossing is therefore an oscillating function of this phase, the two com-
ponents of which are acquired during the adiabatic evolution and non-adiabatic (impulse)
transition. Without interference, the averaged probability is 〈P+〉 = 2PLZ(1− PLZ). How-
ever, the quantum mechanical interference between the different LZ transitions means that
the total excitation probability after both passages ranges from 0 for destructive interfer-
ence to 〈P+〉 = 4PLZ(1− PLZ) for constructive interference, similar to the Mach-Zehnder
interferometer[50, 51].

This kind of double-passage experiment presents a way to perform coherent charge
state manipulation. Fig. 2.7 shows the steps involved in such an experiment. Choosing an
initial state (0,1), the ground state at ε > 0, we adiabatically sweep across zero detuning.
Now the ground state is (1,0). For a non-adiabatic sweep, the population mostly remains
in the initial state (1,0). The speed of the pulse across zero detuning can be set such that
the resulting qubit state contains 50% of (1,0) and (0,1); this analogous to an optical 50/50
beam splitter for light. This can be quantified by the Landau-Zener formula for single
passage (Eq. 2.10).

After the beam-splitting pulse, the qubit can precess effectively in the x-y plane of the
Bloch sphere (with the Larmor frequency proportional to Ω until a refocusing pulse across
the anticrossing takes it back to the initial state (0,1)). The probability of finding the qubit
in the initial state will now show a Mach-Zehnder type interference pattern with the qubit
states as the light paths, and coherent manipulation can be achieved by the tuning of pulse
lengths[51, 53].

Multiple Passage: The characteristic speckled LZS interference pattern is one that
arises from a multiple passage experiment, where the system is swept across the avoided
crossing periodically. Some relevant timescales here for a visible interference pattern are
(a) the time between subsequent tunneling events, which is of the order of half of the
driving period (T/2 = π/ω) and (b) the phase coherence of the system, for which we
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Figure 2.7: Charge qubit manipulation in a Mach-Zehnder type of experiment. (a) The
qubit is initialised in the (0,1) and (b) swept non-adiabatically across the anticrossing with
a 50/50 probability of finding the electron in either charge state; this process is like a 50/50
beam splitter for light. (c) The state is allowed to precess in the x-y plane by waiting for
a certain free evolution time, then (d) pulsed back across the avoided crossing. A charge
sensing measurement can be performed, and an interference pattern observed as for light.
Figure adapted from Ref. [52].
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consider the dephasing time T2. The characteristic Landau-Zener time (tLZ ∼ 2
∆

∆2

4ω
√
A2−ε2 )

for the duration of a transition should therefore be tLZ < T/2 < T2, such that consecutive
LZ events cannot overlap, and that the phase coherence of the system is preserved.

The interference patterns observed can be vastly different depending on this character-
istic Landau-Zener time; in the two opposite limits where the individual crossings are slow
(such that they are almost adiabatic, and PLZ � 1), or fast. In both cases, there is a res-
onance condition which determines whether there will be an interference pattern between
the upper and lower states. In the LZS experiment explored in Chapter 4, we are in the fast
passage regime

∆2/Aω � 1, (1− PLZ)� 1 (2.14)

and therefore we concentrate on the description of this regime (the slow passage regime is
described further in Ref. [43]). The resonance condition here can be analytically calculated;
it reduces to ε = kω for integer k. Changing the system parameters (ε0 or ω), we pass
through different k-photon resonances; this can give us a valuable energy scaling as well.
Additionally, to calibrate the microwave power applied, one can use the separation between
the minima or maxima in the interference pattern (Fig. 2.8, described later, shows some
LZS patterns).

In the analysis before, we have ignored decoherence (or rather, assumed T/2 � T2).
From the full calculations including the relaxation and dephasing times T1 and T2 (these
are performed in the rotating wave approximation using the Bloch equations for the re-
duced density matrix, detailed in [43], Appendix B), the steady state solution for the time-
averaged upper-level probability in the strong-driving regime is:

P+ =
1

2

∑
k

∆2
k

∆2
k + T2

T1
(|ε0| − k~ω)2 + ~2

T1T2

, (2.15)

where ∆k = ∆Jk(A/~ω), and Jk is the k-th order Bessel function. This formula is a good
approximation everywhere except for the vicinity of ε0 = 0 (however it is still qualitatively
illuminative in this region, as we will see in our simulations in Chapter 4). It is worth noting
that this formula additionally describes the single and double passage cases, with the effect
of decoherence included.
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Decoherence and the Landau-Zener problem

For LZS interferometry, it is useful to consider a fast-driven TLS where we start with in-
coherent driving (slow compared to T2) and gradually increase the coherence time of the
system[43]. We look at the effect of coherence on the steady-state populations of the two
levels. With strong decoherence, no interference occurs between the different Landau-
Zener transitions. In this case, going back and forth through the avoided crossing, we give
a small impulse (uncorrelated to impulses from all the other sweeps) to the state popula-
tions, which adds up to a steady state where the two states have equal populations of the
two energy levels (the exact ratio depends on thermal excitation and relaxation rates). This
is shown in Fig. 2.8(a). We now increase the coherence time to a point where the two transi-
tions in a single driving period (i.e. driving back and forth) are separated by a time smaller
than T2. However, the transitions induced by two different driving cycles are separated by
more than T2, and these are then independent impulses. There are therefore two interfering
transitions per cycle, and if the phase accumulated between these corresponds to destruc-
tive interference, at the end of a full driving period there will be no mixing. There will now
be lines in the previously incoherent map, as shown in Fig. 2.8(b). We can now increase
T2 even more, such that we can interfere between transitions from a few successive driv-
ing cycles. The resonance lines now start forming; indicating that the mixing between the
two states is suppressed whenever the resonance condition presented in Section 2.4 is not
satisfied (Fig. 2.8(c)).

Figure 2.8: Effect of decoherence on the Landau-Zener interferometry pattern. LZS in-
terferometry with high-frequency driving is shown, including the effects of decoherence,
by numerically solving Eq. 2.15, with the upper level steady state probability plotted. The
dephasing time T2 is given by ωT2/(2π) = 0.1 in (a), 0.5 in (b) and 1 in (c), while the
relaxation time is given by ωT1/(2π) = 103 for all plots. Figure adapted from Ref. [43].

In Chapter 4 we will revisit the LZS formulas, with some modifications due to the
technique of gate-based reflectometry and the measurement via the quantum capacitance.
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2.5 Spin qubits and Pauli spin blockade

We now move on to one- and two-electron spin states in quantum dots, and the spin qubits
that can be represented using them. For a single electron, the magnetic moment is an ex-
tremely small quantity (∼57.8µeV/T) and its direct detection is correspondingly extremely
difficult[54, 55]. As such, measurements of the spin state are typically made through
projection into another more easily measurable quantity, for example the charge, which
is accessible by transport and charge-sensing measurements. Therefore, spin-to-charge-
conversion has become the standard way to read out quantum dot spin states[6, 23, 56, 57].
With the addition of this technique, the electron spin in a quantum dot is a promising
candidate for a qubit, especially over the charge qubit, since it couples less easily to the
environment in the solid state and has longer coherence times, but can still be read out and
shuttled using electric signals, via the charge of the electron.
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Figure 2.9: Spin blockade in quantum dot systems for (a) a single dot and (b) two dots in
series. At low temperatures and with a small magnetic field applied to split the spin states,
the lower energy spin state is trapped in the quantum dot. However, the high energy spin
state is free to tunnel out of the quantum dot and this can be detected through transport, or
through a proximal charge sensor.

2.5.1 Single electrons and the Loss-DiVincenzo qubit

We first discuss the case of a single electron in a quantum dot. This was the basis of the
original Loss-DiVincenzo proposal, where two single-electron spins in adjacent quantum
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dots formed two qubits, with each two level system formed of the |↑〉 and |↓〉 spin states
split by the Zeeman energy (EZ) in a large external magnetic field B0 (∼1 T). This kind of
qubit relies on a kind of spin blockade; when the quantum dot is tuned correctly, the energy
difference between the two spin states under B0 means that tunneling is allowed for one
orientation of the spin, and blocked for the other (Fig. 2.9). Manipulation of the spin can
be accomplished using Electron Spin Resonance, or ESR. For example, microwave pulses
at resonance (hν = EZ) can be applied to an on-chip transmission line to create an AC
magnetic field B1, driving rotations between |↑〉 and |↓〉. In 2006, this technique was first
demonstrated by Koppens et al.[58] in a GaAs quantum dot that had a microwave stripline
fabricated on top, shown in Fig. 2.10(b).

For double quantum dots, a two qubit logic gate has been performed in silicon[18],
using a similar technique. A microwave stripline addresses two adjacent spins in a double
quantum dot, with a small frequency difference of 40 MHz that is electrically tuned via the
Stark shift. In this case, the readout is hysteretic; tunneling of dot 1 to the reservoir is via
dot 2, leading to hysteresis as a function of the sweeping direction since there is a finite
mutual charging energy. Dot 1 can only tunnel to dot 2 and then to the reservoir when the
dot levels are aligned, leading to a charge-sensing signal that is maximised in this situation.

ESR has also been demonstrated using an oscillating electric field applied to a gate
electrode[59]. This method is preferable since it avoids the fabrication of a separate
stripline, which is typically large compared to the quantum dot dimensions and therefore
affects scalability. However, this method generates the effective AC B1 field by moving the
electron wavefunction using the AC-electric field in an external magnetic field gradient.
Such a gradient can be generated using a micromagnet[60, 61] or by random variations in
the nuclear magnetic field[62], or alternatively by spin orbit coupling[59] (giving rise to
Electron Dipole Spin Resonance or EDSR). In our experiments in Chapter 6, we show that
another method of generating a gradient could be built into our hybrid dopant-dot system,
since an electron localised on the dopant feels the contact hyperfine interaction from the
nuclear spin, which it does not while localised on the dot. Measurements hinting at this
process, with rotations driven using the natural field gradient due to a phosphorus atom
have recently been reported[30].

In single-spin quantum dots, the DiVincenzo[20] criteria have largely been met, in sil-
icon as well as in other materials. However, the schemes above have the disadvantage that
they require high magnetic fields to provide high Zeeman splittings, which can affect co-
herence in certain systems[63] which operate better at low magnetic fields. In addition,
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micromagnets and coplanar striplines are difficult to scale up, and silicon has a very weak
spin-orbit coupling as well as a lack of a strong fluctuating nuclear magnetic field. An
alternative method therefore focuses on two-electron spin states, and is outlined below.

2.5.2 Two electrons and the singlet-triplet qubit

For two electrons, we have the following four two-spin states, the antisymmetric singlet

|S〉 = (|↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉)/
√

2 (2.16)

with S = 0 and the symmetric triplets

|T+〉 = |↑↑〉

|T0〉 = (|↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉)/
√

2

|T−〉 = |↓↓〉

(2.17)

with S = 1 and Sz =1, 0, and −1, which are degenerate at zero field but split by the
Zeeman energy in an external magnetic field (∼100 mT). In the two-electron spin system,
the basis states typically used to represent a qubit are the singlet S and the triplet T0 with
ms = 0. Originally proposed by Levy[64], this qubit basis was proposed as it could render
the qubit immune to spatially uniform magnetic field fluctuations. In the (1,1) charge state1,
the overlap between the electron wavefunctions is very small. However, if the two electrons
are on the same dot (the (2,0) or (0,2) configurations) then due to the antisymmetrization
condition on the total wavefunction there is a large exchange splitting EST between the
singlet and triplet states as shown in the energy diagram in Fig. 2.10(a). The effective
exchange between the singlet and triplet states in a hybridised situation, with tc > 0, given
by J , is now detuning dependent, and can be controlled using gate voltages. This exchange
splitting is typically dot size dependent, and can be made very large compared to kBT

(up to several meV) and can be used to drive rotations around the z-axis (parallel to the
external magnetic field). There are also regions in detuning where the singlet state maps to
the charge state (0,2) while the triplet remains in the (1,1) state, leading to spin-to-charge
conversion that can be detected.

1where given a charge assignment (NL, NR), NL for example signifies the excess charge on the left dot.
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Figure 2.10: (a) The energy level diagram of a singlet-triplet qubit with detuning, seen at
a transition such as the (1,1) to (2,0). The triplet states are split by an applied magnetic
field (assuming a positive g-factor). (b) The device structure used by Koppens et al.[58]
comprises a microwave stripline fabricated directly above a quantum dot (visible below).

Qubit manipulation

Given a singlet-triplet qubit defined as above, a spin-sensitive measurement can then be[65]
performed by:

• Initialization into either the singlet[66] or triplet[58] state (via the detection of spin
blockade, for example) by starting with both electrons in the same quantum dot.
Here the exchange splitting J of the (2,0) charge state, which is large (∼100µeV for
GaAs), is substituted for the Zeeman splitting of a single spin.

• Separation of the two spins into the (1,1) state by tilting the potential so that J is
turned off.

• State evolution; by (a) waiting at the evolution point[57, 63], (b) performing single
spin rotations[58] or (c) two-spin operations[66].

• Projection into the (2,0) charge state. If the state is a singlet, the spins can be tilted
into the same quantum dot. However, if the state is a triplet, they will be in spin
blockade due to the exchange splitting.

We now come to x-axis rotations. In GaAs, where these have been demonstrated, there is
an effective hyperfine field, which fluctuates on a timescale of a few µs and is therefore
different for the two quantum dots. This field ∆BN sets the σz matrix element, where the
Hamiltonian is now given by H = J(ε)

2
σz + ∆BNσx, and we now have two axes of control
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for our qubit[66]. In other systems such as silicon, where there is a much smaller hyperfine
field arising from the 29Si isotope (and no hyperfine field for isotopically purified 28Si)
methods such as a coplanar stripline need to be used for this purpose[18].

Nuclear spin polarization

The last topic we touch upon for singlet-triplet qubits is the technique of nuclear spin
polarization. At the S − T− crossing shown in Fig. 2.10(a) (S − T+ for GaAs due to its
negative g-factor), the effective exchange matches the Zeeman energy and any nuclear spin
gradient mixes the two states. This kind of transition is important for our proposed hybrid
dopant-dot spin qubit, as explored in Chapter 6. At such a mixed crossing, an S − T−

transition results in an electron spin flip; angular momentum conservation now requires a
simultaneous spin ‘flop’, coming from a neighbouring nuclear spin in GaAs or in natural
Si, while for a dopant-dot hybrid qubit in 28Si, the dopant nuclear spin flip can be induced
in this way. Repeated transitions followed by exchange of electrons with the leads can then
build up a nuclear spin polarization[67]. Such polarization techniques have been shown
to strongly increase the inhomogeneous coherence time T ∗2 [68] and in our system can be
explored as a way to access the dopant nuclear spin.

Lastly, we mention the exchange-only qubit[69, 70], which has been proposed for three
spins in a triple quantum dot architecture. Rotations in such a qubit are mediated in both
x- and z-directions by the exchange interaction and this eliminates the need for direct or
indirect magnetic control via micromagnets, striplines, or spin-orbit coupling and EDSR.
While this system has been explored in GaAs quantum dots, it is yet to be implemented in
silicon.

2.5.3 The silicon material system

In this section, we briefly describe the silicon semiconductor as host for quantum dot qubits
as described above, as compared with other systems such as GaAs heterostructures and
InAs nanowires. In Chapter 1 we have presented silicon as an attractive host for a qubit ar-
chitecture due to the presence of a multi-billion dollar semiconductor industry that is able
to make small scale silicon devices, complete with control electronics, with repeatability
and ease. However, apart from these scalability considerations, silicon as a semiconduc-
tor host for quantum dots has some specific advantages in terms of qubit relaxation and
coherence, which we now discuss.
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Spin-orbit interaction

The decay of coherent Rabi oscillations, a measure of information loss, can be attributed
to processes categorised as relaxation and decoherence. The relaxation timescale T1 is
strongly correlated with the spin-orbit coupling in the host material.

For a charge qubit, relaxation to the ground state is often mediated by phonons[31].
However, for pure spin states, a spin-flip process is required, which phonons cannot cause
since they carry no angular momentum. However in practice, the pure spin states we use
to describe spin qubits are not totally ‘pure’ due to the presence of spin-orbit coupling,
which couples the spin degree of freedom to the orbital levels[71]. The spin orbit coupling
arises from the stretched lattice Coulomb potential (and consequently an effective magnetic
field) seen by the relativistically moving conduction band electrons[72, 73]. This can be
decomposed into Dresselhaus[74] and Rashba[75] processes. The former, also called bulk
inversion asymmetry, comes from the atomic cores of the host lattice, while the latter, also
called structure inversion asymmetry, consists of the macroscopic electric field into which
gate potentials also contribute. The spin-orbit interaction couples the pure spin states to the
orbital levels, so that the spin and orbital quantum numbers are not good anymore. Phonons
can now therefore participate in the relaxation process without the selection rules imposed
earlier. Silicon has a weak spin-orbit coupling[76], due to its low atomic number and its
monoatomic lattice, and this results in spin-orbit induced relaxation rates that are predicted
to be at least two orders of magnitude smaller than for GaAs[77].

Hyperfine interaction

Decoherence of the spin qubit is described by T2, the time taken to lose coherent phase
information. Hyperfine-induced decoherence is a major contributor to the lower coherence
times of GaAs spin qubits (where Rabi oscillations quickly decay on a scale of tens to hun-
dreds of nanoseconds) as compared to silicon[62, 66]. The Zeeman splitting of a nuclear
spin is typically much lower than realistic values of kBT , since the g-factor has a value
that is 103 times lower. The direction of the nuclear spin is constantly fluctuating, leading
to a total hyperfine field that is a Gaussian distribution. Due to this fluctuating nature, the
Larmor frequency also fluctuates, leading to decay of the Rabi oscillations that decay as
e−t

2/T 2
2 where T2 ∝ ∆BN. To improve T2, apart from refocusing pulse sequences such

as CPMG[66], one can move to a host material with fewer nuclear spins. Silicon has a
low concentration of nuclear spins arising from the low-abundance 29Si isotope (only 5%),
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and it can be further isotopically purified to the 28Si isotope, which results in a kind of
“semiconductor vacuum” for spin.

One disadvantage, however, which should be mentioned at this point is that the ∼3
times larger effective mass of silicon as compared to GaAs leads to a need for scaling down
already small gate configurations in order to form quantum dots with adequate orbital level
spacings (by a factor of about ∼2.5 for a typical depletion-gate geometry as shown in
Fig. 2.1(d)). We discuss this fabrication challenge, and a potential solution to it, in more
detail in the following chapter.

Lastly, we discuss a final obstacle for silicon, its six-fold degenerate valleys. These are
six equivalent conduction-band minima located on the ∆ lines, at k ≈ 0.84k0 toward the six
X-points of the Brillouin zone[78]. Due to confinement in the z-direction and/or uniaxial
tensile strain at the interface, the valleys perpendicular to the interface have a much smaller
energy than those in the plane of the interface. The two z-valleys can be further coupled by
a sharp interface, with a valley-orbit coupling ∆ which is sample and interface dependent
(for example for Si/SiGe and Si/SiO2)[77]. A large valley splitting is desired since the
degenerate system then reduces to a single-valley qubit, a nuclear-spin free version of the
very successful GaAs system. On the other hand, for smaller valley splittings, the energy
scale is no longer set by the confinement but by the valley splitting and it can become
difficult to observe spin blockade since it can be lifted by the valley degree of freedom.

In the next section, we discuss the other component of our hybrid qubit, the dopant spin
in silicon.

2.6 Dopant spins in silicon

Up to now we have discussed quantum dots in the solid state. In this section, we present
a few aspects of the physics of dopant atoms, and especially their spins, in silicon. In
particular, electron spin resonance has been used for decades to measure and manipulate
dopant spins in silicon, and is a technique we will apply in the measurements presented in
the later chapters of this thesis.

For the sake of simplicity, we consider the 31P donor in silicon, which can be conceptu-
alised as a hydrogen atom in a solid state matrix. It has the excess charge of the phosphorus
nucleus as compared to the silicon nuclei, creating a Coulomb potential that can bind an
extra electron in the neutral donor (D0) charge state. The nucleus has a spin I = 1/2 (this
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can be different for other donors, with several interesting consequences2), while the extra
electron also has a spin S = 1/2. A single donor atom is therefore, as discussed in Chapter
1, a two-qubit system in itself.

e-

31P
Si

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.11: (a) Silicon crystal with a phosphorus donor occupying a substitutional site,
with an extra electron. (b) Kohn and Luttinger solution for the donor electron wavefunc-
tion. (c) Corresponding oscillations in the exchange between two proximate donors, with
asterisks denoting lattice sites. Latter two figures from Ref. [78] (in which the calculations
for the solid line in (c) were performed, while the dotted line is a comparison with Ref. [15].
The dotted-dashed line is calculated using a simple 1s hydrogenic orbital form.).

2.6.1 Level spectrum and energies

In the Kane model for a quantum computer, the nuclear spins encode the qubit, while the
donor electron wavefunction mediates single and coupled gate operations and is crucial[5].
Kohn and Luttinger were the first to go beyond simple hydrogenic approximations for the
electron wavefunction and include the effect of the silicon lattice. In 1955 they applied
effective mass theory to calculate the donor electron wavefunction, expanded in the basis
of the Bloch functions for silicon[80].

The coefficients F(k) are obtained by substituting in to the Schrodinger equation, with
a Hamiltonian given by H0-U(r), where H0 is the Hamiltonian for the silicon lattice and
U(r) the donor potential. This results in hydrogenic wave functions, scaled by the silicon
dielectric constant κ = 11.9 and the effective mass3. The six independent equations give
us wavefunctions spread over multiple lattice sites, which oscillate rapidly with the lattice
periodicity and are modulated by a slower-varying envelope function. We commented upon

2For example, the so-called “clock transitions” in Bismuth, with I = 9/2 for 209Bi lead to dramatically
increased coherence times[79].

3Spherical conduction band minima at the Brillouin zone origin are assumed, and an effective mass aver-
aged over the perpendicular and parallel directions is used.
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the sixfold-degenerate valleys in the bandstructure of silicon in the previous section; these
have consequences for the energy spectrum of the donors in silicon, and taking valley-
orbit coupling into account accounts for much of the discrepancy observed between the
Kohn-Luttinger energy levels (28.95 meV) and the experimental values (45.5 meV). Further
refinements, bringing the energy levels into agreement with the experimental values, were
made using local empirical pseudopotential methods[15].

However, for the purposes of the Kane model of quantum computer, we are interested
in the donor wavefunction. Fig. 2.11 shows the wavefunction calculated in Refs. [15, 78]
and the consequent calculated exchange energies versus donor separations. We can make
the observation that the exchange coupling is extremely sensitive to the relative orientation
of the two phosphorus donors and oscillates rapidly with distance. This sets stringent re-
quirements on the placement of donors for quantum computation architectures reliant on
the exchange interaction between two such atoms. As such, interfacing with other sys-
tems to mediate interactions between dopants, instead of relying on interdonor exchange
couplings, is an attractive option.

Interface effects and the D− state

Two electron states for shallow donors have very small binding energies in bulk silicon,
of the order of a few meV[81]. However, the binding energy of the donor is very much
affected by the interface, and quantum confinement strongly increases the binding energy,
for example in the case of the silicon nanowires studied in this thesis. For an As donor in
strong electric field applied in a silicon transistor, not only was the D− shifted into a more
bound configuration, a D− excited state, thought not to exist for donors in bulk silicon, was
observed[82].

A second interesting consideration is that of effects seen when a donor is close to an
interface. While at low fields the electron is confined by the donor’s Coulombic potential,
at higher fields (but before ionization) there is a potential well at the interface pulling the
donor electron up and away from the donor. However, even in this regime the electron is
confined laterally by the donor potential. Proposals have been made to exploit this effect
for quantum computation.
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2.6.2 The donor spin system

We now discuss the spin system of the donor using a spin Hamiltonian approach. This is
crucial for understanding the excitation spectra in ESR experiments.

Using S and I as the donor electron and nuclear spin respectively, we can write down
the spin Hamiltonian as follows[83]

H = HZ +HH +HSS +HSO (2.18)

where the terms going into the Hamiltonian are the Zeeman, hyperfine, spin-spin interac-
tion, and spin-orbit interaction energies.

The Zeeman term can be written (in frequency units) as follows:

HZ = γeB0 · S− γnB0 · I (2.19)

where γe = geµB/h is the electron gyromagnetic ratio, defined as positive, with ge is the
electron g-factor and B0 the static magnetic field. Similarly, γn = gnµn/h is the nuclear
gyromagnetic ratio, with gn the nuclear g-factor and µn the nuclear magneton, three orders
of magnitude smaller than that of the electron. The Landé g-tensor g entering into Eq. 2.19
is generally anisotropic in crystals and is a consequence of spin-orbit coupling; since silicon
has very weak spin-orbit coupling, we can take g ≈ 2 for electrons in silicon. Silicon also
has a sixfold degenerate valley structure, and the difference in effective mass results in
different values of g within a valley. However, the valleys are equally populated in the
ground state and the electron sees an average of the g-factors, so that no anisotropy is
expected. However, this is important for silicon heterostructures (SiGe) and possibly for
confined nanostuctures.

The second term is the Hyperfine term, or the Fermi contact hyperfine interaction, aris-
ing from the overlap of the electron wavefunction with the donor nucleus. This term is
given by

HH = S ·A · I (2.20)

where A is the hyperfine tensor, which is mostly isotropic for the 1s state, and is propor-
tional to the electron wavefunction at the nuclear site. This wavefunction can be tuned
electrically and can in turn tune the hyperfine interaction, forming the basis of the A-gate
in the Kane architecture[5]. We discuss the different donor hyperfine splittings and their
consequences in later chapters.
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The third term in Eq. 2.18 is the spin-spin term, coming from the interactions between
nearby electron spins, mainly the dipole-dipole coupling and the exchange interaction. We
have already discussed the exchange interaction and its oscillations in the previous section.
The dipolar term is given by S1 ·D ·S2 where D is a dipolar term depending on the spatial
separation of the donors. The last term in the spin Hamiltonian is the spin-orbit coupling
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Figure 2.12: Breit-Rabi diagrams of donors, eigenenergies plotted as a function of magnetic
field. The red dashed lines represent allowed ESR transitions driven by microwaves at
9.7 GHZ (for selenium and bismuth; phosphorus transitions are not visible at this scale).
Phosphorus (31P) and Selenium (77Se+) have nuclear spins of 1/2, but different hyperfine
strengths, leading to quantitative differences. Bismuth (209Bi), on the other hand, has a
nuclear spin of 9/2 and is shown with its ten allowed ESR transitions.

term,
HSO = λL · S (2.21)

characterised by the spin-orbit length λ. This term is quite important in quantum dot sys-
tems, such as GaAs heterostructures and InAs nanowires. It is made up of the Dresselhaus
(or bulk anisotropy) term and the Rashba (or surface anisotropy) term, with the latter aris-
ing from asymmetries of the potential in the direction perpendicular to the interface (which
could be important for gated or confined donors close to the interface). The Dresselhaus
term is not present in silicon, due to its bulk inversion symmetry.

For ESR of isolated donors, the two most important terms are the Zeeman and the
Hyperfine, and we can write the simplified Hamiltonian as

H = γeB0Sz − γnB0Iz + AIzSz (2.22)
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where A is assumed to be isotropic. This Hamiltonian is isotropic and can be exactly solved
for the eigenstates, the eigenenergies for which come out to be:

E↓⇑ =
−
√

(γ+B0)2 + A2 − A/2
2

E↓⇓ =
−γ−B0 + A/2

2

E↑⇓ =

√
(γ+B0)2 + A2 − A/2

2

E↑⇑ =
γ−B0 + A/2

2

(2.23)

where γ± = γe ± γn and where the arrows indicate the orientation of the electron ↑) and
nuclear (⇑) spin, and the energies are in frequency units. Fig. 2.12 shows the above eigenen-
ergies versus magnetic field, plotted for the donors relevant to the experiments presented in
this thesis, 31P and 77Se (both with nuclear spin 1/2), as well as the allowed ESR transitions
when applied microwaves of 9.7 GHz (X-band ESR) are used to generate the oscillating
AC magnetic field B1. We also include the energy spectrum of 209Bi, which has a nuclear
spin of 9/2, to illustrate its rich Hilbert space which is relevant for the experiments explored
in Chapter 6.

In the remainder of this thesis, we present our experimental setup, as well as our efforts
towards choosing a quantum dot architecture, selecting suitable donors, and finally, forming
a dopant-dot hybrid qubit.



Chapter 3

Experimental Techniques

In this Chapter, we introduce the main experimental techniques used to perform the mea-
surements in this thesis. First, we discuss the measurement of dopant spins via spin-to-
charge conversion using the technique of electrically detected magnetic resonance, which
we carry out in a cryostat that goes down to 4 Kelvin. Quantum dots and dopant spins
coupled to them typically require temperatures in the millikelvin range for their measure-
ment, so that the relevant energy scales (such as the dot charging energies) are greater than
kBT . For these transport and charge sensing measurements, millikelvin temperatures are
achieved in a dilution fridge. We introduce the cryogenic setup, and the techniques of DC
transport as well as fast, sensitive gate-based RF-reflectometry. We also briefly present the
fabrication of silicon quantum dot and dopant devices as well as the development of a flex-
ible fabrication platform for making silicon devices with a high-quality interface. Lastly,
we present one of the cornerstones of the results presented in this thesis, CMOS-silicon de-
vices fabricated in an industry compatible foundry, and discuss their design, the mechanics
of quantum dot formation, and some aspects of performing measurements upon them.

3.1 Electrically Detected Magnetic Resonance

Electrically Detected Magnetic Resonance (EDMR) is a technique used to detect spin-
dependent transport in the solid-state that can be orders of magnitude more sensitive than
ESR, and is capable of detecting ensembles of fewer than 100 donors[84][85]. It has been
a forerunner in the study of spin-to-charge conversion mechanisms such as spin-dependent
tunneling which have been instrumental in the integration of dopants into devices. We now
discuss the measurement setup of EDMR used in the measurements shown in Chapter 5.

55
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3.1.1 Electron Spin Resonance

ESR is a technique that can probe the spin degree of freedom for donors in silicon. The spin
Hamiltonian of a donor electron in a silicon crystal was presented in Chapter 2. Given a
static magnetic field B0, and ignoring the hyperfine coupling and other higher order terms,
we find the resonance condition hν = gµBB0[83]. For the donors in silicon, which have
Landé g-factors close to 2, microwave photons can drive spin resonance for Zeeman fields
of a few Tesla. The magnetic field component of this oscillatory microwave field is perpen-
dicular to B0 and is conventionally called B1.

In a typical ESR setup like the one shown in Fig. 3.1, a single-mode resonant microwave
cavity (a cylindrical TE011 in our case) is inserted between the Helmholtz coils of an elec-
tromagnet, and typically also immersed in a helium flow cryostat for cooling down to 4.2 K.
Microwaves are generated by the microwave bridge, and the signal is split into two com-
ponents. One is sent in to the sample and out through a circulator to be detected via a
Schottky diode, while the second component is used as a reference for the demodulation.
When the resonance condition given in the previous paragraph is satisfied, the sample ab-
sorbs microwaves and this translates to a signal on the spectrometer. A field modulation
technique is used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The magnetic field in a typical ESR
(and EDMR) measurement is superimposed with an ac magnetic field Bmod, with a modu-
lation frequency fmod typically 10–100 kHz, and the signal channel detects signals at this
ac frequency only, via a lock-in technique. Our measurements are carried out in a Bruker
Elexsys E680 spectrometer with an X-band resonator (X-band measurements are carried
out at microwave frequencies of 9–10 GHz and fields of ∼0.35 T), shown in Fig. 3.1(a).

One limitation of the EPR technique is the requirement for a large ensemble of spins
(the limit is about 1010 for X-band), due to the small Zeeman energy of an individual spin
(as well as the diodes used for detection). The fundamental advantage of EDMR is that
due to the switch to measuring electrical transport, we are no longer limited by the small
Zeeman energy for many mechanisms or by the detection diode sensitivity. This is mainly
because while the bare magnetic moment of a single electron is a very small quantity and
therefore hard to measure, charge sensing and the detection of electrical transport are much
easier, even for very small ensembles and single electrons.
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Figure 3.1: Simplified setup used for ESR and EDMR measurements. Left, Bruker spec-
trometer with magnet, resonator and cryostat shown. Right, a schematic of the cw-EPR
setup; for EDMR, the measurement is through transport instead of microwave diode detec-
tion.

3.1.2 Electrically Detected Magnetic Resonance

Due to the reasons stated above, EDMR is a versatile technique that can elucidate many
spin-dependent processes and spin-to-charge conversion mechanisms in silicon. In the
context of nanodevices, this is valuable both for subsequent device design as well as for
the study of interface physics. The basic measurement setup for EDMR is similar to that
of EPR, however instead of microwave detection, we detect spin dependent transport using
an electrical setup. We bias our sample with a constant voltage from a Stanford Research
Systems SIM928. The photocurrent from the sample is passed through a high-pass filter
and then amplified through a low-noise amplifier Femto DLPCA-200 before feeding into
the Bruker spectrometer lock-in amplifier, modulated at the field modulation frequency
(typically in the low kHz range, so that the RC filter constituted by the wires does not
attenuate the signals). A few important considerations for an EDMR measurement[86] are:

• Care should be taken to minimise metallic content in the cavity, say by using elon-
gated PCBs with all large-area contact pads and wiring situated outside of the mi-
crowave cavity.
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• The sample should be mounted such that it is positioned at the center of the cavity,
where B1 is the largest and E1 is the smallest.

• Single-mode microwave cavities enhance B1 by the loaded Q-factor, so the resonator
should be tuned carefully to maximise Q (typically ∼6000 for our resonator).

• EDMR signals are reported in literature as the fractional change in current or resis-
tivity on and off resonance. Under magnetic field modulation, the recorded EDMR
signal is:

Signal ∝ ∂

∂B
(
∆ρ

ρ0

)Bmod (3.1)

where Bmod is the modulation amplitude.

• For the above description to be meaningful,Bmod must be lower than the linewidth of
the EDMR signals measured with respect to B0; however, too low an amplitude will
lead to a loss of signal intensity. For best results, Bmod should be picked to match the
smallest linewidth of the signal.

• The modulation frequency should be chosen to be slower than any transient effects
expected from the device.

• The magnetic field step should be smaller than at least a tenth of the linewidth mea-
sured.

While Chapter 5 deals with EDMR experiments carried out using the techniques above,
most of the experiments in this thesis were carried out at millikelvin temperature ranges in
a dilution refrigerator, in nanoscale silicon devices. In the next section we summarize this
setup and mention some best practices.

3.2 Measurement setup and techniques

To resolve very small energy scales (the charging energy of a quantum dot, for example,
can be in the low meV range) and currents, we often need to cool down a system to the mil-
likelvin range of temperature, since temperature will otherwise typically be the dominant
energy scale. In this Chapter, we describe measurement techniques used to carry out the
different experiments in the next few chapters. Most of these were carried out in a dilution
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fridge, and this involved the wiring and setup of DC, pulse and microwave lines as well as
an RF-reflectometry setup at milliKelvin temperatures.

To this end, several measurements described in this report were performed in a cryogen-
free, top-loading Oxford Triton 200 dilution refrigerator with a stable base temperature of
30 mK and with high-homogeneity and horizontal (±3T main coil, ±0-0.1T sweep coil)
superconducting magnets. The rest of this section describes a few essential features of this
refrigerator and some extended wiring and filtering work performed on it1. At all stages,
effort has been taken to design a simple, plug-and-play enabled system which is easily
modifiable. The rest of the cryogenic experiments were carried out at the University of
Cambridge, in a Kelvinox K400 dilution refrigerator with a base temperature of 35 mK, the
wiring of which was already installed (and is described in detail elsewhere[89]).

DC lines

Equipped with 24 DC lines, our fridge has an RF reflectometry setup as well as several
stages of filtering. The filtered DC lines consist of an enmeshed copper loom with 12
twisted pairs and are connected to the sample PCB (described later) via a simple plug-and-
play PCI connector2 into which the PCB slots. At the mixing chamber stage, six of these 24
wires are copper, chosen to apply larger currents (for example to the source and drain of the
device under measurement), while the rest are manganin, chosen to minimize the heat load
to the mixing chamber. All wires are thermally anchored to the fridge by making thermal
contact to the fridge plates at various stages. Additionally at the mixing chamber plate, the
loom is wound several times around a copper bobbin anchored to the plate, with each layer
wrapped with Eccosorb3 as shown in the left panel of Fig. 3.2, to minimize radiation. The
Eccosorb is also part of the filtering stages, described below.

Filtering

The DC wires extend from the device at millikelvin temperatures to the measurement elec-
tronics at room temperature, so they need to be carefully filtered and heat-sinked to avoid
heating up the sample (the electron temperature can be elevated due to electrical noise

1We do not describe the stages of the fridge in detail since by now such wiring is fairly standard. Theses
by Alex Johnson[87] or Leonardo Di Carlo[88] provide good methods and rationales for wiring a dilution
fridge from scratch.

2PCI Express connector, FCI 10039755.
3Eccosorb microwave absorber material, LS24 0.25 inch wide absorbent foam sheet, Emerson and Cun-

ning Microwave Products Inc., available at http://www.eccosorb.com/

http://www.eccosorb.com/
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from the leads). Several stages are required at different temperatures and frequencies. At
room temperature, the wires are connected to a fixed fridge ground through switches and
embedded in a breakout box. At various stages in the fridge (50K, 4K, 800mK,100mK),
Eccosorb is wrapped around the loom using nylon thread. This material is a lossy mi-
crowave absorber and has been used with success in cryogenic systems for absorption of
high-frequency radiation (1-26 GHz). Such a stage is shown in Fig. 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Left, mixing chamber stage showing thermal anchoring of the loom (DC lines)
using a copper bobbin and Eccosorb. Right, loom filtering with Eccosorb, duplicated at
different stages in the dilution fridge.

To get rid of further high-frequency noise, copper powder filters are utilized. These are
well-established in cryogenic systems and consist generally of powdered copper suspended
in epoxy into which the wires to be filtered are embedded. In our home-built filtering
system, instead of a box with physical wires coiled inside and fixed inside the fridge, we
utilise a PCB with 24 gold traces each 100µm wide that meander to a total length of 1.5m,
covered with Stycast 1266 clear epoxy[90], connectorized inside a copper box. The epoxy
has been mixed with copper powder of 3µm average diameter. The PCB based design
makes the entire assembly plug-and-play by making use of D-connectors on both ends, and
it allows us to integrate the next stage of filtering on it as well: RC filters.

To remove the remaining low frequency noise, we add RC filters to the remaining part
of the wires on the PCB. This is done by soldering suface-mount resistors and capacitors
onto each line and to ground. By using replaceable SMD resistors and capacitors, we can
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change the cut-off frequency of these RC filters (for example, to have different cut-offs for
source-drain versus gates) at each cooldown as required. Fig. 3.3 shows the the filter PCB
along with its frequency response with gold meander, Eccosorb and the copper powder
epoxy treatment.

RC FiltersConnector

1 cm

-10

-30

-60

-80

S 1
2(

dB
)

f (Hz)

Gold meander on PCB
Gold meander + Eccosorb
Gold meander + Copper Powder Epoxy

108 109 1010

Figure 3.3: Above, Copper Powder and RC filter system showing 1.5 m meandering gold
traces under the copper powder/Stycast epoxy. Below, filter response at room temperature
with meander alone (blue trace), with Eccosorb (green trace), and with the copper powder
filter (red trace).

High frequency lines

In our system coaxial cables are used to send fast voltage pulses and microwaves, and are
in three parts across the stages of the fridge; copper or tin, connected by stainless steel
or titanium-niobium. They are anchored at 50K, 4K, 800mK and 100mK. XMA brand
cryogenic attenuators, typically at least -20 dB per line are used to thermalize the inner
conductor of the coax at different stages4. At the sample PCB, the coaxial cable plugs

4Recent experiments have noted a noise source specific to pulse tube cooled cryogen-free dilution fridges,
where pulse tube vibrations couple in to qubit measurements through the triboelectric effect; in a future
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into an SMP connector5, which is then connected to a copper trace coated with silver from
which we can bond to the chip (this sample PCB is described in the next section).

Measurement PCB

For connecting the microscopic world of the device to the macroscopic world of the mea-
surement system, we have developed a PCB which houses the chip and from which we can
wirebond to the leads of the sample. The PCB material is Rogers 4003C laminate on FR4,
(400µm wide), selected for its superior high-frequency operation and because of its similar
thermal expansion coefficient to copper and its low dielectric constant which minimises
parasitic capacitance. This material lets us design low-loss high frequency traces which is
important for our pulsed, ESR and RF lines. These traces are connected to the coaxial ca-
bles via an SMP connector (mentioned above) that enables right-angled connections. These
traces also include slots for surface mounted inductors, capacitors and resistors which can
together form easily replaceable bias tees as well as a tank circuit for the RF line. Vias
randomly spaced throughout the PCB connect the top and bottom ground planes and mini-
mize crosstalk between lines. As mentioned before, the DC wires coming to the PCB make
connection to the traces when the PCB is plugged into a PCI connector at one end. A silver
instead of gold finish ensures that the magnetic material nickel, often included as a layer
in a gold deposition on commercial PCBs, is not present on our PCB. In a later design, a
cutout was added to access the back of the sample with a laser or other optical excitation,
as well as a connectorized copper box encapsulating the PCB.

Dip-probe and optical access

Miscellaneous parts of the lab measurement system that have been developed include a
dip-probe that can used for preliminary measurements, at room temperature and at 4K in
liquid helium (it can be used in either an Oxford Instruments CF-935 optical flow cryostat
for the Bruker spectrometer system, or in a helium dewar, having a system to adjust its
height). The dip-probe has the same PCI connector as the fridge PCB, which makes the
PCB usable on either system, enabling multiple samples to be tested at 4K before selecting
one for cooling to dilution temperatures. Apart from this, the Oxford Triton dilution fridge

setup, cables used should be tested for such effects. In general, jacketed cables were found to have better
characteristics[91].

5SMP-MOLEX-73415-3320 connectors, specified up to 40 GHz.
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Figure 3.4: Measurement PCB, designed in-house (width is 2.5 mm) with tank circuit, bias
tee, DC lines, and impedance matched lines indicated. The device being measured is to be
positioned in the central square region.

is equipped with a set of shields that are fitted with aligned optical windows, which allow
us to access the sample space with a free-space laser.

Lastly, we describe the radiofrequency reflectometry setup developed in the fridge,
which is the basis for most of the experiments in this thesis, as well as the specific re-
flectometry technique used.

3.3 Gate-based RF-reflectometry

Radiofrequency (RF) reflectometry is a high-sensitivity charge detection and measurement
technique that has become very popular for low-noise measurements, especially in regimes
where direct transport is not possible. Gate based RF reflectometry simplifies design fab-
rication since it eliminates the need for a separate SET charge sensor (whether measured
by RF or transport). The measurement is also high frequency and high bandwidth, and not
limited by 1/f noise as in conventional DC transport[92]. The capacitive coupling essential
for this kind of charge sensor requires a strong gate lever arm which is a design feature
incorporated into the devices measured for this thesis (explained in the last section of this
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Figure 3.5: Left, all fridge stages. Right, schematic of RF setup with a typical sample.

chapter), but is also easy to achieve, for example, in nanotube or nanowire quantum dot
systems using high-k gate dielectrics.

In our dilution fridge we have implemented an RF setup for gate-based charge-sensing,
the main mechanics of which are shown in Fig. 3.5. An RF signal (typically with frequency
∼ 300− 400 MHz and power ∼ −90 dBm at the sample) is sent through a directional cou-
pler and stages of −20 dB attenuators to a tank circuit, composed of a surface mount in-
ductor (typically 370-390 nH), a parasitic capacitance to ground (around 1pF), and a device
capacitance (typically a few pF). As shown in Fig. 3.4, an on-board bias tee is usually used
to apply both RF and DC voltages on the measurement gate. The reflected signal is am-
plified by ∼35 dB through a low noise amplifier (a Caltech CITLF1, 0.1–1 GHz) anchored
at 4K. Finally, the signal is further amplified at room temperature and demodulated using
the reference signal through an IQ demodulator implemented through an evaluation board
(a Polyphase Microwave AD0105B card) which enables us to read both I and Q channels
after further room temperature amplification. A phase shifter is used to adjust the signal
between the orthogonal I and Q channels. Along with the RF setup, a microwave antenna is
connected to a high frequency line which lets us apply microwaves close to the device un-
der measurement. Fig. 3.6 shows RF amplitude traces taken with our measurement setup,
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showing a resonance at 324 MHz, which shifts with back gate (this behaviour is discussed
in Appendix B). We now turn to a description of the gate-based RF-reflectometry technique

Figure 3.6: Resonance from a loaded tank-circuit at the base temperature of 40 mK.
Changes in the device (for example, the back gate as shown here) can have strong effects
on the resonance, showing the need for in-situ tuning.

used for most of the measurements in this thesis, using the setup described above, follow-
ing previous work[93–95]. We consider a typical measurement in a quantum dot device;
we embed the device into the resonator by coupling through a gate electrode, typically the
top gate, by wirebonding on to it from the end of the inductor in our tank circuit. We then
measure the reflected RF signal. At the resonant frequency, the amplitude (A) and phase
(φ) components of the reflected signal are sensitive to changes in the complex admittance
of the device. This admittance depends on the tunnel rate (Γ0), the RF drive frequency
(ω0) and the temperature of the electrons in the lead (Te)[96]. A is affected by changes in
the power dissipation in the system, while changes in φ are due to dispersive tunneling or
quantum capacitance changes. These changes can be understood in terms of electron tran-
sitions in a tunnel-coupled two-level system that is driven with a fast RF excitation, with
the dynamics given by a master equation[96, 97] (detailed in Chapter 4). The rate equations
can be solved in different regimes based on a comparison of the tunnel rates with the drive
frequency (as well as a comparison of the lifetime broadening with the temperature). In
these regimes, resonances arising from quantum dot-to-lead transitions can have apprecia-
bly different lineshapes and signal amplitudes depending on tunnel rates, temperature and
drive frequency. Low-temperature measurements as shown in Refs. [93, 95], reproduced in
Fig. 3.7, illustrate these different regimes, discussed in the next section.
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Figure 3.7: Tunnel rates and their effect on gate-based reflectometry sensitivity and
resonance linewidths. Data from gate-based reflectometry experiments described in
Refs. [93, 95]. (a) Phase response of electron transitions as a function of the potential
of a quantum dot relative to the Fermi level of lead (∆µ, while N1 and N2 distinguish
between the two quantum dots), tuned using gate voltages. Red curves are fits to Eq. 3.2
for thermally broadened transitions, green curves are lifetime broadened and fit to Eq. 3.4.
Symbols correspond to panel (b) where the predicted capacitance response is shown vs
tunnel rates for high tunnel rates (green curve, Eq. 3.4) and low tunnel rates (red curve,
Eq. 3.2), compared to thermal broadening. Plots are from [95], with measurements per-
formed on a Si:P device. (c) Phase sensitivity and (d) dissipative charge sensitivity for an
RF gate-based sensor compared with a typical RF-SET, both plots versus tunnel rates (Γ0),
from Ref. [93] where the device is a nanoscale silicon transistor as described in Section 3.5.
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3.3.1 Detection regimes based on tunnel rates

Considering the case of a quantum dot coupled to a lead, the RF reflectometry signal typ-
ically shows a peak at the degeneracy point in the dissipative and dispersive responses as
we tune the two levels. However, we need to look at traces taken well away from any
triple-point charge degeneracies to avoid cotunneling effects.

Low tunnel rates

At low tunnel rates, i.e. kBTe � ~Γ0 the width of the transitions is determined by the
electron temperature since the thermal energy is greater than the lifetime broadening due
to the interaction with the leads. The rate equations then give us the following relations for
the average power dissipation in the device (P ) and the averaged phase response (φ):

〈P 〉 ≈
(eV rf

g α)2

4kBTe

cosh−2(
∆E(0)

2kBTe

)
Γ0

1 + Γ2
0/ω

2
0

(3.2)

〈φ〉 ≈ −πQ
Cp

(eα)2

4kBTe

cosh−2(
∆E(0)

2kBTe

)
1

1 + ω2
0/Γ

2
0

(3.3)

with V rf
g the gate voltage change produced by the RF-drive, and ∆E(0) the energy sepa-

ration of the two level system at zero detuning. A few things to be noted about this regime
are, firstly, that at low tunnel rates, the peak quantum capacitance is low, and no additional
power is dissipated in the device, since electron tunneling cannot keep up with the drive.
Secondly, we note that the peak at the degeneracy point has a cosh−2 dependence, borne
out by the experimental results shown in Fig. 3.7. The width of this peak gives us the
thermal energy and therefore the electron temperature. Lastly, as seen in Fig. 3.7(c)-(d),
Ref. [93] measured the charge sensitivity of this technique and found a very low value of
37µe Hz−1/2, outdone only by RF-SETs (1µe Hz−1/2), which perform best at high tunnel
rates (>600 MHz), while the gate based sensor performs well in all regimes, including bet-
ter than RF-SETs at low tunnel rates <500 MHz). Low tunnel rates correspond to highly
resistive tunnel barriers, which is usually the situation for few-electron quantum dots.

Tunnel rates comparable to drive frequency

For Γ0 ∼ ω0, we find that maximum power is dissipated since on average, inelastic tunnel-
ing happens at the end of the RF cycle, and inelastic tunneling results in an excess dissipated
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energy which results in a change in the total reflected power. Significant dissipation is not
ideal as it introduces noise into the measurement, but the maximum charge sensitivity of
the RF-resonator is also seen when the tunnel rate matches the drive frequency.

However, an encouraging consequence of the above relations is that unlike the power
dissipation, the average phase response does not peak at the resonant frequency and then
drop again, but goes to a constant value for large Γ0. In this limit, the excess power dissi-
pation can be minimised while the phase response is still maximised.

High tunnel rates

If the tunnel rates are considerably faster than the drive frequency, i.e. Γ0 > ω0, the
coupling is capacitive only and electron tunneling occurs out of phase with the driving
signal. Electron tunneling is elastic and power dissipation does not occur. In this regime of
dispersive readout the parametric capacitance response Cp can be given by

Cp ≈
(αV rf

g e)
2

π

~Γ0

(~Γ0)2 + (∆E)2
(3.4)

In this regime, the width of the peak, when fit to the above equation, gives the lifetime
broadening, i.e. the tunnel rates. Phase detection is maximised at these tunnel rates, a
regime more suitable for systems with transparent tunnel barriers (but performs well at
moderate tunnel rates as well). Fig. 3.7(a)-(b) show the predicted change in the phase
response and the measured resonance linewidth as the tunnel rates change.

In general, from the above regimes we learn that gate-based reflectometry works for
most regimes, but tunnel rates high enough (compared to the drive frequency) to avoid
maximum dissipation but low enough to keep tunnel barriers opaque enough for measure-
ment are optimum for quantum dot measurements. Tuning of the tunnel barriers can be
achieved typically by barrier gates, or by back gating in the devices described later in this
thesis. The resonator frequency can of course also be tuned within a certain range by a
suitable choice of components, as well as in situ using tunable inductors or varactors[98].

3.4 Fabrication of nanoscale silicon devices

We present here the design and fabrication of planar-MOS devices on a purpose-built ver-
satile fabrication platform based on silicon. Silicon MOS technology is ubiquitous in con-
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sumer electronics today, and this is a large motivator for the development of a quantum
computation architecture based on silicon. In the next section we will present some of
these industry-fabricated devices, a nanometer-scale subset of which are the basis of most
of the measurements in this thesis. However, industry-made devices typically have less
flexible timescales and designs and are subject to a myriad of design rules and materials
restrictions. As such, for the rapid prototyping and development that research-grade de-
vices require, we developed a fabrication platform and process flow that lets us fabricate
various kinds of silicon devices with a fast turnaround time. While the fabrication platform
was developed at UCL6 and the devices shown here were fabricated at UCL, the completed
platform is now implemented on a larger and faster scale by the cleanroom at Southampton
University. We show some later work where the devices have been fabricated by this team.

Fabrication platform

The Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (MOS) fabrication process is ubiquitous in industry, mak-
ing it attractive for designing qubits that are scalable and compatible with industry pro-
cesses. It has been used to great effect in recent experiments in both donor [7–9, 14] as
well as quantum dot qubit systems [17, 18]. It is therefore a natural and established fab-
rication procedure to employ in the manufacturing of a device where the end goal is to
combine these two systems. In addition, the advantages of silicon as a host material have
been discussed in Section 1.1.

Our fabrication efforts, carried out at the London Centre for Nanotechnology (LCN)
cleanroom, were twofold, (a) to develop a versatile and reliable platform for the fabrication
of silicon nanodevices and (b) the fabrication of nanodevices specifically designed for a
quantum dot-donor coupled system. The design of our fabrication platform is shown in
Fig. 3.8. It is based on a high-resistivity 100 mm silicon wafer, subdivided into four quad-
rants, each bearing 56 device regions which can be used to fabricate two devices each, for
a total of 448 possible devices per wafer. Each device region is built from the bottom up,
complete with bond pads, metal contacts, ohmic regions, as well as regions demarcated for
the fabrication of a coplanar waveguide (CPW) in order to carry out ESR measurements. At
the end of the process we finish with a flexible platform, with a free central device region

6The author wishes to thank Dr. Cheuk Chi Lo for his fabrication and device design expertise, hard work,
help and assistance during the fabrication and design process, as well as Dr. Liam Boodhoo at the University
of Southampton.
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Figure 3.8: Silicon device fabrication platform. (a) Wafer-level schematic of the home-
built fabrication platform. (b) Zoom onto one particular device region. (c) Further close up
of the active area, with space for a coplanar waveguide, two sets of devices and two sets of
heavily doped n+ regions.

suitable for a number of different device designs with varying complexity, which are then
patterned using electron-beam lithography as required.

Fig. 3.9 shows pictorially the steps carried out in our MOS fabrication process. These
steps are explained in more detail below.

Field oxide and n+ regions

Our fabrication process starts with a clean, high resistance (>10 kΩ), float zone, nomi-
nally p-type silicon wafer from TOPSIL Semiconductor Materials. A high quality 150 nm
field oxide is grown by a wet oxidation process at the University of Southampton. After
this, photolithography is performed on a Quintel 4000-6 mask aligner to pattern regions
for ohmic contact deposition. These areas are then etched (in a 6:1 buffered oxide etch
solution) free of oxide and are sent to the University of Surrey to have phosphorus dopants
incorporated through ion-implantation (at a concentration of 2×1015 cm−2 with a peak
concentration ∼20 nm below the silicon surface, an implantation energy of 40 keV, and a
tilt of 7◦ to avoid channeling effects in crystalline silicon). At the end of this process, the
photoresist (HMDS and S1818) acting as the implantation mask is removed.
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Figure 3.9: The stages of Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor lithography.

Low-dose dopant implantation

Since our aim is to explore dopant spins in silicon, we require a low-dose dopant implan-
tation that provides a low concentration of dopants in our active regions (around 1 every
30–50 nm). Two ways of doing this are possible with our platform. The first method,
adopted at the LCN, is achieved by opening up only the active regions with a photolithog-
raphy step followed by an HF dip to etch away the field oxide. The wafer is then sent to the
University of Surrey for a low dose implant (at a concentration of 1011 cm−2, and implan-
tation energies depending on the desired depth of dopants; some values used were 10 keV
and 19 keV). Arsenic dopants were typically used, to differentiate any single-dopant spin
effects from the phosphorus-doped ohmic regions.

The second method available requires a small widow (30 nm square) to be opened up in
the silicon, so that donors can be implanted at a very low dose in order to have only a few
dopants in the small window, obeying Poisson statistics. This window can then be aligned
to a “dopant gate” drawn by electron beam lithography in a later stage of the fabrication
process. If implantation occurs through an oxide or a device region, an RTA anneal, lasting
5 seconds at 1000◦C should be performed. However, if a good quality dry oxide is grown
right afterwards at a similarly high temperature, then this can heal implantation damage as
well as activate the ohmics.
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Device regions and gate oxide

The active regions of the device are now etched free of field oxide, using another pho-
tolithography step, followed by another field oxide etch (this will already have been done if
the low dose implant is performed at this stage). The active regions are now bare silicon. A
high quality 9 nm gate oxide is then grown at the University of Southampton (14 minutes
of dry oxidation at 900◦C, followed by a 20 minute nitrogen anneal at 950◦C). This also
has the effect of activating the n+ regions.

Metal contact and bond pad deposition

A third photolithography step is used to deposit aluminium metal contacts through thermal
evaporation after etching of the thin oxide. A fourth, and final, photolithography step is
used to define alignment marks, device numbering, as well as the large-feature bond pads
which will be used to contact the device for measurement. These are deposited by electron
beam evaporation and are composed of 8 nm titanium as a sticking layer, followed by
∼45 nm platinum for visibility under the electron-beam system. The wafer is now ready
to be diced into smaller, manageable pieces that are ideal for the smaller-scale precision
electron beam lithography to produce a nanoscale device.

Device lithography

Electron beam lithography (EBL) is well-suited to devices at this scale since using an elec-
tron beam enables us to overcome the diffraction limit of light, allowing the writing of very
small features (of the order of 20–30 nm). We use a Raith 150-TWO EBL tool to write
features of the order of tens of nanometers, with a minimum feature size of 30 nm and a
pitch of 30 nm achieved. The sample is spin-coated with a ∼100 nm thick layer of the pos-
itive resist polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA) 950 A2. A typical exposure is at a small (10
micron) aperture and a 20 kV excitation voltage. After exposure, the sample is developed;
the exposed PMMA is dissolved and metal deposition through thermal evaporation is car-
ried out, followed by an overnight liftoff immersion in the solvent acetone. This is usually
followed by a second device layer, made up of the top gate and a coplanar waveguide for
qubit control. Between layers, the aluminium gates are passivated by oxidation; a ∼3 nm
thick aluminium oxide is grown on a hot plate at 150◦C for 10 minutes in the cleanroom
atmosphere. This process may be repeated multiple times for different device layers in the
design, however the ultimate gate stack height is limited by the thickness of the resist since
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each layer of gates must wrap around the previous layer without breaks. This, in practice,
typically limits us to three metal layers. Lastly, the sample is annealed for 20 minutes at
400◦C in N2(95%)/H2(5%) to reduce the interface trap density (a forming gas anneal).

Fabricated devices

A few types of devices fabricated using the MOS fabrication protocol detailed above are
shown in Fig. 3.10. In general, these devices consist of two layers of aluminium gates.
While single electron transistors consisting of two barrier gates and a top gate (for accu-
mulation of electrons) are a first step, plunger gates or side gates (Fig. 3.10(d)) between the
barrier gates are an essential complexity, required to tune the coupling between quantum
dots as well as between a dot and a donor. In addition, a broadband coplanar waveguide
(CPW) as shown in Fig. 3.10(b) is essential to be able to drive ESR transitions and control
our qubit. Till date, devices with inter-gate pitch as low as 20 nm have been fabricated.

Figure 3.10: A few devices fabricated using the above methods, at the London Centre for
Nanotechnology. (a) Completed device region showing a coplanar waveguide at the top,
alignment marks and numbering, and bond pads. (b) A device with a proximal coplanar
waveguide (CPW) for driving ESR transitions. (c) A device with several gates close to-
gether with a 50 nm pitch. (d) A device with plunger or side gates between the barrier gates
to provide tunability of quantum dots. A guide to the eye indicates the position of the (not
yet deposited) top gate.
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Test structures

A final yet crucial component of our fabrication platform is the extensive set of test struc-
tures, present at two opposite corners of every quadrant. Our test structures take up eight
device regions per quadrant, but are nevertheless essential to the successful fabrication of
nanoscale silicon devices. Similarly to GaAs and SiGe heterostructures, where the quality
of the heterostructure is possibly the single most important factor in making a few-electron
quantum dot, in silicon a high quality interface is key to making nanodevices7. To this end,
testing the contact resistances, device-to-device leakage, ohmic resistivity, field oxide and
(most crucially) gate oxide quality is extremely important before proceeding to the next
step; this can save extensive amounts of time.

Some crucial parts of our test structure set are shown in Table 3.1.
Measurements carried out on these structures include assessing the quality of the oxide

(both field and gate) through CV measurements, as well as standard MOSFET measure-
ments (Id-Vd and Id-Vg) to gauge the quality of the ohmics, the effect of oxide quality
on transport, and device-to-device leakage. These measurements were carried out at room
temperature and at 4K, using a Keithley Parameter Analyser connected to a cryogenic probe
station, as well as in a dip-probe immersed in liquid helium after wirebonding. These mea-
surements are routine and integrated into the fabrication cycle for fast feedback and process
evolution.

3.4.1 Device measurements and nanofabrication challenges

Preliminary measurements on nanoscale devices were promising. The devices measured
in this section are single-electron transistors (SETs) that can potentially be used to detect
single donors in the globally doped silicon[7]. In addition, the formation of a quantum
dot in these devices would also enable exchange coupling and/or electron transfer between
such a single donor and the quantum dot.

At 4 K as well as in the dilution refrigerator at 30 mK, our MOS devices consistently
show turn on and pinch-off behaviours. Measurements on one such device, similar to
Fig. 3.10(b,c), are shown below in Fig. 3.11(a). The device turns on with a threshold
around 0.6 V. Additionally, setting the top gate to above turn-on, at 0.7 V, we can use the
bottom gates (separated from the top gate via the gate oxide of around 10 nm) to pinch
off the channel, either singly or together (in which case the pinch off voltage is higher).

7As Herbert Kroemer famously said, “the interface is the device”.
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Image Structure Use

Planar MOS-FETs I-V characteristics, Ohmics, gate
oxide quality and gate leakage

Ring-FETs Same as above; also ensure current
flows from source to drain through
channel and not through substrate

N+ Resistivity Ohmic region resistivity, implanta-
tion dose verification

CV Structures Field and gate oxide quality, charge
trap density, oxide leakage

Kelvin Structure Ohmic contact resistance, top gate
metal continuity

Table 3.1: Test structures for the silicon fabrication platform. Colour key: brown indicates
n+ regions, green stands for metal contact pads, blue indicates intrinsic areas, and black the
top gate layer.
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Fig. 3.11(a) also shows the current in the channel near the threshold, showing Coulomb
oscillations.

However, a few challenges were encountered in the quest to reach the few-electron
quantum dot limit.

• Oxide quality The minimisation of leakage and the optimization of oxide quality
is essential for silicon devices. Poor oxides lead to scattering and parasitic dot for-
mation in transport, as well as charge fluctuations causing switching and unstable
device behaviour during measurements. Typical defects affecting device behaviour
are fixed oxide charges (surface defects created during oxide that lead to scatter-
ing), interface trapped charge (silicon dangling bonds or Pb centers, oxidation or
implantation-induced), oxide trapped charges (holes or electrons trapped in the ox-
ide, can be annealed out at low temperatures), and mobile ionic charges (alkali ions
such as sodium and potassium; these can be minimised by clean processing, and deep
cleaning of furnace tubes and beakers in chlorine)[99–101]. A variety of these issues
were encountered, exacerbated by the difficulty of ensuring furnace tubes clean to
silicon-grade in a university cleanroom with multiple ongoing research projects.

• Device-to-device leakage Mobile charges as well as large trap densities were found
to randomly occur in some wafers, due to the same communal processing issues as
above. These caused a common problem in silicon MOS device fabrication, that of
device-to-device leakage, where current flows under bias between the ohmic regions
of different devices, which are (or should be) separated by intrinsic silicon.

• Channel stoppers To neutralise the problem of device-to-device leakage after per-
forming extensive simulations[102], channel stopper implants were introduced at the
beginning of the process, before the ohmic implantation step. For these, boron (at a
concentration of 1017 cm−3 about 74 nm below the surface) is implanted into a frame
around the device regions to prevent current flowing between them.

• Device dimensions While substrates exhibiting good gate oxide quality and minimal
leakage through the gate oxide were fabricated at the LCN, in nanodevices that were
measured (e.g. the one shown in Fig. 3.11(a)) we were unable to reach the few-
electron quantum dot regime. The high effective mass of silicon implies that to create
a comparable confinement to successful GaAs quantum dot designs, the electron
beam pattern would need to be scaled down by a factor of 1.73-2.5[52]. This is at
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the very limit of the resolution of the current 30 kV electron-beam-lithography tool
at the LCN and this drastically reduced our yield.

• Dot formation Lastly, recent developments[17, 103] in the still-nascent field of sili-
con quantum dots have shown that dot formation in planar silicon as well as in SOI
(discussed in the next section) is very different from that in heterostructure-based
material systems such as GaAs and SiGe. In silicon planar MOS quantum dots based
on aluminium gates on a Si/SiO2 architecture, strain upon the interface directly un-
der the metal gate means that dots are often formed directly below gates, not between
tuned barrier gates as previously assumed. This led to changes in our design.

For the reasons outlined above, fabrication of our silicon-MOS platform itself as well
as nanodevices was shifted to the cleanroom located at the University of Southampton as
part of our mutual research collaboration. The Southampton cleanroom is a state-of-the-
art nanofabrication facility capable of fast wafer-scale processing. This cleanroom is also
equipped with a 100 kV JEOL electron beam lithography tool which enables us to reach the
smaller dimensions required for few-electron silicon quantum dots. The most basic devices
tested based on the new design direction are shown in Fig. 3.11(b)-(c). Parallel gates corral
electrons into quantum dots below them, while a confinement gate is used to squeeze the
wavefunction of the electrons in the dots. A reservoir gate, shown on the left, is connected
to an ohmic and is a source for electrons to tunnel onto the dots. A microwave stripline (or
SET for charge sensing) can be located above the structure, while alternatively gate-based
charge sensing is used to read out the individual dots.

3.5 CMOS foundry silicon-on-insulator devices

In the previous section, we introduced a silicon-MOS fabrication platform developed as a
way to make a scalable qubit architecture that would be compatible with industry but also
EBL-compatible. However, while there are some advantages of research-scale fabrication
in terms of faster turnaround times and design flexibility, in this section we explore a differ-
ent approach, which provides large-scale fabrication capabilities along with sophisticated
machinery and design capabilities dedicated to silicon nanofabrication.

Over the past few decades, the CMOS electronics industry has been continuously scal-
ing down transistors in size, to increase performance and reduce power consumption. The
transistor has now shrunk below tens of nanometers, with the finFET transistor at the 7 nm
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Figure 3.11: Device tests and design progression. (a) Device near turn on showing repro-
ducible conductance oscillations. Inset shows that channel can be pinched off using barrier
gates. Measurements taken at 30 mK on a device fabricated at the London Centre for Nan-
otechology, as shown in Fig. 3.10(b, c). (b) Double quantum dot design, with dot formation
expected under each gate. (c) Dopant-dot device design, requiring local implantation of a
dopant under the dopant gate.
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node[1]. This means that silicon nanodevices that are small enough to show quantum ef-
fects are now routinely produced by industry (while still being extremely hard to make
in research laboratories and university cleanrooms)8. In addition, these devices, whch are
produced in commercial, ultra-clean and streamlined CMOS foundries, are much more re-
liable, robust and able to be made on a large (e.g., 300 mm) wafer scale, qualities very much
desirable for research purposes. Most of the measurements in this thesis were performed
on such devices, called fully-depleted silicon-on-insulator nanowire transistors (FD-SOI).

As mentioned before, limitations of this approach also exist. Industry processes are not
built for very specific, small-scale device designs that can be easily tweaked and added to.
As such simple, flexible and reproducible designs have been fabricated that are nevertheless
excellent testing grounds for quantum effects. The devices measured in this thesis are
single-gate fin-FET devices, and we now describe their fabrication.

3.5.1 Device fabrication

These FD-SOI nanowire devices are made at CEA-LETI9 and a typical device is shown in
Fig 3.12. Initially, [110] n-type and p-type NW-FETs with a high-k dielectric and metal
gate stack were fabricated on [100] SOI wafers with a buried oxide thickness of 145 nm.
The silicon film is ∼11 nm thick. The channel is first implanted before patterning with
boron for p-type and phosphorus for n-type devices. The silicon layer is then patterned
to create the nanowires using a mesa isolation technique, with the nanowires defined by
optical (deep-UV) lithography and resist trimming, achieving nanowires as small as∼7 nm
wide. The gate stack consists of 1.9 nm CVD HfSiON, 5 nm ALD-deposited TiN and 50 nm
polysilicon layers. The gate is wrapped around the channel in an Ω-gate configuration,
with gate lengths ranging from 10 nm to 10µm and nanowire widths ranging from 10 nm
to 10µm as well. After gate etching a nitride spacer of thickness 10 nm is deposited on the
sidewalls of the gate. Raised source and drain contacts (18 nm) were then grown to realise
low access resistances. A second offset spacer (tetraethyl orthosilicate and nitride layer)
was fabricated, followed by self-aligned source/drain implantations, activation spike anneal
(a very fast anneal that moves dopants from interstitial to substitutional sites in the silicon
lattice) and silicidation for low contact resistances. In the last stage tungsten contacts and

8At this size, silicon transistors sit so close to each other that quantum tunneling can occur. This is terrible
for digital logic, but opens up new vistas for quantum physicists!

9The author wishes to thank Sylvain Barraud at CEA-Leti who made the samples as well as the European
TOLOP (www.tolop.eu) project partners who spearheaded the project, especially the Hitachi Cambridge
Laboratory who provided us with samples.
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copper back-end process flows were used, finishing in 2µm oxide encapsulation. In some
devices, the channel is doped with phosphorus donors at a relatively low concentration
of 5×1017 cm−3, enabling us to study dopant physics in this subset of devices[104], as
explored in Chapter 6.
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Figure 3.12: Foundry-fabricated FD-SOI devices from CEA-LETI. (a) 3D schematic of
wrap-around top gate device such as the ones measured in this thesis. (b) Simulations
performed in Ref. [105] showing the formation of corner dots along the channel in this
kind of device. (c) TEM cross-section image from the previous reference of a typical device
showing channel gate and oxide layers. (d) Schematic form of (c), showing locations of
corner dots simulated in (b), as well as showing possible donor location for a device with a
doped channel.

3.5.2 Quantum dot formation

Because of the morphology of the wrap-around top gate, the electric field exerted by it
is strongest at the topmost corners where the two gate faces meet. This has been called
the ‘corner effect’ in fin-FET nanowires. This process has been studied in detail, with
simulations showing electron accumulation occurring first at the topmost corners[105]. In
addition, as shown in Fig. 3.12, the presence of disorder creates confinement of the corner
channels along the transport direction, leading to double dots in parallel. Localization is
driven by remote Coulomb charges at the SiO2/HfSiON interface and this attractive poten-
tial leads to the formation of small quantum dots in the center of the channel edge, localised
around 10 nm. This analysis is borne out by the large charging energies typically seen from
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these dots[93][106][29], from the lever arm of the top gate being much higher than that of
the back gate, and from the signatures of parallel double quantum dots seen in transport
spectroscopy (no precise alignment of the quantum dot levels is seen, a feature required in
series transport). This corner effect and the resulting double quantum dot system has been
observed by several research groups and is remarkably consistent, even across large wafers.

3.5.3 Measurement

Measurement of these devices is straightforward in some ways, thanks to their simplic-
ity. The top gate, with a strong lever arm to both corner quantum dots, is connected to
a tank circuit resonator for gate-based reflectometry of the kind described in Section 3.3.
Due to the wrap-around Ω-gate geometry and extremely thin gate dieletric, the coupling
of the dots to the gate and therefore to the resonator is extremely strong (lever arms are
∼0.9), resulting in excellent results using dispersive readout through gate-based reflectom-
etry as described in the previous section. In these devices, this technique has been shown to
achieve sensitivities comparable to the best RF-SETs[93]. The other knob available to tune
in the simplest single-gate devices is the back gate voltage; the back gate, or the silicon
handle wafer (scratched with a diamond scribe and attached to the measurement PCB with
a conductive adhesive) is able to be used as a gate by flashing it with an LED to generate
charge carriers. In devices where the single wrap around gate is split into two gates facing
each other, the two gates can tune each dot independently and the back gate can then be
used to tune the tunnel coupling.

In Chapters 4 and 6, we present measurements performed on these devices, to first
develop them into viable quantum dot devices and to then use them to couple quantum dots
to dopants.



Chapter 4

Gate-based charge sensing of a double
quantum dot in a silicon nanowire

In Chapter 1 of this thesis we stressed the importance of finding a material host and qubit
architecture which will be a useful platform for a coupled dopant-dot system. In Chapter 2
we discussed silicon as a material that presents multiple benefits for qubit coherence times,
in addition to being a semiconductor suitable for both dopant and quantum dot qubits.
Within the context of silicon, we would like to focus on a device architecture with the min-
imum number of control gates possible for the quantum dot to assist with scaling up. We
therefore explore a silicon-on-insulator nanowire finFET architecture with very small chan-
nels, as well as localised channel doping, as described in Chapter 3. These devices have
been shown to have corner states that can function as quantum dots[106], as well as have
dopants in the channel[28, 107] through which transport has been measured[108]. They
also have the added benefit of being CMOS-foundry fabricated with excellent prospects for
scalability.

In this Chapter, we seek to establish these devices as suitable for few-electron quantum
dots, as well as work out theories of charge detection and quantum dot behaviour based on
our chosen method of charge sensing, gate-based radiofrequency reflectometry (as intro-
duced in Chapter 3). To that end, we present a few-electron double quantum dot established
in a nanoscale CMOS silicon transistor. The chapter is divided into two parts. First, we
delve into gate-based reflectometry in these quantum dot systems, using it to explore a sin-
gle quantum dot via its coupling to the lead (Fig. 4.1). Gate based charge sensing based
on RF-reflectometry is advantageous in terms of ultimate charge sensitivity[93] as well as
for reduction of circuit elements for quantum computation. We show that the coupling of

82
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the dot to the resonator can be used to develop tools valuable for cryogenic measurement
and metrology of the qubit environment, such as primary thermometry and the sensing of
microwave amplitudes and pulse shapes.

In the second part, we move on to a double-quantum dot system in the silicon nanowire
device and present Landau-Zener-Stückelberg (LZS) measurements performed for a single
electron charge qubit in silicon. In recent years LZS interferometry has gained prominence
as a viable method for all-electrical coherent control of few-electron quantum states. First
described for atomic states[109], it has been observed for superconducting quantum point
contacts[110], interacting magnetic molecules[111], nitrogen vacancy centres in diamond
[112] and ultracold molecular gases[113], among others. In the solid state, it has been used
to great effect for the control of semiconductor quantum dots[45, 50, 51, 114], in super-
conducting qubits[115–117] and in donors in silicon[108]. However, nanodevices suitable
for LZS control can be geometrically complicated, with complex lithography requirements
making them hard to scale up. As such, it is of interest whether such coherent dynamics
of electronic charge states can be observed in standard commercial CMOS transistors. In
this experiment, we apply microwaves to the double quantum dot system present in the
device and use RF-reflectometry to observe a multi-regime LZS pattern, showing distinct
signatures of the single, double, and multiple-passage regimes of LZS interferometry in the
same device. We also observe a strong enhancement of the pattern at the points where the
electron tunnels out to the leads. The interference pattern is enhanced at these detection
points, and strongly suppressed when the microwave excitation is strong enough to drive
the electron across both of them, indicating that the state has been collapsed and a quan-
tum superposition no longer exists. We study decoherence effects and present a theory of
LZS detected through the quantum capacitance signal of the double quantum dot, and put
forward some applications of these multi-regime LZS measurements.

Before we delve into these experiments, we briefly discuss the sample and the measure-
ment setup below. These measurements were carried out at the University of Cambridge,
in conjunction with Dr. M. F. González-Zalba, at the Hitachi Cambridge Laboratory.

Sample and setup

Our device is a silicon nanowire transistor, shown in (Fig. 4.2(a,b)), fabricated on a
silicon-on-insulator substrate composed of a 145 nm buried oxide layer, a 11 nm thick
intrinsic silicon layer, and an 850µm handle wafer which can be used as a global back
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gate. The silicon layer is etched to create a nanowire (200 nm long and 60 nm wide) by
means of deep-UV lithography. A 40 nm wide wrap-around top gate is defined using a
SiO2(0.8 nm)/HfSiON(1.9 nm) stack for the gate dielectric followed by TiN(5 nm)/poly-
Si(50 nm) as the top gate material. The self-aligned source and drain (not represented
on the sketch) are formed by ion implantation after the deposition of 20 nm thick Si3N4

spacers which prevent dopant diffusion into the channel.
Measurements were performed at the base temperature of a Kelvinox K400 (“wet”) di-

lution refrigerator (40 mK), details of the measurement and wiring of which can be found
in Ref. [89]1. High sensitivity charge detection[93, 118] is achieved by radiofrequency
reflectometry on a tank circuit composed of a surface mounted inductance (390 nH), a par-
asitic capacitance to ground Cp (∼1 pF) and the device capacitance between the transistor
top gate and the channel. RF-reflectometry is performed close to the resonance frequency
(313 MHz) and the reflected signal amplified by a low noise cryogenic amplifier. The sig-
nal is further amplified and demodulated at room temperature as shown in Fig. 4.2(a). An
on-board bias tee is used to apply both DC and RF voltages on the top gate. Additionally,
a fast line terminating at a 50 Ω-matched on-PCB stripline is used to deliver microwaves to
the sample. The undoped silicon substrate is activated by flashing a surface mounted blue
LED to generate free carriers and can then be used as a back gate[119]. Applying a voltage
to the top gate of the fully depleted device creates accumulation, which occurs first at the
topmost corners creating a double quantum dot in parallel[106, 107, 120].

4.1 Primary thermometry

Primary thermometry is the measurement of absolute temperature without the need for cal-
ibration against an external thermometer. At millikelvin temperatures, Coulomb blockade
thermometry (CBT)[92, 121] is popular because it can be readily performed using elec-
tronic devices exhibiting transport. However, transport and its measurement are slow, and
there are regimes of interest (for example, a quantum dot coupled to only one of the leads) in
which electronic transport is not established or possible. Other primary thermometry tech-
niques exist, such as Josephson noise thermometry[122] and shot noise thermometry[123].
However, the former requires a superconducting element, and noise thermometry in gen-

1Most details of this system are very similar in terms of filtering and anchoring, to the UCL cryogen-free
“dry” dilution refrigerator described in Chapter 3. The low-noise-amplifier used here, a key component, is
a Quinstar QCA-U350-30H anchored at the 4K plate, providing ∼40 dB amplification with a nominal 2.8 K
noise temperature at 350 MHz.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Top, schematic energy diagram of the discrete quantum dot level aligned
with the temperature-broadened Fermi level of the lead. Bottom, RF phase as a function of
top gate and back gate voltages showing a gate-voltage dependent transition (at a mixing
chamber temperature of 40 mK and a resonator drive frequency of 313 MHz). (b) Top,
energy band diagram. Middle, probability (P1) of the electron being in the dot. Bottom, the
tunnelling capacitance (Cp) peaks at the degeneracy point (the phase response is negative
and proportional to Cp).
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eral requires extremely sensitive measurement of small voltages or currents (in the ∼pA
range) and careful elimination of other sources of noise, such as voltage bias induced self-
heating. Charge-sensed thermometry[124], and gate based RF-reflectometry in our sensor
in particular, has the advantage of being a fast technique[118, 125] which does not need to
pass current through the device, as well as a readily reproducible one. The high-frequency,
resonant measurement also makes our sensor insensitive to many typical sources of noise
(for example 1/f noise). Lastly, like CBT (which has been tested up to 27 T), the RF-
reflectometry technique has the advantage of insensitivity to magnetic fields[126].

In this study we are primarily concerned with the dot to lead transition and its appli-
cations and will ignore double-dot behaviour for this section. In the last section of this
chapter dealing with double quantum dot behaviour, we present the stability diagram and
charge assignment of the system. However it is worth mentioning that the system is poten-
tially a self-contained charge or spin qubit in itself, offering the promise of a fast primary
thermometer very closely integrated with every qubit in this architecture.

In this and the following section, we consider a dot-to-lead transition (for example, the
one shown in Fig. 4.1(a), a close-up of the larger double-dot stability diagram shown later
in this Chapter), which can be seen at regular intervals (∼ 10 mV) in the phase response of
the resonator as we sweep the top gate of the device while holding the back gate at a fixed
voltage in the subthreshold regime.

4.1.1 Thermometry

We consider a two level system consisting of the empty and full states of a dot coupled to
a lead. The MHz tone applied to the resonator (with quality factor Q) drives this two level
system in a cyclical single-state tunneling process between the dot and the lead (Fig. 4.1(a)),
well understood in terms of the tunnelling capacitance[93, 97, 127]. As in a previous
work[93], considering charge tunneling between the dot levels E0 (empty) and E1 (full)
and a lead, we see that the levels are aligned at a certain detuning ε0. The system is driven
around this point by the RF drive, with a frequency ω0. We have discussed in Chapter 3
various regimes and the consequent reflectometry peak shape and linewidths, depending on
the ratio of ω0 and Γ0, the latter being the constant tunnel rate away from degeneracy. When
ω0 is comparable to Γ0, the RF excitation, starting in the ground state at reduced gate volt-
age n0

g with an amplitude of δng, moves the system out of equilibrium into the excited state,
where it remains until it tunnels inelastically[93]. The excess dissipated energy shows up
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as a change in the reflected power from the resonator, while a dispersive signal, manifesting
as an additional tunneling capacitance Ct, is detected when electrons tunnel out of phase
with the RF cycle. However in the case where Γ0 � ω0, that is, in the regime of a tunnel
rate much higher than the RF driving frequency, the effective resistance entering into the
complex admittance (Y = 1/∆R + iω0∆C) diverges[95]. Therefore, at high tunnel rates,
no power is dissipated and electron tunneling is elastic. In this experiment our dot-to-lead
transitions are in this regime, and we will therefore consider this limit. (In the next section,
we will show that the fact that we are in the double-passage regime of Landau-Zener inter-
ferometry confirms this assumption, and that our tunnel rate is∼10 GHz, much higher than
our RF drive frequency at 300 MHz.)

The dynamics of the charge tunneling process can be described by a master
equation[97]:

Ṗ0 = Γ−P1 − Γ+P0, Ṗ1 = Γ+P0 − Γ−P1 (4.1)

which reduces to solving the differential equation

Ṗ1(t) + Γ0P1(t) = Γ+(t) (4.2)

due to probability conservation and the fact that Γ+ + Γ− = Γ0. Here Γ+ and Γ− are the
tunneling rates into and out of the dot, while P0 is the probability of the electron being
outside the dot and P1 is the probability of the electron being in the dot. Because of the rf
drive P1 shows up in the dispersive readout as the tunneling capacitance term:

Ct(t) = (eα)2 dP1

dε
(4.3)

where α is the gate lever arm, defined as the conversion ratio of the applied gate voltage
to the resulting shift in the dot energy levels. This generates a resonator phase shift ∆φ ∝
Ct(t) and an average phase shift 〈∆φ〉. We can then arrive at an analytical expression
for 〈∆φ〉 by expanding the tunnel rates in Eq. 4.2 around n0

g to the first order of δng (an
approximation valid for δng � kBT/EC),

〈∆φ〉 ' −πQ
Cp

(eα)2

2kBT

1

cosh2( ∆E
2kBT

)

1

1 + ω2
0/Γ

2
0

(4.4)

The phase response of the resonator is related to the effective change in the capacitance of
the system ∆C as ∆φ ≈ −πQ∆C/Cp. In our system we consider the high tunnel rate
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limit (Γ0 � ω0), and obtain a final equation for the average phase2:

〈∆φ〉 ' −πQ
Cp

(eα)2

2kBT

1

cosh2( ∆E
2kBT

)
(4.5)

This equation can also be derived by noting that in the high temperature limit, the prob-
ability of the electron being in the dot is a function of the thermal energy, and is given
by

P1 =
e

−∆E
kBT

2 cosh( ∆E
kBT

)
(4.6)

which leads to the same result for the resonator phase response φ. The variation of E,
P1 and Ct with the detuning from the charge degeneracy is shown in Fig. 4.1(b), with the
detected phase response being proportional to the inverse of Ct.

This equation is valid in the additional limit where kBT > ~Γ0, that is at higher tem-
peratures. The cosh−2 part of Eq. 4.5 can be used to fit the peak in the resonator phase
shift around the degeneracy point, where the signal is maximum, to obtain the temperature
T from the full width at half maximum (FWHM). From the bottom panel of Fig. 4.1(b) it
can be seen that the full width at half maximum (FWHM) and the height of the peak both
depend directly on the temperature, and this dependence can be isolated since the other pa-
rameters are easy to extract from other measurements. Specifically, the height is difficult to
extract directly in terms of temperature, since the quality factor of the resonator is difficult
to determine with reasonable accuracy. Therefore, we choose to fit the peak to the cosh−2

part of Eq. 4.5, and extract the FWHM, which will be of the form 3.53kBT/eα[94, 95]. The
only unknown parameter in this equation is the gate lever arm α, which can be determined
from some other energy scaling in the system, such as a charging energy measurement from
Coulomb diamond spectroscopy, or in the subthreshold regime without direct transport (as
in our case), a magnetic field energy scaling as described in the following subsection, where
we extract a gate lever arm α = 0.86. In Fig. 4.2(b) we show a peak in the reflectometry
phase response taken at a mixing chamber temperature of 500 mK, measured using a ruthe-
nium oxide (RuO2) thermometer mounted at the cold finger of the dilution refrigerator,
close to the sample. This is a temperature at which we can be sure that we are in the linear
regime where the peak FWHM is set by the temperature. Using the FWHM form derived
from Eq. 4.5 and our value of α, we obtain a good fit to the peak and obtain a temperature

2For the full analytic calculation, see Supplementary Note 2 of Ref. [93].
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of ∼ 480 ± 66 mK. This is a primary value and does not need calibration against another
thermometer. Some sources for the error in our measurement could be the insufficient pre-
cision of the measurement of the energy scaling for the gate lever arm, the fact that the
RuO2 thermometer at the coldfinger is some distance away from the device itself, as well
as the fact that at higher temperatures, the peak amplitude becomes smaller and the error on
the FWHM increases. In addition, at higher temperatures thermalization of the device can
take time, and the electron temperature can consequently vary from the temperature shown
by the RuO2 thermometer.

We now discuss the lower limit set on the thermometer by the lifetime broadening due
to the coupling to the leads. As we decrease the temperature, we emerge out of the regime
where kBT > ~Γ0 and into the regime where the peak is broadened by ~Γ0 and not by the
temperature. As discussed in Chapter 3 and above, in this regime the electron tunneling is
elastic and has a purely capacitive response given by

Cp =
(αe)2

π

~Γ0

(~Γ0)2 + (∆E)2
(4.7)

Therefore, by fitting to the peak at a point where decreasing the temperature no longer
has any effect (in the case of a system with a high tunnel rate), we can extract the tunnel
rate of the system. Indeed, at the lowest temperatures (40 mK, shown in Fig. 4.3(a)), we
obtain a better fit to the peak using the Lorentzian form (Eq. 4.7) than to the temperature-
broadened equation, which fits well for higher temperatures (400 mK and 1 K). From the fit,
we obtain a tunnel rate of∼14.5 GHz, which matches well with the conclusions drawn from
our Landau-Zener experiment in the next section. We see that valuable information about
tunnel rates can be extracted from a gate-based reflectometry measurement, in addition to
its use for primary thermometry.

In general the lower limit of the primary thermometer is given by the lifetime broaden-
ing arising from the leads, and also by the fact that the tunnel rate needs to be larger than
the resonator frequency, which is typically in the few hundred MHz range, to avoid excess
dissipation. However, the study presented here is used to illustrate the different regimes in
which the thermometry and tunnel rate detection can be performed. For a device similar
to ours, but intended to be used for thermometry purposes, it would be possible to (a) en-
gineer a dot with suitable tunnel rates to the leads using tunable tunnel barriers as well as
(b) within the same device, find a different transition with a lower tunnel rate (the variabil-
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Figure 4.3: Peak shape, FWHM and amplitude with mixing chamber temperature. (a) The
phase response of the resonator at three different mixing chamber temperatures, measured
using a RuO2 thermometer mounted at the coldfinger of the dilution fridge. The peak at
40 mK is fitted using Eq. 4.7, while those at 400 mK and 1 K are fitted using Eq. 4.5. (b) and
(c) show the extracted FWHM and the amplitudes of the peaks as we vary the temperature.
In (b) a linear fit to the saturated FWHM values below 200 mK is used to extract the tunnel
rate of the transition.
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ity of tunnel rates in the same device, within a large range from 100 MHz to 22 GHz, was
demonstrated in Ref. [95] using different transitions of the same dot).

In Fig. 4.3(b) and (c) we present measurements showing the extracted FWHM and
height of the peak arising from the phase response of the resonator, with respect to mixing
chamber temperature as detected by the external RuO2 resistance thermometer mounted
close to the sample. The trend shown is similar to CBT in quantum dots, where the FWHM
of the peak decreases as the mixing chamber temperature is decreased. The trend in peak
amplitude is similar. In our devices, as discussed, we use the saturation of the peak’s
FWHM at low temperature to extract the tunnel rate of the transition, by fitting a line to
find the y-axis saturation point (y = c), which gives us the FWHM. From the FWHM and
amplitude plots, in this case, we can only surmise therefore an electron temperature lower
than ∼260 mK (obtained from the tunnel rate), since if it were higher than this value, the
peak width would saturate due to temperature (and not lifetime broadening).

RF drive and lever arms

One last crucial consideration for the kind of lineshape analysis and thermometry we
present here is that in practice the device must be carefully set up so that the RF power
supplied to the sample is less than the thermal smearing due to kBT . We accomplish this
by lowering the RF amplitude and measuring the FWHM until it is no longer dependent
on the RF amplitude, as shown in Fig. 4.4(a). In addition, to obtain numerical results from
the peak fitting, the gate lever arm α must be obtained. This can be done by looking at
an external energy scale of the system, for example the extent of Coulomb diamonds in
transport; in our case, we monitor the dot-to-lead transition as we sweep the magnetic field
and the shift in the peak towards higher or lower energy gives us a calibration of our gate
lever arm in terms of energy, α = 0.86± 0.2, as shown in Fig. 4.4(b).

We now turn to a slightly different application of the gate-based reflectometry tech-
nique, which is the calibration of microwave amplitudes.

4.2 Microwave sensing

Microwave pulses are yet another control mechanism vital to many qubit architectures[58,
61]. However, due to the difficulties inherent in high-frequency microwave engineering
there is often a trial-and-error process required to quantify pulse amplitudes and shapes
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Figure 4.4: RF-drive broadening and gate lever arm calibration. (a) Full-width-at-half-
maximum of a resonator phase-detected peak plotted against the estimated RF power reach-
ing the sample (calculated from measurements taken at the RF output port of the dilution
fridge using a power meter, see Appendix B). Thermometry measurements are taken where
the peak is no longer power-broadened (indicated by the red arrow). (b) Peak position in
top gate plotted against magnetic field (in energy units assuming g = 2), with linear fit.

reaching the device of interest. Currently, techniques such as Landau-Zener Interferometry
can be used to estimate microwave amplitudes by fitting to Bessel functions[43]; however
this requires coherent oscillations, a certain regime of driving, and a well-confined few-
electron system. In addition, pulse shape tuning is often performed by trial and error or
using external, room-temperature instruments, and should be ideally done in-situ at the
device location at low temperature. Using gate based reflectometry, in contrast, does not
require a special regime or a few-electron double quantum dot, but simply a well-defined
charge instability, as found in many nano-electronic devices.

4.2.1 Effect of applying microwaves to peak

To explore the microwave detection properties of the sensor, we apply microwaves to the
FET device via an on-PCB coplanar waveguide situated near the device (on the same PCB)
at a frequency of 4 GHz, far higher than the RF drive frequency. Fig. 4.5(a) shows that the
peak arising from the dot-to-lead transition is consequently reduced in amplitude as well as
split into two peaks by the microwave excitation. We show the peak splitting seen for two
microwave amplitudes (0.1 V and 0.2 V at source) and notice that the splitting of the peak
is proportional to the amplitude generated by our microwave source. This can then give us
a value for A, the microwave amplitude reaching the sample.
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Applying microwaves to the sample affects the energy levels involved and therefore the
probability (P1) of the electron being in the dot, which depends upon the tunnel rates into
and out of the dot. This means we need to extend the undriven thermal equation for P1(t)

(taken to first approximation)[93],

P1 =
Γ+

Γ− + Γ+

' 1

1 + e
ε0
kBT

(4.8)

to include the effect of the time-variant, sinusoidal microwave drive, resulting in

P1(t) ' 1

1 + e
ε0+Acos(ωMWt)

kBT

(4.9)

Both in our system and typically, microwave drives are far faster than RF reflectometry
drives, which means that ωMW � ωRF, so that the resonator sees an averaged P1 probability

〈P1(t)〉 ' 1

TMW

TMW∫
0

1

1 + e
ε0+Acos(ωMWt)

kBT

dt (4.10)

However what is detected by the resonator is the dispersive capacitance change Ct(t),
which can be calculated as follows:

Ct = −(eα)2 δ〈P1(t)〉
δε

(4.11)

Knowing the other terms in the equation above, the microwave amplitude A can be ex-
tracted by comparing the fit of the model above to the peak broadened and split by the
microwaves. However, the equation above cannot be fitted directly; it requires numerical
simulations which are then fitted iteratively for the extraction of the microwave amplitude.

4.2.2 Simulations

To fit our experimental results and verify our theoretical model, we implement a numer-
ical simulation based on the equations above that attempts to recreate the splitting of the
sisyphus peak at various microwave amplitudes3. Fig. 4.5(b) shows the results of this sim-
ulation at different microwave amplitudes, based on how much they perturb the top gate

3The simulation program was developed by Dr. Andreas Betz at the Hitachi Cambridge Laboratory.
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voltage4, parametrized as δng, for the bias point n0
g = Cg/eVtg, with the charge degeneracy

occurring at n0
g = 0.5. With δng = 0, the peak is not split at all, as expected, while with

δng = 0.01 and δng = 0.02 (with the latter splitting double that of the former as in the two
amplitudes shown in our measurements in Fig. 4.5(a)) we see the peak splits proportionally
with the increase in microwave amplitude. The model is in good qualitative agreement
with the experiment. The simulations are performed at a temperature of 200 mK and a
tunnel rate Γ0 = 15 GHz. At higher temperatures, the microwave and temperature effects
are decoupled, since the peak splitting remains the same, and can be fit separately, leading
to the microwave amplitude probe being useful at higher temperatures as well. Variations
in tunnel rates do not affect the splitting, but the overall signal intensity, as expected from
Refs. [93, 95]. The effects of temperature and tunnel rate vs microwave frequency can be
seen in Appendix B.

Lastly, using our model in a situation where the applied excitation is in the form of a
pulse or a sawtooth ramp generates a very different response, as shown in Fig. 4.5(c) and
(d), an effect which motivates further experimental work in this area. This can then be used
to calibrate other kinds of excitations; an effect especially important in the case of pulsing,
for which the peak is sensitive to the pulse sharpness and the model can be used to engineer
best pulse frequencies and amplitudes for a given tunnel rate. In addition, the profile of
very fast voltage pulses as seen by the qubit is extremely important for qubit manipulation.
Applying such a pulse to the device and comparing it with the corresponding model could
allow direct comparisons and quantifications of pulse sharpness and amplitude.

In the next section we move on to the study of a double quantum dot system in this
device.

4.3 Multi-regime Landau-Zener Stückelberg interferom-
etry in a double quantum dot

In this section, we present a multi-level LZS interferometry study performed in a silicon-
transistor-based charge qubit, which is tunnel coupled to a fermionic sea that allows us to
characterise the qubit dynamics in the strong driving regime. We discussed LZS interfer-
ometry in Chapter 2 and note that in the cases analysed in Ref. [43], the multiple passage

4These measurements are taken with the source and drain of the device grounded and there is a single
gate.
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Figure 4.5: Microwave effects and simulations. (a) Microwaves are applied to an on-PCB
coplanar waveguide situated near the device, at a frequency of 4 GHz and an amplitude at
source of 0.1 V (red trace) and 0.2 V (blue trace) or turned off (black trace). In (b), (c) and
(d) we show numerical simulations performed in MATLAB using Eq. 4.11. We plot δ〈P1(t)〉

δng0

vs ng0 for (b) sine, (c) sawtooth, and (d) square excitations (with excitation type shown
above the results), at a temperature of 200 mK. In (b) we simulate for the cases where the
microwave is off (blue trace), and for an excitation amplitude δng at the device of 0.01 (red
trace) and 0.02 (yellow trace), with a frequency of 4 GHz, the same as experiment. For (c)
and (d), we simulate for different tunnel rates Γ0 while keeping the microwave frequency at
20 GHz. (In (c) at the two lowest tunnel rates there is a simulation-induced artefact leading
to asymmetry around ng0.)
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case is typically visible as an interference pattern as shown in Fig. 2.8(c). In Mach-Zehnder
interferometry in semiconductors, the double-passage problem has been separately studied
and applied as a method of qubit control[50]. However, in the present experiment, the sin-
gle, double and multiple passage regimes are observable within the same device and at the
same drive frequency, and the microwave drive amplitude can be varied to switch between
the different regimes. Our measurement is performed by RF reflectometry directly on the
gate (rather than using additional charge sensors); this can distinguish between electrons
tunnelling between the dots (a phase-conserving effect) and electrons tunnelling off the dot
onto the leads (an effect involving relaxation and loss of phase information, analogous to
the photon detector in the optical interferometer), two processes which we briefly discuss
in the next section before presenting our results.

4.3.1 The quantum capacitance in a two-level system

For the specific two level system we consider here, the double quantum dot (DQD) with
a single electron, there is a well-defined TLS with an avoided crossing at zero detuning
(ε = 0), given an interdot tunnel coupling ∆. At large detuning, the electron is localised in
the left or right dot (we label these dot 1 and dot 2), while at low detuning it is delocalised
over the two dots, leading to hybridised ground and excited state energy levels, given by
Eq. 2.9. We are interested in the differential capacitance and changes in it, as seen from the
top gate, as that is where our resonator is coupled. This should provide us with a formula
for the detection of LZS interferometry via gate-based charge-sensing. Following Ref. [46],
the differential capacitance can be defined as

Cdiff =
d(Q1 +Q2)

dVG

(4.12)

where we take into account the sum of the charges Q1 and Q2 on the dots due to a certain
gate voltage VG, and we know that

Q1 = CG1(VG − V1)

Q1 = −e〈n〉1 + (CS1 + CD1)V1 − CM(V2 − V1)
(4.13)

and so on for the charge on the right dot Q2; with 〈n〉1 as the average charge number and
V1 as the gate voltage on the left dot, with the dots coupled with mutual capacitance CM

and the left dot coupled to the source and drain by CS1 and CD1, respectively. Noting that
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〈n〉1 = −〈n〉2 when the dots exchange electrons, we can solve this set of linear equations
(considering Q for both dots). We define the total capacitance of the dots CΣ1(2) and the
lever arms α1(2) = CG1(2)/CΣ1(2). This gives us a differential capacitance

Cdiff = Cgeom + (eα)2d〈n〉
dε

, (4.14)

where Cgeom ≈ α1(CS1 +CD1) + α2(CS2 +CD2) includes the static dot capacitance terms,
and we define the lever arm for the double quantum dot as α− ≈ (α2−α1)/2. The average
electron occupation (here for the right dot) can be expressed as a function of the ground
and excited state probabilities Z = P−−P+, which is what we will need for our extension
of the Landau-Zener problem:

〈n〉 =
1

2
(1 +

ε

∆E
Z) (4.15)

Noting that ∆E also depends on ε as E±(t) = ±1
2

√
∆2 + ε(t)2 and combining Eqs. 4.14

and 4.15, we have our differential capacitance equation,

Cdiff = Cgeom + CQ(ε) + CT(ε)

CQ =
(2eα−)2

2

(∆)2

(∆E)3
Z

CT =
(2eα−)2

2

ε

∆E

δZ

δε

(4.16)

where we have separated out the two contributions parametric on ε. The quantum capaci-
tance CQ, arising from the curvature of the energy bands and the tunneling capacitance CT,
arising from population redistribution processes such as relaxation (occurring on the same
timescale as the resonator, or faster) both need to be considered while analysing the effect of
the qubit upon the resonator. In the theoretical analysis of our results we will use this frame-
work for our four-state Landau-Zener experiment. This is essential both in understanding
the effect of the resonator (ideally negligible) on the interferometer, as well as in fitting the
parameters of our system to extract useful information from the experiment[115, 116]. We
now move on to our experimental results.
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4.3.2 DC transport measurements

This LZS study is performed in the same device presented in the previous sections, mea-
sured with the same setup, as shown in Fig. 4.2(a). However we are now interested in the
double quantum dot system instead of a single quantum dot to lead transition. We start by
plotting the source-drain DC current ISD of the device in Fig. 4.6(a), as a function of the
top gate voltage, VTG, and the back-gate voltage, VBG. These measurements are taken at
35 mK with a source drain bias voltage, VSD = 1 mV. At VTG ≈ 0.4− 0.6 we observe the
transistor turning on. The threshold top gate voltage depends upon the back gate voltage
applied and in general for a higher VBG, turn-on occurs at a lower top gate voltage. Near
the threshold, we observe oscillatory features in the current indicating Coulomb blockade.
This is due to the corner effect explored in Chapter 3 in these finFET devices, that confines
electrons onto quantum dots at the topmost corners of the transistor. The dots are well
coupled to the source and drain allowing direct transport measurements to be taken in these
DC measurements. However, the white square, in Fig. 4.6(a), shows the region were the
gate based rf-reflectometry measurements we present are taken. Here no direct transport
through the transistor can occur as we are biased well below threshold and as the dots are
weakly coupled to the source and drain reservoirs.5 The difference in the transport and re-
flectometry regimes in their sensitivities shows that gate-based reflectometry is a valuable
tool for charge-sensing where direct transport is not possible.

4.3.3 Stability diagram and dispersive detection

In Fig. 4.6(b), we see the demodulated phase response of the resonator as a function of the
top gate and back gate voltages. The phase response is sensitive to capacitance changes
in the system. In the subthreshold regime of the transistor, where direct transport mea-
surements are not sensitive enough, we observe the characteristic stability diagram of two
coupled quantum dots, as a function of the top gate and back gate voltages. As is typical
in these corner quantum dots which are located at the top corners of the wrap-around top
gate[105], the charge transitions are coupled more strongly to the top gate than to the back
gate.

RF reflectometry can be used to detect both dissipative and dispersive changes in the
system under study. Dissipative processes such as a charge tunneling between a lead and a

5In addition, this means that both dots are well centered in the channel and are unlikely to be dopants
diffused from the source and drain reservoir.
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Figure 4.6: Stability diagram in transport and reflectometry. (a) shows the stability diagram
of the double quantum dot as a function of the back gate and top gate voltages, with charge
assignments marked according to the description in the text. The short black arrow shows
the location of the faint interdot charge transition (ICT) line, while the long black arrow
shows the cut in back gate voltage at which the Landau-Zener experiment is performed.
Panel (b) shows the DC transport characteristics of the device over a larger region, with the
white square marking the region in gate space where our measurements are taken.

corner dot can be detected, as we have seen in the previous section (and in Chapter 3). In
addition, processes involving thermal excitation and relaxation induce changes in the tun-
neling capacitance CT[93, 106, 118]. These changes account for the dot to lead transitions
detected in Fig. 4.6(b). The figure also shows an extra coupling ridge, an interdot charge
transition (ICT), where an electron tunnels between the two dots, with a white dashed line
serving as a guide to the eye. This process, due to the nonzero curvature of the energy
bands, contributes to the quantum capacitance CQ[23, 125]. The ICT itself, shown by the
short black arrow in Fig. 4.6(b), is faintly visible due to the fact that the response of the
resonator depends on the quantum capacitance, itself dependent on the difference of the
lever arms between the two corner dots α− = (α2 − α1)/2. These two corner dots have
almost equal gate couplings since they are both oriented very similarly to the same top
gate, and therefore 2α− ≈ 0.16. (The ICT visibility is clearer in the first few slices of the
Landau-Zener pattern in Fig. 4.7, where we show data averaged over a much longer time.)

Using the phase response of the resonator, we assign the electron filling of the system.
By lowering the top gate voltage below the value at which we see the coupled double-dot

6The approximate value for 2α− is estimated from the fact that the diagonal photon lines in the multiple-
passage pattern shown in Fig. 4.7 are spaced by the energy of the 21 GHz microwave photon, such that
2α−Vtg = hµ
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system, we deplete the dots of electrons. Below this point in top gate voltage we do not
see any more dot transitions, leading us to commence our numbering of the charge states in
Fig. 4.6(b) from (0,0). However in essence we can assert only that we are at an odd-parity
charge transition at the ICT, labelled (0,1) to (1,0)[128]. We will calculate and plot the
full four-state energy diagram of the system, in the next section. The long black arrow in
Fig. 4.6(a) shows the slice at a back gate voltage value of 4.5 V where we perform the LZS
experiment.

4.4 LZS results and discussion

Fig. 4.7 shows the phase response of the resonator as a function of detuning and microwave
amplitude. The frequency of the microwave excitation, applied to an on-PCB stripline next
to the sample, is ν =21 GHz, chosen so that we are driving fast enough to perform multiple
passages within the charge coherence time T2. In Fig. 4.7, at Amw = 0, the interdot charge
transition is centered at zero detuning ε = 0, while the dot-to-lead transitions are above and
below, as would be expected in the cut taken through the stability diagram along the black
line shown in Fig. 4.6(a).

Four distinct regions are visible in the figure (apart from the background baseline of
the resonator response where there are no transitions), described below using the symbols
superimposed on them in Fig. 4.7:

• Incoherent driving (blue star): The regions marked with a blue star in Fig. 4.7 are
regions devoid of any interference pattern. This is expected, since in this region the
electron is transitioning from the dot to the lead and then back again, which is not
a phase-conserving process. This means that every passage will be a single-passage
process.

• Multiple passage (red star): In this region, we see the characteristic multiple-
passage patterns seen in a typical fast-passage Landau-Zener interferometry exper-
iment. Resonant lines appear at equally spaced points ε = nhν, where n-photon
transitions mediate the charge oscillation between the dots (which can be used to
calibrate the gate lever arm α−). In this region, the electron is being swept back and
forth by the microwave drive between the left and right dot.

• Double passage (green circle): In this region, at higher microwave driving strength,
the multiple-passage interference pattern sharply gives way to a very different fringe
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Figure 4.7: (a) Phase response of the resonator ∆φ as a function of detuning ε and cal-
ibrated microwave amplitude Amw. Symbols indicate the four different regions of the
Landau-Zener interferometry patterns as described in the main text.
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pattern, where the individual photon lines are no longer visible. In addition, we note
that the visibility of the fringes is strongly enhanced, and we discuss the reasons for
this enhancement in the next section.

• Destruction of Interference (yellow triangle): Lastly, we increase the microwave
drive even higher and consider the resulting region, marked by a yellow triangle in
Fig. 4.7. Here there is an abrupt loss of the coherent interference pattern. It is also
the point where the broadened dot-to-lead transitions overlap.

Before discussing these results in our theoretical framework, we look at the dependence
of this multi-regime pattern on the microwave drive frequency and use it to make a first-
order estimate of the coherence time of the charge qubit, which we will need for the fit.

4.4.1 Frequency dependence

Our theoretical description considers our gate-based reflectometry setup in the semi-
classical limit of a quantum system coupled to a classical resonator, with hν � kBT ,
an approach successful for the description of atom-light interactions. For us this requires
that characteristic qubit times are much shorter than the period of the resonator, or that
ν−1 � h/∆, T1, T2. Since the resonator is much slower than the qubit, it sees the sta-
tionary value for the occupation probabilities[46]. Our resonator frequency is 313 MHz,
with a corresponding period of ∼3 ns. The full width at half maximum of the quantum
capacitance signal lineshape at the ICT gives us a rough measure of the tunnel coupling
of the system, which is ∆ ∼33µeV or 8 GHz, while from our tunnel rate measurements
in the previous section, we know that the tunnel rate of the dot to the lead is very fast,
∼15 GHz (which is why we are in the double passage regime upon encountering them),
and that the “coupling” at these crossings is essentially, zero.

Results

In Section 2.4 we saw that the microwave frequency used to drive the Landau-Zener ex-
periment can have a significant effect on the interference pattern, depending on the qubit
timescales. Reducing the manipulation time below the coherence time of the system affects
the central multiple-passage pattern first, since at some frequency we shift to an interme-
diate regime of double-passage where the microwave period approaches T2. Subsequently,
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with a further lowering of the microwave frequency, we will go into the incoherent single-
passage regime, where the electron phase coherence is lost within every passage, such that
multiple passages are but an aggregation of single-passages. The electron phase coher-
ence time in our strongly-driven TLS can therefore be studied by performing a microwave
frequency dependence of the LZS interferometry pattern (since of course we do not have
direct control over the T2 of the charge qubit). Fig. 4.8 shows the LZS interferometry study
performed using three different microwave frequencies (29 GHz, 11 GHz, and 4.72 GHz,),
where the change in driving frequency leads to differences in the maxima and minima po-
sitions since the resonant lines appear at equally spaced points ε = nhν. We observe three
regimes: the quantum coherent regime in (a), the intermediate driving regime in (b) and the
incoherent driving regime in (c). In (a), measured at 29 GHz, successive transitions through
the avoided crossing are correlated, and clear interference fringes are visible. This indicates
that ν−1 < T2. In (b) we observe fewer clear minima and maxima regions while others are
blurred, indicating that ν−1 is approaching T2 and that we are close to the double-passage
regime. In (c), Landau-Zener transitions are uncorrelated and we observe no interference
pattern, indicating ν−1 > T2. We see that in the enhanced regions, the double-passage
interference pattern persists up to 4.72GHz, or ∼200 ps, and we take this value of T2 as a
first guess for the fit to theory. We use T1 as a fitting parameter.

As we describe below, we find the best fit of theory to experiment with T1 and T2

in the same range, of a few hundred picoseconds, as is common for charge qubits in these
architectures[29, 46, 108]. In Chapter 6 we will use a different method to find the T1 and T2

of a similar charge qubit. These results indicate that our assumption that all characteristic
qubit times are much shorter than the resonator period is accurate.

To develop an explanation for the different regions in our multi-regime LZS experiment,
we need to gain a sense of the different energy levels of the system that come into play.
For this purpose we now calculate the energy level diagram of this regime of the double
quantum dot.

4.4.2 Energy levels of the double quantum dot

We discussed the energy of a double quantum dot system calculated in the constant inter-
action model in Section 2.2.2, for a single gate, as well as the reduced gate voltage ng. In
the current device, we have a double quantum dot coupled to two gates, which can be rep-
resented with a circuit diagram as shown in Fig. 4.9(a). The two gates are the top gate and
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Figure 4.8: Frequency dependence of the LZS interferometry pattern. The phase response
of the resonator is shown for a microwave driving frequency of (a) 29 GHz, (b) 11 GHz and
(c) 4.72 GHz, with a decreasing visibility of the LZS pattern from left to right.

the back gate, with corresponding applied voltages Vtg and Vbg, and reduced gate voltages
ntg and nbg. Following Eq. 2.4, we now write down the electrochemical levels of quantum
dot 1 as a function of N1, N2 and the reduced gate voltages:

µ∗1 =
µ1(N1, N2)

EC

=

(
N1 +

N2

m
− 1/2

)
− ntg

(
1 +

1 + 2α−
m

)
− nbg

(
1 +

1− 2α−
m

)
,

(4.17)

where α− is the asymmetry in the gate couplings, as before, m is the ratio between the
total and mutual charging energies, EC = EC1 = EC2 = mECm (for the purposes of
an illustrative energy diagram, we take the charging energies of the two dots, which are
typically very similar, to be the same), and we have divided throughout by the constant EC

for the sake of simplification.
We can now calculate the stability diagram of the device (Fig. 4.9(b)) by plotting the

pairs of values (ntg, nbg) that satisfy the condition µ∗1(2) = 0 for all of the four charge states.
When this condition is fulfilled, the two charge states become degenerate and the double
quantum dot system can alternate between the two different charge configurations. Here
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we have used m = 10, i.e., a ten times lower mutual charging energy as compared to the
individual charging energies, as a typical value for semiconductor double quantum dots.
To obtain 2α− = 0.1, we use the gate voltage spacing of the Landau-Zener photon lines in
Fig. 4.7, which gives us an energy scaling as per the equation dVtg = 2α− ∗ hν, where ν is
the frequency of the applied microwaves[129]. The reduced back gate voltage value where
the experiment is performed, at the middle of the ICT line, corresponds to the bias point
n0

bg = 0.25.
The energy diagram of the DQD in terms of the reduced gate voltages can now be

calculated, essentially taking a cut across the top gate, along the n0
bg = 0.25 line. We plot

the total energy of the DQD forN1, N2 = 0, 1. Fig. 4.9(c) shows a plot of the reduced DQD
energies as a function of reduced gate voltage ntg for m = 10 and a = 0.1 as before, using
a tunnel coupling ∆c = EC/150.

Fig. 4.9(c) shows the energy diagram with different charge regions as indicated in the
measured stability diagram (Fig. 4.6(b)). From the figure we see that the central multiple-
passage LZS pattern occurs at an anticrossing that is detected via the quantum capacitance
(as described in Fig. 2.5(b) and Section 4.3.1), as the electron is swept back and forth across
the anticrossing. At the enhanced regions the electron is driven far enough that it can reach
one of the two lower crossings shown in Fig. 4.9(c), where the electron can tunnel out from
dot to lead and be replaced by another from the Fermi sea of the lead, so that it can only
perform a double passage before tunneling out and being detected. When both tunneling
points are reached by the microwave drive strength, the electron tunnels out in each passage
across the anticrossing.

4.5 Theoretical description

To interpret our multi-regime interference pattern, we use the LZS and quantum ca-
pacitance theory discussed in Section 2.4 and 4.3.1 (extended in conjunction with
Dr. S. N. Shevchenko from the Center for Emergent Matter Science, RIKEN, Japan, who
also performed simulations of the results). However, we now have to apply it, at least
initially, while including all four of the interacting energy levels shown in Fig. 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Circuit model, stability diagram and energy levels of the double quantum dot.
(a) Circuit model of the DQD in parallel. (b) Calculation of the electrochemical potentials
with m = 10 and a = 0.1, forming a charge stability diagram, with lines indicating the
fulfilment of the condition µ∗1(2) = 0 for the four charge states. The dotted line shows
the cut taken to match the x-axis in panel (c), which shows the energy levels of the DQD
plotted as a function of reduced gate voltage and the different charge states: (0,0) in green,
(1,1) in blue, (1,0) in red and (0,1) in black, with a tunnel coupling ∆ = EC/150.
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The expression for the quantum capacitance of our four-state device can be extrapolated
from Eq. 4.14 and Eq. 4.15:

CQ ≈ −e d

dVTG

{α1 〈n1〉+ α2 〈n2〉} = (4.18)

= −e d

dVTG

{α− (〈n1〉 − 〈n2〉) + α+ (〈n1〉+ 〈n2〉)} ,

where we have α± = α1±α2

2
as before. This means our detuning ε should now be expressed

as
ε = −e2α− (VTG − VG0) . (4.19)

We assume7 that the charge is counted from 1/2, so that we have

〈n1〉 = 〈ψ |n1|ψ〉 = −1

2
(P00 + P01) +

1

2
(P10 + P11) , (4.20)

〈n2〉 = 〈ψ |n2|ψ〉 = −1

2
(P00 + P10) +

1

2
(P01 + P11) . (4.21)

The formula for the quantum capacitance for our four-state DQD can then be written as the
following

CQ ≈ 2(eα−)2 d

dε

{
P01 − P10 +

α+

α−
(P00 − P11)

}
(4.22)

The quantum capacitance can be normalized by CQ0 = 2e2α2
−/∆, which is the value that

gives the maximal ground-state DQD capacitance. We note that in the particular sub-case
of the two-level problem where only the two interdot states (|01〉 and |10〉) are relevant,
then P00 = P11 = 0 and P01 + P10 = 1, and we obtain the result:

CQ = 4e2α2
−
d

dε
P01 (4.23)

with P01 being the probability of one electron in the right dot, and zero in the left.
We note that the geometrical factor α+/α− � 1 that appears in Eq. 4.22 makes the

transitions involving |00〉 and |11〉 states result in the enhanced response (in the double-
passage regime) as compared to the multiple-passage interdot transitions |01〉 ↔ |10〉.

7See Section 2.2.2; an integer charge indicates the single-electron tunneling regime and electron exchange
with the leads, i.e., a lifting of Coulomb blockade. Therefore we take ε0 as 1/2.
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We now try to fit this theory to the different sections of the complex interference pattern
observed in our experiment, for the measurements carried out at a microwave frequency of
21 GHz, shown in Fig. 4.7.

4.5.1 Standard LZS interferometer: multiple passage

Fig. 4.10 is plotted with Eq. 4.22, with the upper-level occupation probability given by
Eq. 2.15. The region described is that denoted by a red star symbol in Fig. 4.7. The sim-
ulation generated using the theory is presented on the left8, while our measured data is on
the right. The parameters used to obtain good agreement with the experiment are as fol-
lows9:∆ = 8.25 GHz·h, T2 = 0.25 ns, T1 = 5T2. A T1 of 1 ns is similar to other studies
in charge qubits in this kind of silicon nanowire system[29, 46]. These short charge relax-
ation times could be due to low-lying orbital excited states in silicon quantum dots which
can result in relaxation times ranging down to picoseconds[130].
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Figure 4.10: The region of the standard multiple-passage regime of LZS interferometry,
denoted with the red star in Fig. 4.7. The normalised quantum capacitanceCQ/C0 is plotted
with the simulated pattern on the left, and experimental data on the right.

In this region, looking at the energy diagram of Fig. 4.9, we see a drive that is strong
enough to move the electron across the avoided crossing, but that does not bring it close
to the two crossings with the other two states ((0,0) or (1,1)) on either side. In addition,
given that we are using a microwave frequency high enough (> 1/T2) to be able to per-

8The theoretically simulated lines of high upper diabatic state probability are plotted using a contour plot,
with averaging between points.

9The tunnel coupling is measured as mentioned in Section 4.4.1 to be ∼8 GHz. However the fit is per-
formed to the ICT peak which has a low signal intensity and therefore it is used as a starting value to the
simulation and adjusted as a parameter.
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form multiple passages across the avoided crossing, we see a characteristic and clear LZS
interference pattern, as expected.

4.5.2 MW detection region

The region marked with the blue star is shown in Fig. 4.11 and corresponds to the
|01〉 ↔ |11〉 dot-to-lead transitions, if we consider the right section of the energy diagram
in Fig. 4.9, for example. We plot the normalised quantum capacitance CQ/C0 (Eq. 4.24)
with the probability P11 given by the single-passage LZS expression (Eq. 2.10) and the
tunnel rate as before. This section corresponds to the analysis presented in Section 4.2.1
of this chapter, and the splitting of the peak with increasing microwave amplitude can be
used to calibrate microwave amplitudes as before. However, in this Section we are not
concerned with these regions since the dot to lead transitions play the role of the measuring
device, rather than forming part of the quantum system itself. When the electron tunnels
out at these points in detuning to be detected, it is a destructive, classical measurement
and we can characterise these as “detectors”, in an analogy to photon detectors as in a
Mach-Zehnder experiment.
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Figure 4.11: The region of the single-passage regime of LZS interferometry, denoted with
the blue star in Fig. 4.7. The normalised quantum capacitance CQ/C0 is plotted, with the
simulated pattern on the right, and experimental data on the left.

4.5.3 Enhanced interferometry: double passage

This region is denoted with the green circle and corresponds to an increased microwave
drive A. In this situation, the electron, starting at one end of the avoided crossing, is driven
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across the 01 − 10 transition twice; this is followed by an encounter with the dot-to-lead
transition labelled |11〉 or |00〉 in Fig. 4.9 (to the right or to the left, respectively). However,
at this point the transition rapidly results in a relaxation; for example, to the right, we would
obtain the transition |01〉 ↔ |11〉. This indicates that the electron can no longer keep its
phase coherence, as it tunnels out at this transition and is replaced by another. We now look
at the simulation based on our theory.
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Figure 4.12: The region of the double-passage regime of LZS interferometry, denoted with
the green star in Fig. 4.7. The normalised quantum capacitance CQ/C0 is plotted, with the
simulated pattern on the left, and experimental data on the right. As in the multiple passage
case, ∆, T1 and T2 are parameters.

Even though several terms enter Eq. (4.22), only the P11-term matters (for example for
the |01〉 ↔ |11〉 transition we are considering), due to the large asymmetry factor α+

α−
� 1.

Owing to the rapid relaxation occurring at this kind of Sisyphus transition, this probability
(P11) equals the occupation of the |01〉-state after the double passage. Then Eq. (4.22) will
simplify to

CQ

CQ0

= −α+

α−
∆
d

dε
P11 (4.24)

with P11 given by the double-passage two-level solution presented in Eq. 2.12. With this
simplified model, a good quantitative agreement is obtained, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.12.
For this we have taken the geometric ratio in the lever arms to be α+

α−
= 10. It is worth

noting that the enhancement in the signal in this region is a purely geometric effect to do
with the small difference in lever arms between the two coupled dots. However, this kind
of small difference in lever arms and the consequent visibility difference between the dot-
to-lead transitions and the quantum capacitance is a feature of many gated quantum dot
architectures. This is because it is lithographically hard to engineer a double quantum dot
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system with a very high asymmetry in dot lever arms without affecting other aspects such
as control over the tunnel coupling and/or the need to keep the dots at similar sizes.

4.5.4 The interrupted interferometer

The last region of Fig. 4.7, marked with a yellow triangle, is an area where a sudden loss
of the LZS interference pattern is observed as the two broadened dot-to-lead transitions
meet each other. In this region, as in the MW-detection regime described in Section 4.5.2,
we are also in the incoherent driving regime; however, since we can see the pattern in the
multiple-passage region and we are at the same microwave frequency, we can be sure it is
not because we are driving too slowly (i.e. ν−1 < T2).
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Figure 4.13: (a) Schematic showing LZS interferometry in our four-level DQD system,
with PLZ the probability of a LZS transition. The center inset shows the quantum capac-
itance mechanism behind the signal detected near the anticrossing, while the right inset
shows the elastic tunnelling process at the crossings where electron exchange occurs be-
tween the dot and the lead. (b) Illustration of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a “detec-
tor” placed within one of the arms of the interferometer, so that the accumulation of phase
is not possible.

To explain this region we take a look at the schematic presented in Fig. 4.13 and see that
we are now in the region where the microwave amplitude is higher than all previous regions.
This means that with each passage through the avoided crossing, the electron encounters
a dot-to-lead transition in detuning, or a “detector” and tunnels out. The electron which
tunnels back in is now swept back across the avoided crossing, but encounters the dot-
to-lead transition on the other side. Consequently, we see that the phase coherence that
leads to Landau-Zener transitions cannot be built up. In Fig. 4.13(b) we show a form of the
Mach Zehnder interferometer showed in Fig. 2.7 in Chapter 2, where we have placed the
analogous photon detector (the dot-to-lead transition) in the middle of the interferometer
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path, after the beam splitter (the avoided crossing), to illustrate that the interferometry is,
in a sense, “interrupted”.

4.6 Outlook and conclusion

In summary, in this chapter we have shown that gate based RF-reflectometry can be used
to perform fast, sensitive primary thermometry at millikelvin temperatures. We also show
that the tunneling capacitance peak responds quantifiably to microwave excitation and that
this can potentially be used to calibrate the microwave amplitude arriving at the device. We
have been able to develop a theoretical model and simulate qualitatively the effect of the
microwaves. Additionally, our sensor is implemented in a nanoscale CMOS silicon archi-
tecture which is readily able to be mass-produced both for integration with conventional
electronics as well as with current quantum computation schemes.

We have also reported dispersive readout of a double quantum dot in the channel of a
commercial CMOS transistor. We read out the charge state of the system in a continuous
non-demolition regime by using the the dispersive response of a high-frequency resonator,
discussed earlier in this chapter, which is coupled to the quantum system via the gate. We
use microwaves to perform multiple fast passages through the qubits avoided crossing and
we observe the emergence of the LZS interferometry pattern, corresponding well to the-
oretical predictions and previous experimental work. At stronger drives, however, using
a projective measurement to an even-parity charge state, we observe a strong geometrical
enhancement of the readout signal. At even stronger drives, we perform a second projec-
tive measurement which occurs during the coherent evolution, resulting in a loss of the
interference pattern. Using microwave pulses accessing different regimes of the LZS inter-
ferometry, instead of a continuous drive this kind of novel multi-regime interference pattern
could demonstrate a way to increase the state readout signal of coherent quantum systems,
in addition to providing valuable insight into the field of single-electron analogues to opti-
cal reflectometry. Potential fine control over the interferometry and the regimes is possible,
by using fast pulses to drive back and forth across the avoided crossing, accumulate a fixed
amount of phase by waiting, and then pulse just as far as the dot-to-lead crossing to read out
the phase with an enhanced signal. Lastly, our results demonstrate a way to integrate qubit
control, readout and the exploration of novel physical phenomena with existing large-scale
and robust CMOS technology.
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In the next chapters we will explore the idea of integrating dopants into this double-
quantum dot architecture by performing a spin-dependent transport study on a dopant in
silicon, and finally we will present a coupled hybrid dopant-dot system.



Chapter 5

Electrically Detected Magnetic
Resonance of Selenium Donors in Silicon

5.1 Introduction: deep double donors in silicon

The previous chapter explored quantum dots in nanodevices in silicon, as well as ways to
perform single-electron charge-sensing and qubit control in a scalable architecture. Ulti-
mately, as stated before, we seek to combine this fast, readily tunable and versatile archi-
tecture with a spin system that has been proven to have extremely long coherence times;
donors in silicon. In this Chapter we employ the sensitive magnetic resonance technique of
EDMR (described in Chapter 3) to study a dopant in silicon that has potential for success-
ful integration into nanodevices, in addition to coherence and relaxation times attractive for
quantum computation.

As described in Chapter 1, the electron and nuclear spin of phosphorus donors in silicon
have been widely studied for qubit applications. These have been manipulated and read out
via their integration into electronic devices[6–8] as well as in the bulk[16, 131]. Arsenic
and bismuth donors have also been studied in the bulk, but along with phosphorus, these
are all “shallow” dopants in silicon, that is, they are relatively close to the conduction band
and require little energy to ionise, as shown in Fig. 5.1.

The chalcogens in silicon, however, have not been studied in detail despite having mul-
tiple characteristics making them viable as donor-based qubits, as well as useful systems for
spintronics. The chalcogens are deep, “double” dopants in silicon; while group V dopants
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like phosphorus have a single electron to donate, group VI dopants, such as selenium, have
two bound electrons in the neutral state[132].

In this work we study one of this class of dopants, namely selenium, through the sensi-
tive spin-to-charge conversion technique called Electrically Detected Magnetic Resonance
(EDMR), first demonstrated in 1972 by Lepine[133]. EDMR has been the frontrunner of
device development and integration of dopant spins into single-atom spin qubit devices
in silicon, especially for phosphorus. Many aspects of the physics of donor spins, and
their interactions with interface defects in silicon were understood through EDMR, as were
mechanisms such as spin-dependent tunneling[84] and spin-to-charge conversion, which
are essential techniques in the readout of quantum dots[56][41] as well as for phospho-
rus donor devices. In addition to applications for quantum information mentioned above,
EDMR has been instrumental in the study of photovoltaics and disordered materials (such
as amorphous-Si:H, notably in the context of solar cells[134]).

Spin dependent transport in silicon is typically understood within the two frameworks
of polarization-dependent models and spin-dependent recombination. Within these frame-
works, there exist a variety of mechanisms, discussed in Section 5.1.3. However, in the
context of donors in silicon, these mechanisms have been identified through experimental
studies on the shallow donors only. It is conceivable that due to their double-donor na-
ture and their strong binding energies, deep donors in silicon may give rise to previously
unobserved EDMR mechanisms. Our study, performed on a bulk selenium-doped silicon
sample using transport measurements, seeks to examine this hypothesis and we are inter-
ested in identifying and isolating novel spin-to-charge conversion mechanisms in silicon.
We also aim to gain understanding into a possible spin-to-charge conversion mechanism
that will lead us to the first chalcogen implanted devices. It is hoped that the study will
shed light on spin-dependent transport processes involving a deep, double donor in silicon,
which have not been observed before.

5.1.1 State of the art for chalcogens in silicon

The electronic structure of the chalcogens has been investigated[132, 135–140] for al-
most thirty years now. Electronic structures and ionization energies were determined by
Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS)[135] and by Fourier Transform Infrared Spec-
troscopy (FTIR) techniques on p-n diodes[132], while information on the excited states
of selenium was obtained through IR optical absorption spectroscopy both in natural[137]
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Figure 5.1: Shallow and deep donors in silicon. Left, periodic table showing the position of
the chalcogens in silicon. Right, illustration showing the ionization energies of the donors
in silicon. For references, see Table 5.1.
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and isotopically enriched silicon[140]; the narrow linewidths of the latter demonstrating
the possibility of optically resolving the ground state hyperfine coupling. Magnetic reso-
nance experiments were first carried out in 1981 for the Se+ state[136], yielding a direct
measurement of the g-factor and the hyperfine coupling.

More recently, ESR experiments performed using selenium-doped isotopically enriched
silicon samples have been able to determine the electron spin relaxation and coherence
times of selenium[141], and we are now able to compare with the shallow donors. In this
work, the electron spin relaxation times of Se+ in 28-silicon were demonstrated to be the
longest among other donors in the range 5–30 K. Primarily as a result of this increase in T1,
the electron spin coherence times in Se+ were shown to be two orders of magnitude longer
than group V donors for temperatures above 10 K. At lower temperatures, the coherence
times in this work were limited by the high concentration of selenium donors, but are
expected to be at least as long as those of phosphorus (and perhaps longer, due to the
increased T1). Lastly, the study showed the possibility of ionising Se0 to bring it into the
ESR active Se+ state using 4µm illumination.

A recent proposal[142] has suggested the implantation of selenium dopants in a pho-
tonic structure, for an architecture enabling single-spin, single-shot readout at 4K and ex-
ploiting the electric-dipole allowed optical transitions available to deep donors. In iso-
topically purified silicon, these transitions were shown to be spin selective at very low
magnetic fields (the Earth’s magnetic field, for example) as well as emitting single photons
when pumped with near-bandgap light. This could result in a photonically active, long-
lived spin qubit, as well as an emitter useful for quantum repeaters, fast optical switches
and silicon-based optical sources.

Before proceeding with our results, we provide a few arguments for the further explo-
ration of chalcogen donors in silicon, as well as for their integration into silicon nanode-
vices.

5.1.2 Selenium donors in silicon: advantages and applications

Group VI elements are of interest for their scientific and technological applications, partic-
ularly in the chemical and metallurgical industries, as well as for the interesting properties
they exhibit in compound form (for example, bismuth selenide and telluride have been
identified as three-dimensional topological insulators). However, as donors in silicon, they
are an interesting physical system since they have two additional electrons per site with
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respect to the silicon lattice. There are quite a few reasons why they present an attractive
prospect for quantum computation as well as for spintronic applications.

• Binding Energy In phosphorus, the P− two-electron state has a very weak binding
energy of only 2 meV, and the other shallow donors have similar values. However
the neutral selenium donor (Se0) possesses two bound electrons in a singlet ground
state, and has a very high binding energy of 307 meV[137]. Spin readout methods
using spin-to-charge conversion often require that the two-electron state on the donor
is well bound, and selenium is an ideal candidate for such applications[5, 143].
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Figure 5.2: Energy levels of 77Se in silicon as a function of magnetic field. Spin res-
onance allowed transitions shown in (a)[144] and their expected ESR resonance positions
for X-band microwave excitation shown in (b). (Calculations performed using the Easyspin
toolbox for MATLAB.)

• Ionization Energy In addition to high binding energies, when compared to the shal-
low donors, selenium also has a very high ionization energy, as shown in Fig. 5.1
and in Table 5.1. The ionization energy of 593 meV for Se+[132] means that it can
retain a bound electron even at room temperature, making ESR and spin applications
possible at higher temperatures.
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• Spin Relaxation The spin relaxation time T1 of selenium was predicted (and mea-
sured in an earlier work[141], as described in the previous section) to be extremely
long due to the large energy separation between the donor ground state and first ex-
cited valley state. This energy splitting is an order of magnitude larger in Se+ than
for group V donors in silicon. In 31P, this splitting is small (∆=10.5 meV)[145], lead-
ing to phonon scattering being able to cause relaxation. This causes a rapid drop in
T1 after a certain temperature, where the Raman process switches over to the Orbach
process[146][147]. However, since Se has such a large splitting (∆=429 meV), this
effectively removes the Orbach two-phonon spin relaxation mechanism (though its
effect on the strength of the Raman process is not fully understood yet), eliminating
the sharp drop in T1 after a certain temperature. Indeed, the T1 measured in Ref. [141]
follows the Raman process for 8 orders of magnitude and a huge range of tempera-
tures. This is particularly useful for reaching higher operating temperatures for qubit
or spintronics applications, and is promising for the electron spin coherence time T2,
since T1 has been shown to limit T2 in the shallow donors.

Donor Group S I Ed (meV) g A (MHz) Reference
31P V 1/2 1/2 45.6 1.9992 117.53 [131]

75As V 1/2 3/2 53.8 1.99837 198.35 [148]
121Sb V 1/2 5/2 42.7 2.0004 186.8 [149]
209Bi V 1/2 9/2 71.0 2.0003 1475.4 [150]
33S0 VI 0 3/2 318 2.0054 - [136]
33S+ VI 1/2 3/2 612 2.0054 312.4 [136]
77Se0 VI 0 1/2 307 2.0057 - [136]
77Se+ VI 1/2 1/2 589 2.0057 1658.5 [136]
125Te0 VI 0 1/2 199 2.0023 - [136]
125Te+ VI 1/2 1/2 411 2.0023 3491.7 [136]

Table 5.1: Experimental values of ionization energies, g-factors, and hyperfine interactions
for shallow and deep donors in silicon.

• Electron Spin Coherence Times Directly as a result of the increase in the T1 (which
in shallow donors is a limiting factor especially at higher temperatures), the electron
spin coherence times in Se+ were shown to be significantly longer than for group V
donors for temperatures above 10 K[141]. This trend should hold for lower temper-
atures as well, given samples lower in selenium concentration (which was a leading
contributor to decoherence in the work referenced).
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• Optical Transitions for Spin Readout One of the limitations for the coherence time
of the nuclear spin of a donor (which can be useful for a quantum memory) is the
hyperfine interaction. This interaction can be removed, with great enhancement to the
nuclear spin coherence time, by optical ionization of the donor electron[151, 152]. In
addition, specific hyperfine-split donor-bound exciton transitions can be targeted. In
28Si:77Se+, under an applied magnetic field, the ground state hyperfine coupling can
be spectrally resolved using the 1s(T2)Γ7 absorption transition1[140]. A tuneable
source at ∼2.9µm could therefore be used for fast and efficient hyperpolarization of
both electron and nuclear spin. Because the ionisation energies of selenium are much
larger than those of the shallow donors, optical sources at the required frequencies
(2–5µm) are already commercially available, for the optical control and readout of
deep donors[144]. As mentioned in the previous section, selenium dopants implanted
in a photonic structure have been proposed as an architecture enabling single-spin,
single-shot readout at 4K[142].
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Figure 5.3: Ionization energies and donor species populations with temperature[144]. Top,
phosphorus starts ionizing around 45K. Below, selenium concentrations up to room tem-
perature.

1The 1s(T2) state is one of the three states into which the six-times degenerate ground state of a donor
in silicon splits, due to the tetrahedral symmetry of the crystal (called valley-orbit splitting). This state can
further split into the Γ7 and Γ8 states due to spin-valley splitting, arising from the electron spin[144].
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In addition to these promising characteristics, selenium donors also have some positive
features that make them valuable for integration into nanodevices. As discussed in Chap-
ter 1, this thesis is primarily concerned with the development and exploration of a hybrid
dopant-dot qubit and/or architecture and selenium is a viable candidate for this avenue of
research.

• Large Hyperfine Constant The hyperfine constants of shallow and deep donors in
silicon are set out in Table 5.1. We immediately notice that selenium has one of the
highest hyperfine constants in the table (1.66 GHz), as well as having a nuclear spin-
1/2 isotope, 77Se. One of our motivations to explore selenium as a dopant in silicon
is for its integration into nanodevices, specifically the hybrid dopant-dot spin qubit
in silicon that is the focus of this thesis. Such a qubit, where the dopant is selenium,
would have a singlet-triplet mixing dominated by the hyperfine interaction with the
nuclear spin localised at the donor site. The electron on the donor would then be
detuned by δ = AS · I, implying, for example, that in the case of phosphorus, with
a hyperfine coupling strength of 117 MHz, the S(1,1)-T0 coherent evolution at a very
low exchange coupling could be driven at around 50 MHz[153]. For selenium, with
its high hyperfine coupling of 1.66 GHz, the driving frequency could be much higher,
in the GHz range (in addition to the relaxation and coherence time improvements
mentioned previously).

• Stark Shift The large value of ∆ for selenium should result in a highly reduced
Stark shift[154] when compared to shallow donors. This would be good news for
nanodevice integration, since then the electron and nuclear spin coherence of Se+

would be relatively unaffected by the charge noise that is somewhat unavoidable in
gate-controlled nanodevices (despite the large value of the hyperfine coupling).

Lastly, looking at Table 5.1, it is important to observe that there are two other deep, double
donors available, selenium’s fellow chalcogens sulphur and tellurium. While these may
have similar valuable properties to selenium (tellurium in particular has the highest hyper-
fine constant of all the donors), we choose to focus on selenium. In the case of sulphur,
there is no stable nuclear spin-1/2 isotope (and a much lower hyperfine splitting). For tel-
lurium, we find a low solid solubility making it difficult to incorporate into substitutional
sites in silicon[155] (additionally, implantation-doped tellurium samples have shown con-
flicting electronic properties, possibly due to implantation damage and the formation of
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complex defects) or into the kind of samples studied in this thesis through ESR, EDMR
or other nanodevice techniques. However, further research into these donors may well be
fruitful.

5.1.3 Spin-dependent transport mechanisms in silicon

Before discussing our results in their entirety, we look at a brief description of some com-
mon spin-dependent transport processes in silicon. EDMR is a versatile technique that
can elucidate many spin-dependent processes and spin-to-charge conversion mechanisms
in silicon (indeed, sometimes one or more of these may be superimposed or competing).
It is worthwhile to note that all these mechanisms have been explored and developed in
the context of shallow, single-electron donors in silicon (though some deep levels such as
interface traps have been studied). As such, more theoretical work is required to develop
a framework for the interpretation of charged, singly-ionised double donors in silicon with
very deep energy levels.

We look at broadly two kinds of models; (i) polarization-dependent models such as
spin-dependent scattering, tunneling and trapping, where the carrier and paramagnetic
defect polarizations influence the signal strength at resonance, and (ii) spin-pair mod-
els, which use the concept of local donor-acceptor or donor-defect pairs to mediate spin-
dependent recombination. The latter typically gives a higher EDMR signal, and the global
carrier polarizations do not have much effect. However, in both these populations, the
mechanism involved is similar; under an applied magnetic field B0, paramagnetic defects
as well as photo-induced carriers will achieve equilibrium populations, resulting a certain
value of the steady-state photocurrent. Upon resonant microwave irradiation, the thermal
equilibrium population is destroyed as we flip the spin, and the singlet and triplet (or spin
up and down) populations are equalised (assuming a saturated transition), giving a different
value of the steady state photocurrent and a peak (or dip) in the spectrum. We look at a few
EDMR mechanisms in brief below.

Bolometric detection

While not a spin-dependent transport mechanism in the typical sense, bolometric detec-
tion, or changes in the conductivity due to resonant heating of the electrons in the sample,
must be carefully ruled out as a primary mechanism. For bolometric heating, the sign
of the change in resistivity∆ρ at resonance is expected to follow the change in resistivity
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with temperature δρ0/δT [86, 156]. Since we are operating at cryogenic temperatures, any
temperature dependence of the resistivity is caused by changes in the electron tempera-
ture, since acoustic phonon scattering should not make a significant difference. In addition,
a bolometric effect is expected to be enhanced at higher magnetic fields as the absorbed
Zeeman energy on resonance is increased.

Spin dependent trapping

Spin-dependent charge trapping occurs in the presence of paramagnetic traps, for instance
shallow donors in silicon at low temperature, which can be in the the neutral D0 state or
the doubly occupied D− state. For phosphorus, with a D0 ground state having a binding
energy of 50meV, and a D− state with a very small binding energy of Eb ∼ 1−2 meV, there
can be no bound triplet states (unless at a very large magnetic field). Therefore, a D0 state
can capture a conduction electron if a donor spin in a triplet configuration with a conduc-
tion electron is flipped (say during EDMR), so that they then form a singlet. Trapping of
conduction electrons decreases the current at resonance for shallow donors, since there are
fewer photocarriers in the conduction band to contribute to the steady-state photocurrent.
In the context of deep dopants like selenium, the binding energies are much higher than the
shallow donors, and consequently the triplet states should not be forbidden. However, the
singlet-triplet capture rates may vary, with a measurable effect on the steady-state current.
Currently this process is not well understood for deep, singly-ionised dopants like Se+ and
has not been observed to date, but we expect it to be quite different from the shallow donor
case (which have no bound triplet states).

Spin dependent tunneling and hopping

Spin-dependent tunneling is in principle similar to the trapping process, but the electrons
tunnel to localized paramagnetic states in a spin-dependent manner[157]. The tunneling
probability of a conduction electron to a localised state, or between localised states in the
context of spin-dependent hopping between adjacent singly occupied states, is determined
by the mutual spin orientation of the two participating spins. In the case of tunneling onto
a donor, the polarization of the charge carriers would matter. However for spin-dependent
hopping, involving the hopping of conduction electrons from the conduction band tail be-
tween donor pairs for instance, the relative spin states of the two dopants would matter, not
the conduction electron polarization. The current at resonance is expected to decrease for
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tunneling processes, at least in the case of shallow donors, since electrons that can con-
tribute to the photocurrent tunnel to donor states instead. The sign of the change in current
can vary for a hopping process; for example, it has been shown to decrease at resonance
for interface defects such as Pb centers at high magnetic fields[158].

Spin-dependent scattering

Spin dependent scattering is a process that can occur without direct charge transfer (such
as the trapping or tunneling of an electron), since scattering events with paramagnetic cen-
tres often have a spin dependence due to the scattering rates depending on the relative
spin states. If the singlet or the triplet scattering cross sections are greater, the sample re-
sistivity will change as a result. A detailed calculation in Ref. [159] has shown that the
singlet scattering cross section is expected to be greater, leading to an increase in sample
resistivity or a resonant decrease in current. However, this contradicts recent experimen-
tal results[160][86] and theoretical work exists[161] showing that there can be cases with
a higher triplet scattering cross section, which would lead to an increase in photocurrent
at resonance. Lastly, since the effect is electron-polarization dependent (for instance, the
change in resistivity is proportional to the product of the donor and conduction electron
polarizations, for the case of scattering off neutral donors), we expect enhanced signals at
higher magnetic fields.

Spin-dependent recombination

Spin dependent recombination was proposed by Kaplan, Solomon and Mott in 1978[162] to
explain the discrepancy in EDMR signal amplitudes between the current change of ∼10−6

expected from spin polarization based mechanisms and the current change of ∼10−2–10−4

detected in many EDMR experiments. Since then, especially for 31P-Pb centre experiments,
spin dependent recombination through donor-defect or donor-acceptor pairs has become al-
most synonymous with EDMR. Here, it is assumed that after the excitation of photocarriers,
they recombine through mid-gap states, and singlet pairs recombine much faster than triplet
pairs. The pairs do need to be in close proximity to facilitate a weak exchange interaction.
Upon resonance, triplet pairs (which are slow to recombine) are converted to singlet pairs,
which then recombine very fast, leading to a decrease in the current at resonance (as charge
carriers recombine and are depleted). In the KSM picture, global carrier polarizations do
not play a role, leading to no polarization (and field) dependence of the EDMR signal.
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In the next section, we lay out our experimental findings and draw conclusions to aid
the theoretical development of a mechanism explaining spin-dependent transport for the
case of the chalcogens in silicon. The potential for a novel EDMR mechanism, due to the
deep energy levels of the selenium dopant as well as its additional electron, is also a strong
motivation for this work.

5.2 Sample design and measurement Setup

5.2.1 Device design
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Figure 5.4: Sample and measurement setup. (a) Isotopically purified bulk silicon sample,
doped with 77Se and with metal contacts deposited on top. Static (B0) and microwave-
generated (B1) magnetic field directions also shown. (b) Interdigitated electrodes: dimen-
sions and design. (c) EDMR measurement setup.
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Device design for the measurement of spin-dependent transport, and EDMR in general,
requires some careful consideration, since we are looking for a small change in current on
top of a large background which may itself change gradually with magnetic field (due to the
magnetoresistance of doped silicon[163]). Current is typically measured through electrodes
deposited on the surface, and EDMR is very sensitive to surface impurities. As such, the
sample surface must be kept extremely clean, especially before the contacts are deposited.
Other device design constraints involve the shape and size of the contacts. Interdigitated
contacts are chosen since they provide an improvement on the EDMR signal intensity by
minimising absolute sample resistance and generating stronger local electric fields. The
distance between the individual fingers of the contacts also needs to be taken into account
since some EDMR mechanisms are length-dependent and will not occur on length scales
that are too small. For our contacts, shown in Fig. 5.4(b), we chose an inter-digit distance
of 15µm, based on previous work[86].

Additionally, the bulk silicon sample itself and the dopant concentration needs to be op-
timised. In our experiment, isotopically purified silicon was used to suppress decoherence
arising from the 29Si nuclei (with nuclear spin 1/2), which occur with 5% natural abun-
dance. In addition, as discussed previously, we are interested in the isotope of selenium
with nuclear spin 1/2, 77Se. We also need an appreciable concentration of Se+ states, since
it possesses a bound spin-1/2 electron and is ESR-active (in a previous study on the same
sample showing good EPR signal intensities[141], the Se+ concentration was identified as
∼4×1013 cm−3, which we should be able to detect through our EDMR experiment). This
is achieved by doping with an acceptor, in our case boron.

The selenium doped devices used in this chapter were fabricated on samples prepared
by M. Steger at Simon Fraser University[140]. The composition of the isotopically purified
starting material was 99.991% 28Si, with residual concentrations of 75 ppm 29Si and 15 ppm
30Si. The boron concentration was∼5×1013 cm−3, confirmed by ESR measurements of the
selenium spin relaxation T2[141]. Selenium was then thermally diffused into the sample
by sealing the silicon in an ampoule with the dopant at a temperature of 1000 K. Resistivity
measurements were used to determine the concentration of selenium as ∼5×1015cm−3.
This sample was infused with isotopically enriched selenium, with 97.1% concentration of
77Se, the nuclear spin-1/2 isotope.

A schematic of the device used in this experiment is shown in Fig. 5.4(a). Interdigitated
contacts (shown in Fig. 5.4(b); each finger is 5µm wide, with a spacing of 15µm between
adjacent fingers, covering a 1 mm by 2 mm area on the sample surface) were fabricated by a
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photolithographic lift-off procedure on the 28Si substrate, detailed in Appendix A. Prior to
this, the sample was put through a 10 minute deep solvent clean and a piranha etch followed
by a plasma ash step to remove all metal, photoresist and organic residue, followed by a
1 minute hydrofluoric acid wet treatment to remove native oxide. After photolithographic
pattern development, 200 nm aluminium was deposited for the contacts through thermal
evaporation. In EDMR measurements, a “dark current”, or a measurable value of current
through the sample while it is not illuminated, is typically associated with surface impuri-
ties. In our sample, after the above treatment, the dark current went from a value close to
10% of the off-resonance photocurrent to none (or rather, a value below the noise baseline
of the apparatus, <0.01 % of the photocurrent). In addition, an array of lines in the EDMR
spectrum typically associated with surface defects, complexes and/or contamination also
disappeared completely (see Appendix A), leaving us with a strong selenium signal and a
broad resonance centred around g = 2.

5.2.2 Measurement setup

Spin-dependent transport measurements require sensitive detection of current and typically
require lock-in detection techniques. EDMR was carried out by continuous wave measure-
ments (cw-EDMR) using a Bruker Elexsys spectrometer at X-band (9.7 GHz) around a
magnetic field of 0.34 T. The sample was mounted on a PCB and wirebonded with 25µm
aluminium wire on to each of the two interdigitated contacts. The PCB was then fitted
into an EDMR probe fitting into the Bruker spectrometer and lowered to be centered at
the static magnetic field, inside a cylindrical microwave resonator with a quality factor
tunable up to 20000 (tuned using a screw controlling the matching of the cavity and the
amount of microwaves entering it, via the size of the coupling hole) and an inner diameter
of 5 mm. The entire resonator was mounted within a liquid helium flow cryostat capable of
temperatures down to 4.2 K. The measurement setup is shown in Fig. 5.4(c). The photocur-
rent required for EDMR was induced by white light generated by a xenon discharge lamp
coupled in through a free-space optical window. The sample was biased with a constant
voltage source while the current from the sample was passed through an I-V converter and
amplifier and a 915 Hz high-pass filter. Finally, using a lock-in amplifier, a component of
the Bruker system, the signal from the sample was detected and demodulated. The mag-
netic field is modulated by the lock-in amplifier modulation frequency, usually in the range
10-100 kHz.
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5.3 EDMR spectrum

Different donor species give rise to characteristic EDMR spectra, given by the particular
hyperfine coupling of the donor electron to the nuclear spin. In this section, we present the
continuous-wave EDMR spectra and lineshape of the 28Si:77Se device, in the form of the
relative change in the current with magnetic field, δ(∆I/I0)/δ B. The data were taken at
5 K, at a microwave power high enough to saturate the transition (see next section). The
EDMR spectrum is presented in Fig. 5.5.

We attribute the broad central resonance signal to either conduction electrons or a Pb

center interface defect, based on the g-factor of the line (∼ g = 2); it is difficult to narrow
it down further without a precise idea of the mechanism due to the breadth of the peak
and their very similar g-factors. The other two low and high field resonances, separated by
the hyperfine coupling of 59.1 mT, correspond to the ml = ±1/2 77Se transitions. While
previous EDMR work does not exist for the chalcogens in silicon, the values obtained
for the g-factor (g) and the hyperfine constant (A) of selenium agree well with results
obtained through EPR[136][141]. We notice that the only difference between the on- and
off-resonance photocurrent is the fact that at resonance, we saturate a selenium hyperfine
transition with microwaves (such that spin up and down selenium populations are equal),
while off-resonance there is a surplus of a certain spin species. Therefore, the observation
of these resonances in the spectrum indicates spin-dependent transport for selenium donors
in silicon (to our knowledge the first such measurement for the chalcogens).

A few things can be noted about the spectrum in Fig. 5.5:

• The magnitude of the selenium signals are high, of the order of a 10−4 change in cur-
rent at resonance. Such high signal amplitudes are typically seen (in shallow donors)
through mechanisms such as spin-dependent recombination involving dopants paired
with Pb centers[86].

• The central resonance is very broad (∼5 mT), compared to the EDMR resonance
from the selenium (∼400µT); which is itself far broader than corresponding EPR
measurements from the same isotopically purified sample (∼5µT for hyperfine-split
selenium resonances)[141], indicating a different decoherence mechanism or a dif-
ferent subset of donors.

• The phase of the broad resonance centred around g = 2 is opposite to that of each
of the selenium signals, an effect consistent over a wide range of temperatures, mi-
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crowave powers and over low and high modulation frequencies. This implies a cor-
respondingly opposite change in current at resonance; i.e. if one of them increases at
resonance, the other decreases. (This is because the lock-in detection phase is related
to the sign of the change in current at resonance. While the absolute phase is hard
to measure, the two derivative peaks in the spectrum show opposite phase under all
measurement conditions, indicating opposite signs of the change in current.)

We will discuss these observations in a later section.

312.3

77Se+ 77Se+

59.1 mT

Figure 5.5: EDMR spectrum of 28-Si:77Se device measured at a temperature of 5K and
at saturated microwave power. The 77Se donor hyperfine-split resonances are separated by
59.1 mT, as indicated.

5.4 Temperature and power dependence of the EDMR
signal

5.4.1 Microwave power

We can make a meaningful comparison of our EDMR signal intensities to literature only
when we have calibrated them correctly. For this reason, the polarizations due to absorp-
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tion at resonance (p) have to be equal, and this is most easily achieved by measurements
at full saturation, so that p → 0. In this regime, the microwave power is sufficiently high
such that the induced spin state transitions occur on a much faster timescale than the nat-
ural relaxation rates. Then the spin up and spin down populations become equal; this is
called the saturated state. The EDMR spectra and other measurements presented in this
chapter are taken at saturation. We achieve this by increasing the microwave power until
the EDMR signal intensity remains constant (Fig. 5.6(a)), indicating that the spin up and
down populations are equal.

A clear difference between conventional EPR and EDMR is the dependence of the
signal intensity on the microwave power[86][164]. A conventional EPR spectrum will
have a maximum signal intensity at a relatively low microwave power, as we see in the
selenium EPR measurement in Fig. 5.6(b), followed by the signal dropping off again as the
microwave power (Pmw) is further increased. This behaviour follows the law

SEPR ∝ (1 + (
1

4
)γ2B2

1T1T2)−3/2(Pmw)1/2 (5.1)

while at high microwave powers, an inverse relation SEPR ∝ (Pmw)−1 is observed. In
contrast, for the EDMR power dependence, we have a high and constant signal reached at
saturation, as per the equation below:

SEDMR = C
βPmw

1 + βPmw

(5.2)

where β and C are parameters, with C the saturation value at high Pmw. These predictions
are borne out in our experiment (the blue line in Fig. 5.6(a) is a fit to Eq. 5.2, while the one
in Fig. 5.6(b) is a fit to Eq. 5.1), and throughout, we report EDMR signal intensities that are
maximised at saturation.

5.4.2 Linewidth and coherence time

EDMR lineshapes contain information about the spin relaxation times of the paramagnetic
species involved[83]. With inhomogeneous broadening, the cw-EPR linewidth exhibits a
Gaussian lineshape and provides information about T ∗2 only, while for intrinsic homoge-
neous line broadening, Lorentzian functions fit well and the intrinsic T2 can be extracted.
The principle is similar for EDMR lineshapes, and a peak to peak linewidth can be calcu-
lated using the Bloch equations in the rotating frame[83], which give us the polarization in
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Figure 5.6: Power dependence of the EDMR and ESR resonances. (a) The power depen-
dence of the EDMR signal with a fit (blue line) to Eq. 5.2. (b) The power dependence
of the EPR signal; the blue dashed line is a fit to Eq. 5.1 up to the saturation point (at a
microwave power of 0.1 mW), with the higher microwave power points fit to the inverse
relation SEPR ∝ (Pmw)−1 as described in the main text.

terms of the magnetization. Combined with the fact that the EDMR signal is a change in
current of the form[86]:

∆I

I0

=
cpc

p0

[(
1 + γ2T 2

2 (B0 −B)2

1 + γ2T 2
2 (B0 −B)2 + γ2B2

1T1T2

)2 − 1] (5.3)

where c is a constant representing the polarization-dependence of the carrier resistivity, and
pc is the thermal equilibrium polarization of the carriers, we can take the derivative with
respect to B to obtain the measured EDMR lineshape. The peak-to-peak lineshape then
becomes:

∆Bpp =
1

3

1

γT 2
[−12 + 18γ2B2

1T1T2 + 6
√

16 + (3γ2B2
1T1T2)2]

1
2 (5.4)

In the limit of zero microwave power, when B1 → 0, this gives us:

∆Bpp =

√
4

3

1

γT2

(5.5)

This equation for a homogeneously broadened line is derived within the confines of Lep-
ine’s original polarization model[133] making it a crude measure of T2 for resonances
arising from more complex mechanisms (in such a case, pulsed-EDMR for a direct mea-
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surement of the coherence time is conclusive). However, it is a useful order-of-magnitude
estimate of the coherence time of the spins involved.

To satisfy the microwave power conditions such that Eq. 5.5 is valid, we must measure
our EDMR signal at a low enough microwave power that the linewidth is not broadened
by the microwaves. For this purpose we plot the peak to peak linewidths of the selenium
signal as a function of microwave power in Fig. 5.7(a), at the lowest temperature measured,
4.3K. We measure at the low power of 2 mW, indicated in the figure. The resonance peak at
this low microwave power has a reduced signal intensity, and is shown in Fig. 5.7(b). The
peak is better fit with a Lorentzian lineshape, indicating homogeneous broadening, which
is a measure of T2. Using our Lorentzian fitted linewidth in Eq. 5.5, we extract a coherence
time of ≈170 ns for the 77Se donors, similar to coherence times extracted for 31P donors
in MOSFETs through EDMR (∼100 ns)[86]. This is a reduction of over five orders of
magnitude from the bulk measurements[141]. In MOSFETs this reduction was explained
by scattering with conduction electrons, exacerbated by strong gate-generated electric fields
in the ẑ-direction, leading to fluctuating Rashba fields which contribute to T2. In our device,
it is not fully clear what lies behind this short coherence time; some possible origins could
be interface effects (if we are looking at a subset of donors close to the interface), donor-
acceptor proximity, or donor-donor pair formation. We will discuss these in a later section.
Further studies performed through pulsed EDMR could provide direct measurements of
the coherence time through a spin echo sequence. In previous measurements using a Carr-
Purcell refocusing sequence, a coherence time of 2µs was observed for 31P donors in the
bulk[165].

5.4.3 Temperature and modulation frequency

Fig. 5.8(a) shows the temperature dependence of the saturated selenium EDMR signal in-
tensity from the 28Si:77Se device. The signal intensity decreases with increasing tempera-
ture, more rapidly than for the central resonance, which is shown in Fig. 5.8(b). The solid
lines in Fig. 5.8(a,b) are fits to spin polarization models; for spin-dependent trapping and a
few other spin-polarization dependent mechanisms, it is expected that the temperature de-
pendence of the selenium EDMR signal follows that of the spin polarization[86]. In a spin
polarization model of the kind originally proposed by Lepine[133], under an applied mag-
netic field B the paramagnetic defects and photocarriers will achieve their respective ther-
mal equilibrium spin polarizations pd and pc, and the change in photocurrent at resonance is
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Figure 5.7: (a) Microwave power dependence of the peak to peak linewidth of the 28-
Si:77Se device measured at 5K. (b) EDMR spectrum showing peak-to-peak linewidth of
the selenium resonance line at the low microwave power indicated in (a). The red line is a
derivative Lorentzian fit, while the green line is a derivative Gaussian fit.

then due to the destruction of this thermal equilibrium polarization, so that ∆I/I0 ≈ pdpc.
For the donor, the thermal equilibrium spin polarization is given by

pd = tanh
(gµBB
kBT

)
(5.6)

and therefore an expression of the form, with a as a fitting parameter:

∆I

I0

= a tanh
(gµBB
kBT

)
(5.7)

is used to fit the blue solid line, since at X-band, B ≈ 0.35 T and g, µB and kB are known.
The red solid line is a fit to a similar form, but to the square of the spin polarization (as
in Lepine’s expression) in the above fit equation, as a crude model that takes into account
the spin polarization of the conduction electrons as well[166]. The fit to either of these
models is not ideal, but we note that the temperature dependence of the EDMR signal can
be much more complicated than a simple spin polarization interpretation. The T1 lifetimes
of the donor electron as well as the conduction electrons can play a significant role and can
scale differently with temperature. In addition, in the context of a spin-pair type model,
the fraction of singlets and triplets in the system can change depending on the differing
T1 lifetimes, and the generation and recombination rates at different temperatures. In Sec-
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tion 5.6.1, we present a spin-dependent trapping mechanism that relies on spin-dependent
recapture rates; these may also vary with a particular dependence on temperature.

Additionally, we note that the temperature dependence of the central line deviates
strongly from the spin polarization curves and decreases much more slowly than that of
the selenium resonance, indicating a difference in mechanism and origin.

(a) (b)

(K)

Figure 5.8: Temperature dependence of the EDMR signal for (a) the selenium and (b) the
central resonance peaks. The solid lines in (a) are fits to Eq. 5.6 (blue) and its squared form
(red).

We note that the temperature dependence of the EDMR signal can be much more com-
plicated than a simple spin polarization interpretation. The T1 lifetimes of the donor elec-
tron as well as the conduction electrons can play a significant role and can scale differently
with temperature. In addition, in the context of a spin-pair type model, the fraction of sin-
glets and triplets in the system can change depending on the differing T1 lifetimes, and the
generation and recombination rates at different temperatures.

Lastly, cw-EDMR is typically carried out using a lock-in detection technique called
field modulation. Here the magnetic field is modulated at a certain frequency fmod, and
the resulting signal demodulated before detection. The modulation frequency therefore
needs to be chosen to be much slower than any transient effects or spin dynamics from
the device. If fmod is slower than the T1 and T2 times of the excited electron spin, we are
compliant with the slow adiabatic passage condition[167]. On the other hand, a higher
frequency can correspond to a decrease of 1/f noise, while if it is too high, the RC delay
of the probe and device can cut off the signal; making some optimization necessary. The
Bruker Elexsys allows a range of frequencies from 0.5–100 kHz. For the experiments in
this Chapter, a modulation frequency of 20 kHz was used after signal optimization. If the
modulation frequency is too fast compared to the system dynamics, modulation-related
artefacts can be introduced. To rule out such an artefact being responsible for the opposite
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phase of the selenium and central resonances, we perform a modulation frequency study.
Fig. 5.9 shows the selenium and central resonances taken at modulation frequencies of
5 kHz, 20 kHz and 50 kHz, with no change in the relative phase between the two. In the
frequency range allowed by the Elexsys, we did not observe any change in this relative
phase, and this, combined with the linewidth-extracted T2 of 170 ns (� 1/fmod) in the
previous section, leads us to conclude that our measurements are in the low-frequency
limit and consequently, fmod should not affect the signal.
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Figure 5.9: Temperature dependence of the EDMR signal for (a) the selenium and (b) the
central resonance peaks.

5.5 Effects of laser and broad-wavelength illumination

Apart from the usual control parameters of temperature, microwave and field modulation,
one way to study EDMR and identify its mechanism is to explore different illumination
sources to generate the photocurrent in the silicon. Previous studies[168] have explored the
variation in EDMR signals with white halogen light and lasers of different wavelengths;
these variations were attributed to the fact that the optical penetration depth into silicon is
strongly wavelength dependent at cryogenic temperatures.
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5.5.1 Halogen light and laser illumination

In our experiment, Fig. 5.10 shows the EDMR spectrum under halogen lamp light as well
as 1047 nm above-bandgap laser light. There are two things we note here.

The first is the increase in the signal intensity from the central defect resonance as we
go from halogen to laser light. An increase in signal intensity in going from halogen to
laser light was also observed in Ref. [168]. In addition, they observed that the magnitude of
the donor resonance signal decreased, while that of the central resonance increased. In our
case, the donor resonance signal disappears as we go from halogen light to laser light, and
our central resonance at g = 2 increases in magnitude. As hypothesised in the reference,
this could indicate that additional defect-defect interactions are able to come in to play
when the selenium donors are not contributing, i.e. that the mechanisms are competing.
However in general it is hard to make a quantitative prediction from cw-EDMR signal
strengths with different photocurrent sources, in part because of the many rate constants
involved such as different pair generation, recombination/tunneling rates, and T1 lifetimes.

Halogen Lamp

1047nm Laser

Figure 5.10: Effect of white light and laser illumination on the EDMR spectrum. Top, with
1047 nm laser light, selenium resonances are no longer visible. Bottom, EDMR spectrum
observed with white light from a halogen lamp.

The second feature of Fig. 5.10 is the complete disappearance of the selenium reso-
nances, an effect consistent at different laser powers as well as different microwave pow-
ers, modulation frequencies, and temperatures. One possible reason could be that this is
because the selenium dopants we see are ones close enough to an acceptor such that they
are able to donate an electron to the acceptor (boron) in order to be in the ESR-active Se+

state. As shown in Ref. [141], the donor-acceptor (D-A) recombination dynamics show that
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immediately after a laser pulse is applied to the sample, the Se+ concentration (as deter-
mined from T1 measurements) becomes zero. This is because, as shown in Fig. 5.12, the
generation of electron hole pairs in the conduction and valence bands brings both the donor
and the acceptor into the neutral state. This effect could penetrate deeper into the bulk for
the laser, while for the lamp there would still be donor-acceptor pairs left to contribute to
the signal. However further research into the timescales involved is necessary.

Lastly, the fact that the central line resonance is still present when the selenium high
and low field lines are not under different illumination sources confirms our previous ob-
servation that the selenium and central resonances are unrelated and arise from different
mechanisms altogether.

5.5.2 Current at resonance

4.31

4.29

Figure 5.11: Change in photocurrent as we sweep through the central resonance line under
1047 nm laser light. Top, current measured through an amplifier and voltmeter as magnetic
field is swept across the transition seen on the bottom.

Lastly, we repeat the experiment that gives us the maximum EDMR signal intensity.
This occurs at the central resonance under laser illumination, and we monitor the steady-
state current through an IV converter, amplifier, and voltmeter, as this transition is swept.
Fig. 5.11 shows that the current decreases at resonance for the central defect line. This
implies that when we sweep across the selenium transitions (which are of opposite phase
to the central line), the current increases at resonance. It is worth emphasizing that this is a
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steady-state current, and should be interpreted as such; for a time-resolved picture, pulsed
EDMR and careful monitoring of the current transients after the pulse should be used.

In the next section, we lay out our experimental findings and draw conclusions to aid
the theoretical development of a mechanism explaining the spin-dependent transport of the
double donors in silicon.

5.6 Analysis

In this section we first summarize our experimental findings. First of all, we report the first
observation, to our knowledge, of spin-dependent transport for a deep donor in silicon. We
measure this effect through EDMR and find a few interesting features in the spectra and in
its dependence on various parameters.

First of all, the EDMR spectrum presented in Fig. 5.5 has a high signal amplitude
(∆I/I ≈10−4) for the selenium hyperfine-split resonance peaks, and an even higher one
(∆I/I ≈10−3) for the central resonance at g = 2. The width of the central peak is very
broad (∼5 mT), and that of the selenium peaks is two orders of magnitude broader than the
ESR linewidth measured from the same sample. By fitting a Lorentzian to the linewidth, we
find an approximate value of T2 ≈170 ns for the spin coherence time of the donors involved
in the spin-dependent transport process (five orders of magnitude lower than the bulk ESR
value). Finally, the spectrum shows that the phase (and therefore the current change at
resonance) of the central line is consistently opposite to that of the selenium transitions.

The power dependence of the EDMR signal is consistent with previous measurements
of EDMR from shallow donors, and we are able to saturate the EDMR transition by apply-
ing enough microwave power (all results are reported in this regime). The contrast with the
behaviour of the EPR signal is also consistent with literature.

The temperature dependence of the EDMR signal (for the selenium and the central res-
onance) shows a decrease with increasing temperature, and the selenium resonance shows
a far stronger fit to spin polarization models than the central resonance.

We also perform the experiment with above band gap laser illumination (1047 nm) in
addition to the broadband white-light halogen lamp typically used in cw-EDMR. This ex-
periment produces the interesting result that the central line is undiminished in intensity
(indeed, the intensity increases) while the selenium resonances completely disappear, over
a wide range of laser powers and even with all other factors, including the photocurrent,
held constant.
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Lastly, we observe that the photocurrent decreases at resonance for the central defect
line, which implies that the photocurrent increases at resonance when we sweep across the
selenium transitions (which are of opposite phase to the central line).

Selenium resonances and the central resonance

As a result of the experimental findings above, we conclude that the central defect reso-
nance and the selenium resonances are not linked to each other nor part of the same spin-
dependent process. We conclude this from the following facts: (a) the phases of the two
signals are opposite for all experimental parameters, and (b) the central resonance occurs
through a process which is roughly unchanged, except somewhat in intensity, by moving
from a broadband white light source to above band gap illumination using a 1047 nm laser
while the selenium resonances disappear (showing both that a different mechanism is at
play and that the central line is produced without being dependent on the selenium spin
state). Pb-only mechanisms such as spin dependent hopping have been proposed in situ-
ations where spin dependent recombination is not dominant (at high magnetic fields, for
instance)[158] or where a suitable donor-defect recombination mechanism may not exist.
We are concerned here with the mechanism of the spin dependent signal observed from the
deep donor, and we discuss this in the next section.

5.6.1 Mechanisms

The above experimental results are typically of great value in determining the spin-
dependent transport mechanism operating for shallow donors in silicon. However, in
the case of deep, double donors in silicon, we lack a rigorous theoretical framework for
the evaluation of our results, and we also lack previous results in literature to compare
against. We may perhaps only be able to eliminate some mechanisms through comparison
with EDMR features seen when shallow donors are involved, and hazard a guess at the
operating mechanism. With these caveats, we go through the mechanisms presented in
Section 5.1.3 below.

Bolometric heating

We are able to rule out bolometric heating for a few reasons. First, sample heating due
to the resonant ESR absorption of energy is considered to be negligible for phosphorus
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concentrations in the ∼1015 cm−3 range[169]. In our sample, the total doping concentra-
tion of selenium is ∼5×1015 cm−3 and the concentration of ESR-active single-ionised Se+

species is expected to be the same as the accceptor concentration, which is∼5×1013 cm−3.
In addition, as discussed in the previous section, the sign of the change in resistivity ∆ρ

at resonance is expected to follow the change in resistivity with temperature δρ0/δT for
bolometric heating. However, in our samples while the resistivity decreases at resonance
(∆ρ/ρ0 < 0), the resistivity increases with increasing temperature (δρ0/δT > 0) in the nar-
row range of temperatures 5–20 K. A bolometric effect is also expected to be enhanced at
higher magnetic fields as the absorbed Zeeman energy on resonance is increased; we do not
see a difference in the selenium high and low field lines, which differ by 59.1 mT. Lastly,
for a bolometric effect, the illumination source used to generate photocarriers (if photocur-
rents and other parameters are kept constant) should not influence the EDMR signal, while
we see a strong difference between laser and broadband light. However, we cannot rule out
a bolometric mechanism for the central resonance.

Spin dependent scattering

As discussed in the previous section, scattering of conduction electrons from a donor spin
can have a spin dependence from the different singlet triplet scattering cross sections. In
addition, despite theoretical calculations to the contrary, resistivity decreases at resonance
(i.e. an increase in current) have been reported, matching our experimental result. How-
ever, the difference in scattering cross sections between singlet and triplet 2DEG-donor
spin pairs are typically quite small and EDMR signal strengths in the 10−6 range are ex-
pected, whereas ours are about two orders of magnitude higher. Also, a conduction electron
signal of the same phase as the selenium signal would conventionally be expected from a
scattering mechanism, which we do not see.

Spin dependent recombination

Spin dependent recombination (SDR) is expected to yield EDMR signal intensities in the
high range (∆I/I ≈10−2–10−4) that we measure, due to highly different recombination
rates for the singlet and triplet configurations of the donor-defect or donor-acceptor pairs.
However, it is associated strongly with photocurrent quenching, which contradicts our cur-
rent findings. However, there are studies involving less-studied defect pairs such as the
oxygen vacancy center (OV−) in conjunction with phosphorus, which have observed a cur-
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rent enhancement at resonance[170]. This is explained by the fact that the OV− could
either emit an electron into the conduction band or capture a hole from the valence band,
and the former process would lead to an enhancement of the current. The monitoring of
dark current transients at resonance (through pulsed EDMR, for instance) could be a way
to explore this mechanism for our results, as in the referenced study. However, for a spin
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Figure 5.12: Spin dependent Donor-Acceptor Recombination of selenium donors with
boron acceptors. (a) Above-bandgap illumination generates photocarriers. (b) Boron ac-
cepts a hole from the valence band to form B0. (c) Selenium can now accept an electron
from the conduction band, which will subsequently return to the acceptor, such that the
donor returns to the Se+ state. Figure adapted from Ref. [144].

dependent recombination process, we would expect to see a resonance of the same phase
arising from the defect center spin as well, such as a Pb center. On the other hand for the
case of EDMR arising from donor-acceptor recombination, we do have a spin-pair partner
for the selenium, which is the compensating acceptor boron. We know that the Se+ species,
which are ESR active, are able to be in the singly ionised state by virtue of being spatially
close to a boron acceptor, to which they are able to donate an electron. Therefore, this is by
default a spin pair in proximity. Boron is also an acceptor like the OV− center, and can emit
an electron into the conduction band or capture a hole from the valence band. Lastly, boron
is very difficult to observe in ESR due to its extremely broad resonance, and extant ESR
studies have measured boron only through careful zero-strain processing of samples[164].
Boron resonances have not been observed through EDMR. In our samples, the combina-
tion of a fabrication process involving the deposition of strain-inducing interdigitated metal
electrodes, as well as PCB mounting using GE varnish, most probably precludes the obser-
vation of boron even through ESR. As expected, in our experiment a boron resonance was
not observed across almost the entire magnetic field range of the spectrometer (0.8 T), but
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this can by no means rule out boron as the other component of the spin pair. The decrease
in the selenium EDMR signal strength as we increase the temperature could be caused by
the fact that boron typically has a short T1 which decreases rapidly with temperature.

Lastly, for a typical spin-dependent recombination mechanism as described in litera-
ture, there is a pair formation between the donor and the acceptor where the photogener-
ated electrons and holes are captured by the defect pairs (i.e. an electron by the selenium
and a hole by the boron). The pair can then recombine, with triplet recombination much
slower than singlet, leading to a spin permuation asymmetry observable through EDMR.
Therefore, it is clear that a critical spin-selective process that differentiates between the
singlet and triplet states of the pair is required for SDR. The donor and acceptor species
in our case are shown in Fig. 5.12. Here, if the Se+ donor state captures an electron, it
leads to a neutral Se0 state such that there is no spin selectivity between the triplet and the
singlet. However, in part (b) of the figure we see that if the boron first accepts a hole from
the valence band, we now have a spin pair composed of the Se+ and B0 states, and there is
now a spin-selective pathway, which leads to faster recombination in the case of a singlet
being formed.

Spin dependent hopping

We consider here another possible mechanism, that of spin-dependent hopping. This pro-
cess in not fully understood in a general sense since it requires a detailed analysis of the
particular spin system under observation, to formulate a theory and predict experimental
behaviour. Spin dependent hopping requires two singly occupied electron sites in close
proximity, for example a pair of singly ionised Se+ close to each other. Different processes
can occur between the two sites, of which one or more has to be spin-dependent. The
model is therefore similar to a spin pair model like spin dependent recombination, except
that in this case a spin dependent dissociation (and not recombination) destroys the pair,
influencing transport rates and not the charge carrier density. Charge carriers do not anni-
hilate during transport, in contrast to recombination; and so spin-dependent processes have
to be described in terms of mobility changes. There are models of spin dependent hopping
as well as experiments describing a current increase at resonance, however the transport,
dynamics and hopping rate all depend on the specific pair.

For our experiment, this process is intriguing since we only see a selenium signal with-
out a corresponding pair (and with a signal intensity higher than typical spin-dependent
scattering processes), and a hopping model is possible with two selenium donors in prox-
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imity. In addition, spin dependent hopping can lead to current increases at resonance,
though a specific prediction for the case of a pair of deep double donors does not exist. The
hopping model might also explain the broad resonance and reduced coherence times of the
EDMR species as compared to ESR data, since this is expected for paired donors close to
each other. Lastly, similar to SDR, this model also does not depend on a large conduction
electron polarization.

Indisputable experimental evidence of this kind of spin-dependent transport process
would be EDMR signals obtained under dark conditions. In the absence of excess charge
carriers, recombination does not exist and can be ruled out. A pulsed EDMR experiment
where the dark current after the pulse is monitored would be useful.

Spin dependent trapping

We now consider a final possible EDMR mechanism. We mentioned earlier in this Chapter
that spin dependent trapping in shallow donors occurs due to the fact that bound triplet
states do not exist, such that a conduction electron can be trapped into a singlet configu-
ration but not a triplet. But for deep donors like selenium in silicon, unlike the P− case
for a shallow donor like phosphorus, the two-electron charge state Se0 is indeed bound,
and quite deeply (∼ 307 meV), as shown in Fig. 5.1. In our case, the new mechanism we
propose relies on the difference in the capture rates of the singlet and triplet states, formed
by a conduction electron and the electron on the selenium atom in its Se+ state.

Off-resonance, the spin ensemble can have a different singlet/triplet content under con-
stant illumination, due to differing recombination probabilites and T1 lifetimes. At reso-
nance with the transition saturated with high microwave power, however, a random distri-
bution of singlets and triplets is created. Depending on the electron capture rates for the
singlet and triplet configurations, then, there can be an appreciable difference in the steady-
state current at resonance. If a certain species traps more conduction electrons, then due to
the reduction in its population at resonance (where the populations are equalised), there will
be more conduction electrons available and hence a resonant increase in the photocurrent,
as we observe.

We present a simple rate-equation model below, where the photocurrent is determined
by the density of photoexcited electrons, I ∝ n(t). In this simpified picture of a trapping
mechanism, there is a constant photocarrier generation rate kg due to the halogen illumina-
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tion, and a constant recapture rate dependent on the dopant population, given by kcnd(t)

dn

dt
= kg − kcnd(t) (5.8)

with kc the capture rate and nd the dopant population. The steady-state conduction electron
population (and a proportional photocurrent) is given by

nss =
kg

kc

(5.9)

We now assume that the capture rate is spin-dependent, so that we have

dn

dt
= kg − ksps − ktpt (5.10)

where ks and kt are the capture rates into the singlet and triplet configurations respectively,
while ps and pt are the probabilities of projection into the singlet and triplet states for the
selenium donor. For microwaves at resonance (with the transition saturated), ps = pt =

1/2. This will then give us the steady state electron number

nss =
kg

ksps + ktpt

(5.11)

We are interested in the number of electrons in the steady states both on- and off-
resonance, as this is proportional to the difference in the currents we measure. Defining the
polarization of the carriers as the fractional difference between the spin-up and spin-down
populations, we have:

p =
n↑ − n↓
n↑ + n↓

, (5.12)

both for the donor and the conduction electrons. For the triplet state pt = p↑↑+p↓↓ we have

pt =
(1 + pSe)(1 + pce) + (1− pSe)(1− pce)

4
=

1 + pSepce

2
(5.13)
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and similarly, ps = 1−pSepce

2
for the singlet state, where in both cases we have used the

expressions

p↓↓ =
(1 + pSe)(1 + pce)

4

p↑↑ =
(1− pSe)(1− pce)

4

(5.14)

and where pSe and pce are the spin polarizations of the donor and the conduction electrons,
respectively.

For a simple calculation of the steady state difference in the capture rates ks and kt,
therefore, we can consider the change in the number of electrons to be zero. We also
take into account that the spin up and down populations of the selenium become equal at
resonance for a saturated transition, leading to zero polarization. This gives us

nss(sat) =
2kg

ks − kt

(5.15)

when the system is on resonance, using pSe = 0. Off-resonance, however, there is a dif-
ference in the spin-up and down populations of the selenium and the differing populations
need to be taken into account. For the off-resonance steady state, therefore, we have

nss =
2kg

ks(1− pSepce) + kt(1 + pSepce)
(5.16)

We can then obtain a ratio between the two steady-state conduction electron number values

nss(sat)

nss

= 1 + pSepce(1−
2ks

ks + kt

) (5.17)

and therefore for our EDMR signal strength (the ratio of the current on and off resonance
∆I/I0), in terms of the capture rates:

∆I

I0

=
nss(sat)− nss

nss

= pSepce(
kt − ks

kt + ks

) (5.18)

We can now estimate the difference in singlet and triplet capture rates required by our
model to match the experimental results:

kt

ks

=
1 + c

1− c
(5.19)
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where c = ∆I/I0
pSepce

. We calculate the donor spin polarisation pSe using Eq. 5.6 to be ∼ 5.5%.
For the conduction electron polarization, as in the temperature dependence study (Section
5.4.3), we assume the same form as the donor spin polarization (a valid assumption when
the donor spins are in spin-lattice equilibrium, and also applicable when they are not if the
capture rates are faster than the spin-lattice relaxation[166]). This level of polarization of
the donor and conduction electrons will then result in a required difference in the singlet
and triplet capture rates of 6%, i. e. a kt/ks ratio of around∼1.06. While we are not aware
of direct measurements of capture rate differences for donors in silicon (which may partly
be because in the more intensively studied shallow donors, the triplet state is not bound and
therefore this EDMR mechanism does not exist), in other systems singlet-triplet capture
rates can differ significantly. For instance, for deep trapping of conduction electrons in F-
center (or colour center) defects in crystals, the range of ks/kt was found to be 4.4–38[171]
(noting that here the singlet capture rate is faster). Theoretical calculations of these capture
rates will be a valuable resource in verifying our spin-dependent trapping mechanism.

5.6.2 Results and further work

In this chapter we presented the first observation, to our knowledge, of spin-dependent
transport in a deep donor in silicon. Electrically detected magnetic resonance was used to
explore the spin dependent transport mechanism in such devices. Temperature, microwave
power, steady-state current monitoring and different illumination sources were used to elu-
cidate the features of the selenium resonances. The high signal strengths, reproducible
features, and clear trends with temperature and illumination are all valuable pieces of in-
formation and we look forward to a theoretical analysis that can pinpoint a mechanism for
the spin-dependent transport and spin-to-charge conversion we observe. In the previous
section, we have laid out a few mechanisms that are typically seen in silicon EDMR mea-
surements and analysed our findings in each context. We have also presented a new EDMR
mechanism possible in deep donors but not in their shallow counterparts; spin-dependent
trapping based on differing capture rates between the singlet and triplet configurations of
the donor and conduction electron spins.

Further work would be useful to verify the transport mechanism and explore further the
spin physics of deep donors in silicon, for spintronics and quantum information applica-
tions. We hope to integrate selenium donors into single-dopant devices such as the ones
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described in the next chapter and the EDMR results reported here are a valuable first step
in the understanding of deep donor physics in devices.

Some further measurements to perform would be, first, a careful monitoring of the cur-
rent transient at resonance, especially in the dark. This is a possible way to rule out recom-
bination in favour of spin-dependent transport processes. Secondly, using a few different il-
lumination sources, such as lasers of different wavelengths (above-gap and sub-gap), would
be useful to determine the energy levels involved. EDMR studies carried out in lower con-
centration samples would have fewer Se+ pairs in close proximity and this could reduce
the signal strength if spin-dependent hopping were the underlying mechanism, yielding
valuable information. High-magnetic fields (for instance, W-band EDMR)[156][86] have
in the past shown interesting variations in mechanism for the shallow donors and will also
provide enhanced spectral resolution. Lastly, pulsed EDMR has been invaluable in study-
ing the shallow donors in silicon, and the coherence and relaxation times of the subset of
donors involved in spin-dependent transport. This would be welcome information in the
case of the deep donors as well in the context of device integration; it would shed light on
their behaviour in the presence of electric fields and whether they retain their extremely
long ESR relaxation and coherence times.

Recent work also mentions the intriguing possibility of using the illumination sequence
developed in Ref. [141] (1047 nm + 4 m) to study the nuclear spin properties of neutral
selenium (77Se0), a technique which requires the observation of EDMR. Our EDMR re-
sults are the first steps towards such a process, which could be used to exploit the nuclear
spin coherence time of neutral selenum (expected to be much longer even than Se+) by a
sequence consisting of manipulation followed by neutralization to preserve coherence.



Chapter 6

A Hybrid Dopant-Dot Double Quantum
Dot in Silicon

In this Chapter, we bring together the work presented in earlier chapters on quantum dot
and dopant systems as well as the techniques developed to measure them. In Chapter 1, we
discussed the motivations behind the study of a coupled system consisting of quantum dots
and dopants in silicon. We noted the long coherence times of dopant electron and nuclear
spins and their potential as quantum memories, and mentioned quantum computation archi-
tectures consisting of quantum dots as processing units and spin buses to carry information.
The common basic link between these proposals is a coherent coupling between a dopant
and a quantum dot, in a scalable, compact architecture. In addition, there is scientific value
in the previously unexplored physics of the coupling between a natural atom (a phosphorus
donor) and an artificial atom (the quantum dot).

We now present measurements taken on a silicon nanowire transistor of the kind ex-
plored as a quantum dot architecture in Chapter 4. The device presented here was designed
and fabricated by the TOLOP project partners at CEA-Leti and measured at UCL at the
base temperature of our dilution fridge, as described in Chapter 3. We show now that given
a version of the devices presented in Chapter 4, with the channel implanted at a dose corre-
sponding to a few dopants in the channel, we are able to measure a coupled double quantum
dot system made up of a single phosphorus atom and a corner quantum dot. This is to our
knowledge the first such measurement1.

1Recently, in a gate-defined metal-oxide-semiconductor quantum dot with a dopant implanted nearby,
nuclear-spin driven singlet-triplet rotations were reported[30].

149
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6.1 Device and measurement setup

The device under measurement (shown in Fig. 6.1) was fabricated at CEA-LETI, from an
SOI substrate with a 145 nm buried oxide and a silicon layer doped with phosphorus at
a concentration of 5×1017cm−3, with the fabrication process described in more detail in
Section 3.5. This doped silicon layer is etched to create a 200 nm long and 30 nm wide
nanowire using deep-UV lithography. A 30 nm wide wrap-around top gate is defined using
an SiO2(0.8 nm)/HfSiON(1.9 nm) stack for the gate dielectric followed by TiN(5 nm)/poly-
Si(50 nm) as the top gate material (the number of dopants expected for this size of channel
is about five). The source and drain are self aligned and formed by ion implantation after
the deposition of 20 nm long Si3N4 spacers.

We employ RF gate-based sensing as well as microwave spectroscopy for measure-
ment; the measurement setup is elaborated in Section 3.3 and shown in part in Fig. 6.1(b).
In addition to the DC and RF lines connected via bias tee to the top gate, the undoped
silicon substrate is used as a back gate after activation using a surface-mounted blue LED
to generate free carriers. Our setup includes a microwave antenna located a few mm above
the sample.

6.2 Double quantum dot behaviour

Double-dot stability diagram

As discussed in Section 3.3, RF gate-based sensing can detect two types of responses;
(a) dissipative, or a change of resistance occurring, say, due to a charge tunnelling from a
localized state to a lead[93] and (b) dispersive, or a change of quantum capacitance due to
a charge tunnelling between two quantum dots[23, 125]. Fig. 6.2 shows the device charge
stability diagram as a function of top gate (Vtg) and back gate voltages (Vbg), detected
via RF reflectometry. It shows a set of charge transitions with a small dependence on
Vbg, corresponding to single charges tunnelling from the source or drain to quantum dots
localized below the top gate. We attribute these charge transitions to the so-called corner
quantum dots, known to be formed in the top corners of these nanowires where the electric
field is maximum [105] and discussed extensively in previous chapters. These dots have
relatively large charging energies, Ec ∼ 18 meV, and a strong top gate lever arm, αtg ∼
0.85, similar to what has been reported elsewhere [93, 105], deduced from the extent of
measured Coloumb diamonds. One single transition however, indicated with a black arrow
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in Fig. 6.2, is more coupled to the back-gate than the other charge transitions, indicating a
localized state situated deeper in the channel.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

RFIN

RFOUT
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+45dB
Vtg

Vrf
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0.75pF

390nHSiO2/
HfSiON
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dots
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Spacers

Donor

Top 
Gate
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Figure 6.1: (a) Quantum dots localized in the corners of a silicon nanowire FET device
with a donor shown deeper in the channel. (b) Simplified RF reflectometry setup. (c) Top
view, schematic of the device showing the source and drain as well as the nitride spacers
that act as tunnel barriers between the dots and the source and drain. (d) Top view, SEM
image of a similar device showing the top gate orientation on top of the channel.

Subthreshold resonances like these are commonly attributed to single donors located in
the channel [108, 172]. In this sample as well, the impurity state is close to the conduc-
tion band edge and very close to threshold (650 mV), as expected for phosphorus atoms
in silicon [173]. We can also place it far below the surface, using the back gate/top gate
ratio, which eliminates interface charge traps and electron puddles. In addition, at these
channel sizes (30 nm wide, 30 nm long, 11 nm thick silicon), the number of bulk defects
intrinsic to the nanowire is typically a few orders of magnitude lower than the average num-
ber of dopants that were deliberately implanted (about 5 dopants in this size of channel).
Significantly, such subthreshold signatures were not observed in any of the undoped de-
vices (see Ref. [93, 106] as well as Chapter 4); however, doped devices we have measured
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Figure 6.2: The Gaussian filtered derivative of the demodulated resonator response as a
function of Vtg and Vbg (charge stability diagram). The black arrow indicates a charge
transition attributed to a phosphorus atom in the bulk of the nanowire.

regularly show such subthreshold resonances2, as do similar doped devices measured by
different research groups, as well as collaborators[108, 172](see also Appendix B for other
measurements).

Quantum dot charge assignment

To correctly assign the electron filling of the DQD system to the transitions observed in the
charge stability diagram, we turn to the phase response of our resonator. We can extract
the phase response of the device from the I and Q channels. Fig. 6.3 shows the charge sta-
bility diagram of the donor-dot system, with the phase response data plotted on the right.
The signal intensity in a single channel does not vary enough to allow us to differentiate
between the systems under study. However, the phase response data shows a strong varia-
tion in intensity between the different quantum dots in the channel, most probably due to
differences in tunnel rates, as described in Section 3.3. The degree of visibility of its res-
onances in the phase response should be characteristic of a particular quantum dot, since
it is related to the proportion of its signal in the dissipative versus dispersive regimes (at

2Depending on channel length, about one in three doped devices will show such subthreshold resonances
that are deeper in the channel and coupled more to the back gate, as opposed to those from corner dots.
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least over a small number of transitions and a small change in gate voltage). Using this
method of discrimination, we are able to isolate three sets of lines in Fig. 6.3(b); a corner
dot uncoupled to the donor (blue dotted line), a corner dot that couples to the donor (red
dotted line) as well as the donor charge transition (green dotted line). Later measurements
confirm this charge assignment and we will discuss this in more detail in Section 6.5. We
note, however, that while the charge assignment in the stability diagram commences from
zero electrons for clarity (at a point in top gate voltage below which we do not see any more
dot transitions), in essence we can assert only that we are at an even parity transition at the
interdot charge transition (ICT).
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Figure 6.3: (a) Numerical derivative, filtered, of the amplitude response as a function of
Vtg and Vbg. The last digit of the charge assignment corresponds to the donor atom (green
dotted line), the second digit to the coupled corner dot (red dotted line) and the first digit
to the uncoupled corner dot (blue dotted line). The unassigned transitions are attributed to
another donor in the channel, while the black box encloses the region of interest. (b) Phase
response of the coupled dot-donor system as a function of Vtg and Vbg. The visibility of
the phase response allows discrimination between the two corner dots.

Dopant charge assignment

Fig. 6.4 shows the magnetic field dependence of the ICT at ε = 0 (black star) as well as of
the dopant line (green star). The interdot quantum capacitance signal has a strong magnetic
field dependence, explored in Section 6.5.

The amplitude of the dopant line does not diminish under field, but it exhibits a gradual
shift towards higher top gate voltages. In general from this we can infer the spin polarity of
the tunneling electrons: a shift towards higher top gate voltage, or higher energy, indicates
tunneling of spin-up electrons. Here it indicates that the Zeeman energy increases the donor
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chemical potential. In our system, as studied previously[28, 173], this shift towards higher
energy is consistent with a D− state, in which electrons form a two-electron singlet. Finally,
the D+:D0 charge transition of the donor is not visible in our system. This may be explained
by a small tunnel rate between the donor and the reservoir. Indeed, the D+:D0 is deeper
below the conduction band than the D0:D−, and as a result, the tunnel barrier between
the reservoir and the donor is more opaque[28]. Due to the fact that our RF reflectometry
technique is most sensitive to charges tunneling at a frequency comparable to the excitation
(and higher, for the phase response)[93], we are unlikely to see the D+:D0 charge transition
if the tunnel rate is too low.
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Figure 6.4: (a) Resonator response as a function of Vtg and magnetic field B, and (b) of Vtg

and Vbg. The charge transition of interest, for the donor, is labelled with a green star in (a)
and (b).

Interdot charge transition

Lastly, focusing on the small region in Fig. 6.5(a), we see the classic signature of a double
quantum dot: the presence of a ridge at the intersection between the donor and dot charge
transitions. A close-up of the coupling ridge is shown in Fig. 6.5(a), with our inferred
donor/dot charge occupancies added. From our previous charge assignments, we can now
label all the regions of charge stability. The signal at the ICT can be modelled as a quan-
tum capacitance, as in Ref. [23]. We recall from Section 2.3 (as Fig. 6.5(b) shows) that
when the energy levels of the donor and the corner dot are brought into resonance the cou-
pling between the donor and dot lead to bonding and antibonding molecular orbitals, with
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the quantum capacitance directly proportional to the curvature of the eigenenergies with
respect to detuning. We find

Cq = −(eα)2∂
2E

∂ε2
, (6.1)

where α is the coupling between the resonator and the double quantum dot, E the eigenen-
ergies and ε the detuning energy. The quantum capacitance is then maximum for ε = 0,
where the curvature of the eigenenergies is maximum. It is worth noting that the sign for
the response from the bonding and antibonding at the same detuning is equal and opposite
(see Fig. 6.6(b)); which offers us a way to monitor population transfer between the two
states. If we are able to resonantly populate the excited state, our signal should reduce
strongly.
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Figure 6.5: (a) A close-up of the charge stability diagram shows the charge transition be-
tween a corner dot and a donor, with charge occupancies labeled as (corner dot, donor).
There is an unrelated and non-interacting transition that cuts through the ICT. The * indi-
cates the avoided level crossing sketched in (b), which shows the energy levels of the hybrid
double quantum dot, where the quantum dot and the P atom form bonding, |g〉, and anti-
bonding |e〉 states when the detuning ε is near zero. For simplicity, spin effects are omitted
here and will be discussed later. For |ε| � 0, the double dot has ionic-type wavefunctions
where the charges are localized on the dot or donor.

6.3 Microwave spectroscopy

We now characterize this coupling by performing microwave spectroscopy using our local
antenna coupled to the top gate. The dependence of the RF-reflectometry signal ampli-
tude (A) with microwave frequency is shown in Fig. 6.6(a), normalised against the signal
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amplitude with no microwaves applied (A0). The microwave excitation causes a fraction
of the ground-state population to be promoted to the excited state, reducing the averaged
quantum capacitance. The maximum change of signal should occur when the microwave
frequency matches the tunnel splitting. Sweeping the frequency of our microwave antenna,
we find this point to be ν = 5.5 GHz. From this we extract ∆ = 2tc = 5.5 GHz. Fitting this
transition with a Gaussian lineshape, we obtain a charge dephasing time of T ∗2 ∼ 200 ps,
similar to other measurements in double-donor systems in the same type of nanowire sys-
tem ([108]).

The tunnel splitting could in principle be tuned in more evolved device designs based
on the same architecture, for example with the top gate split to form two gates in a facing
geometry[108]. The T ∗2 can be improved by going to lower temperature (if it is limited
by charge relaxation) or by improving the charge stability of the device (if it is charge
noise limited). The charge noise explanation is more likely, since the ∼20 nm wide nitride
spacers are suspected to be a source of charge noise as they bear a large trapped charge
density[174]. However, we look at the charge relaxation in the next section.

Microwave spectroscopy power dependence

We now look at the power dependence of the microwave spectroscopy experiment de-
scribed above. Figure 6.6(c) and (d) show the interdot charge transition under a continuous
microwave excitation of 5 GHz as a function of microwave power and gate detuning, ε.

In a two level system, Landau-Zener-Stückelberg (LZS) interferometry theory provides
us with the respective slow passage (Aν . ∆2) and fast passage (Aν � ∆2) conditions,
where A is the driving amplitude, ν is the frequency, and ∆ is the energy splitting between
the excited and ground states, as described in Section 2.4. As we vary the power we supply
to the microwave antenna, we are varying the driving amplitude A, which in turn takes us
from the slow to fast passage regime. This, as shown in Figure 6.6, gives rise to the expected
squared Bessel function behaviour at zero detuning for multiple passage, as theoretically
investigated in Ref. [43]. The MW driving tunes the charge polarisation as:

Pg − Pe = J2
0 (a) (6.2)

where J2
0 (a) is the square of the 0-th order Bessel function evaluated at a = eVac/hν. We

send microwaves through an antenna close to the sample, which then modulates the top
gate voltage by Vac. Our data, while fitting well to the Bessel function, also allows us to
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Figure 6.6: (a) Monitoring the interdot charge transition as a function of applied microwave
frequency shows a reduction in signal amplitude upon resonance with the |g〉:|e〉 transition,
since these states have opposite values of quantum capacitance as shown in (b). (c) Res-
onator response as a function of Vtg and the relative microwave power broadcasted by the
antenna. (d) Amplitude of the interdot charge transition as a function of the microwave
amplitude. Equation (6.2) is used to fit the data.
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calibrate the power arriving at the sample by measuring the distance between the zeros
of J2

0 , occurring at eVac/hω, given by a1 = 2.4 and a2 = 5.5. Figure 6.6(d) shows the
calibrated result.

While we do see a characteristic power dependence at detuning ε = 0, no higher order
photon assisted tunneling has been observed in the high frequency limit (hf > 2tc). This
can be explained by considering spin effects in the double dot at the (0,2) to (1,1) transition:
for negative detuning, the ground state is the singlet S(0,2) while the excited state is a
mixture of triplet states (T0, T− and T+) and singlet S(1,1). As a result, a microwave
induced transition between these two states requires a spin-flip process (∆m = 1). Hence,
in the absence of spin orbit coupling[175], or a particular electron-phonon interaction[176],
microwave photon absorption is forbidden. This observation of the suppression of higher
order tunneling is further evidence in support of the charge assignment in Section 6.2. We
now move on to measuring the relaxation time of our charge qubit.

6.4 Charge relaxation

We expect a longer charge relaxation time in Si than in GaAs (where T1 ∼10 ns) due to the
absence of piezoeletric coupling[77]. However, expecting a relaxation time for this charge
qubit that is still fast compared to our demodulator and amplifier bandwidth (about a few
MHz), we use a method developed in Ref. [41] instead of a transient measurement. To
measure the charge relaxation time, we use microwave excitation to populate the excited
charge state (the antibonding state in Fig. 6.5(b)) and measure how fast it decays to the
ground state.

Measurement method

In this method (explained in Ref. [52], simulations from which are shown in Fig. 6.7), the
microwaves are chopped at some frequency 1/τ with a 50% duty cycle, while time averag-
ing the signal amplitude at the ICT. In the first half of the pulse cycle, in the experiment
referenced in Fig. 6.7, microwaves saturate the (1,0) to (0,1) transition such that an average
population P(1,0) of 0.5 is seen. The microwave excitation is then turned off, such that
during the second half of the cycle there is charge relaxation, with P(1,0) approaching 1
on a timescale set by T1 (assuming T � hν/kB). Simulations of P(1,0) as a function of
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time for τ = 1µs are shown in Fig. 6.7 for three realistic values of T1. Given T1, varying τ
should produce a similar result.

Figure 6.7: Pulse sequence used to measure T1 and simulated qubit response. P (1, 0) =
0.5 when resonant microwaves drive transitions between |g〉 and |e〉, and approaches 1 on
a timescale set by T1 when the microwaves are turned off. Simulations from Ref. [52].

Results

In our experiment, we define the charge polarization as P = Pg − Pe, with Pg and Pe the
ground and excited state populations. When τ � T1, or for very short periods, the signal
amplitude is close to the saturation value (Psat) throughout the cycle since the system has
no time to relax to the ground state. In contrast when τ � T1, the signal is an equal time
average of thermal and saturated (〈P 〉 ≈ 1/2(Psat +Pth)). This is because the polarization
is, to a good approximation, at saturation, Psat, during the first part of the cycle (microwave
on) and at thermal equilibrium, Pth, during the second part (microwave off). Charge relax-
ation takes the system between these two extremes, with a signal strongly dependent on τ
when τ ∼ T1. Expressing 〈P 〉 as a function of τ , we get

〈P 〉 =
Psat

2
+

1

τ

∫ τ/2

0

Pth − (Pth − Psat)e
−τ/T1dt

=
(Psat + Pth)

2
− (Psat − Pth)

τ
[T1e

−τ/T1 ]
τ/2
0

(6.3)

which gives us the final equation for 〈P 〉:

〈P 〉 =
(Psat + Pth)

2
+ (Psat − Pth)

T1(1− e−τ/2T1)

τ
. (6.4)
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Here the normalised amplitude A/A0 at the ICT is directly proportional to 〈P 〉/Pth (A0

being the amplitude in the absence of MW excitation); thus, Psat/Pth is obtained from
the ICT signal under continuous microwave excitation in Fig. 6.7 (light blue curve). The
figure also shows the ICT under microwave excitation chopped with 100 ns and 100µs
time periods. As expected, the signal amplitude is greater when the charge has more time
to relax.
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Figure 6.8: (a) ICT under continuous MW (light blue), chopped MW at 10MHz (dark
blue) and 10 kHz (purple). (b) Renormalized average charge state population difference as
a function of the chopping period τ , fitted using Eq. 6.4 with T1 as the fitting parameter.

Fig. 6.8(b) shows the time averaged polarisation recorded for different values of τ and
is fitted using Eq. 6.4 to give a charge relaxation time T1 ∼ 100 ns.

This result confirms that our coherence time T ∗2 is not limited by charge relaxation,
since T1 � T ∗2 . Moreover, the phonon-induced dephasing rate in silicon is expected to
be in the MHz range[177]. Therefore, background charge fluctuations or noise in the gate
voltages are assumed to be the main dephasing sources as they induce fluctuations in both
tunnel coupling and detuning energy. Earlier studies have found charge relaxation tunable
over orders of magnitude in silicon by tuning the voltages controlling the tunnel coupling,
with a longer characteristic relaxation time (up to 45µs) corresponding to larger interdot
barrier heights[52]. Given more complex samples with independent tuning of the dots
(for example, samples identical to ours but with the top gate split into two face-to-face
halves[108]) which will also enable tuning of the tunnel coupling via the back gate, we
might be able to reach longer charge relaxation times. However, we are particularly inter-
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ested in the novel spin system available to us in this coupled dopant-dot hybrid qubit, and
for now we move on to explore the spin degree of freedom.

6.5 Spin blockade

We now discuss the spin-related phenomena observed at the ICT and show that it is indeed
of even parity. Fig. 6.9(b) shows the energy level diagram of the system near the (1,1) to
(0,2) transition in the presence of a magnetic field. The magnetic field shifts the triplet T-
state lower in energy so that it starts to become the ground state instead of the singlet. As in
previous measurements shown in this section, a quantum capacitance measurement can be
used to exploit the difference in bandstructure (energy versus gate voltage relation) of the
singlet and triplet states. At ε = 0, as the magnetic field is increased, the population of the
singlet state decreases while the population of the T− triplet state increases (and eventually
dominates for gµBB � kBT ). As the triplet state has a linear detuning dependence, it
has a zero quantum capacitance signature. Therefore, when it becomes the ground state at
finite magnetic field, it does not contribute to the RF-reflectometry signal at the ICT. This
allows for the observation of Pauli spin blockade.

Fig. 6.9(a), indeed, shows the RF signal at the ICT disappearing with increasing mag-
netic field (as seen in other systems, notably GaAs double quantum dots[128]). Above
1.2 T it has completely vanished. A similar response has been observed in an InAs double
quantum dot coupled to an RF resonator [128], including the shift in the maximum am-
plitude position observed at low fields, see Fig. 6.9(a) and (c), and has been theoretically
investigated in Ref. [96].

The shift in the maximum amplitude position can be understood by considering the in-
tersection of the singlet and T− states at the detuning value εST, which shifts with magnetic
field as shown in Fig. 6.9. For ε < εST, there is a singlet ground state and the quantum
capacitance has a finite value (however, this decreases for more negative εST). For ε > εST

there is a T− ground state and the quantum capacitance vanishes. The asymmetric line-
shape observed is a sign, therefore, that the system has a significant population following
the ground state, even at the S:T− intersection. We understand this by the presence of an
avoided level crossing at this intersection, combined with the fact that our measurements
are inherently multipassage ones.

The mixing between these two states is generally induced by the magnetic field gradient
created by the nuclear spin bath[178]. In contrast, in this silicon hybrid double dot, the
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Figure 6.9: (a) The quantum capacitance signature of the interdot charge transition (ICT)
become strongly suppressed with increasing magnetic field, as the T− triplet state becomes
the ground state, as shown in (b) the energy level diagram near the (1,1) to (0,2) transition
in the presence of a magnetic field. εST denotes the value at which the singlet and T− states
intersect, and is responsible for the shift and asymmetry observed in (c), the ICT measured
at 0 mT, 100 mT and 200 mT.
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mixing should be dominated by the hyperfine interaction with the nuclear spin localized
at the donor site. As a result, neglecting the Overhauser field created by the 29Si, the
electron located on the donor is detuned by δ = AS · I where A is the hyperfine coupling
constant, S the electron spin and I the donor nuclear spin. We will discuss this mixing and
its consequences in a later section.

6.6 Conclusions

To conclude, we have presented a hybrid double-dot system consisting of a phosphorus
atom and a corner quantum dot in a foundry-fabricated nanoscale silicon transistor. First,
this hybrid qubit is scalable by virtue of its implementation in an industry-compatible fab-
rication platform. Secondly, the measurement of the double quantum dot is accomplished
wholly by the technique of gate-based reflectometry, which simplifies device fabrication
and scaling up immensely, since a separate charge sensor quantum dot is not required. We
have shown that both charge and spin effects in the system can be probed using this tech-
nique, and in particular have measured coherence (T ∗2 ) and relaxation times for the charge
qubit formed using microwave spectroscopy techniques.

Finally, the observation of spin blockade opens up ground for the exploration of spin
effects in this novel, hybrid system as well as for a new kind of singlet-triplet qubit with
spin dynamics possibly governed by the donor nuclear spin. This is hinted at by the avoided
level crossing formed by the mixing of the singlet and T− states which we attribute to
the hyperfine coupling of the electron with the nuclear spin of the phosphorus atom. We
discussed before that the electron on the donor is detuned by the δ = AS · I where A is the
hyperfine coupling constant, which for phosphorus is 117 MHz. Therefore the S(1,1)-T0

coherent evolution at a very low exchange coupling could be driven at ∼ 50 MHz. In the
case of bismuth, I = 9/2 and A = 1.48 GHz, the driving frequency should be even higher
ranging from 300 MHz up to 3 GHz depending on the nuclear spin state. Similarly, for
selenium, the dopant explored in the previous Chapter 5, the hyperfine constant is similarly
large, A = 1.66 GHz.

Finally, exploiting the interdot exchange coupling would allow a SWAP operation be-
tween the corner dot and the donor atom spin state and, eventually, its storage in the donor
nuclear spin using electronuclear double-resonance (ENDOR) techniques. This would take
us one step closer to the qubit implementation mentioned at the beginning of the thesis
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which enables the donor nuclear spin, with its extremely high coherence times, to be used
as a quantum memory.

6.7 Methods for coherent control

While we have presented spin effects in this hybrid dopant-dot system, ultimately the goal
is to develop a coherent coupling that we can manipulate using microwaves, and use for the
transfer of information between the dopant and the dot. For this, the first step would be to
perform electron spin resonance or ESR. In the previous section we saw that the quantum
capacitance signal has a finite curvature for the singlet state, and is flat in detuning for
the triplet state. This translates to a situation where the singlet gives us, via our coupled
resonator, a strong signal at the ICT when we are in the singlet state, and no signal when
we are in the T− triplet. This then provides us with a natural way of discrimination between
these two spin states of the system and we would like to be able to coherently evolve, or
even pulse between these two states.

As we have presented previously, in this system we were equipped with a static mag-
netic field (used to bring the hybrid double-dot into spin blockade) as well as a microwave
antenna, built originally as a quarter-wave antenna for 20 GHz. In principle, this provides
us with aB1 magnetic field orthogonal toB0, making ESR possible according to the princi-
ples outlined in Chapter 3. However, in practice we were severely limited by the distance of
our antenna from the sample (a few mm) which meant that we were unable to apply the mi-
crowave powers required to generate a magnetic field high enough to flip the spin, without
heating up the dilution fridge. At moderate powers (at which the fridge temperature was
stable at a mixing chamber temperature lower than our measured electron temperature), we
measured the amplitude of the RF signal with the double quantum dot in blockade, while
applying microwaves at the frequency of the antenna, measured using a network analyser
to be ∼19.4 GHz. Both methods of performing cw-ESR, i.e. sweeping the magnetic field
with the microwave frequency held constant, as well as sweeping the microwave frequency
with the field held constant, were employed. Our best-case results, after extensive signal
filtering and measurements taken over long timescales (spanning a day or so), are shown
in Fig 6.10. In both cases, we saw a weak signal at points in field and frequency sepa-
rated by the hyperfine splitting of phosphorus (117 MHz in frequency and 4.2 mT in field).
While we stress that these measurements were inconclusive due to the high noise in the
measurement (as well as due to the fact that frequency vs magnetic field scans showing a
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linear relationship could not be taken due to the long timescales needed to average each
data point), they nevertheless were an encouraging motivation to improve our ESR setup
to explore the spin system further. We therefore present the development of an on-chip
waveguide, to be used for both continuous wave as well as pulsed ESR experiments, and
eventually coherent control of the hybrid double quantum dot system. .
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Figure 6.10: Gaussian filtered resonator response at the interdot charge transition. Left,
microwave antenna frequency is swept while magnetic field is held at 690 mT. Right, mag-
netic field is swept while microwave frequency is held constant at 19.4 GHz. Approximate
peak-to-peak distances are indicated by arrows. (For 31P, the hyperfine splitting is 117 Mhz
in frequency and 4.2 mT in magnetic field.)

ESR using a coplanar waveguide

Magnetic resonance is an important technique for spin manipulation in nanodevices for
weak spin-orbit materials such as silicon (and with a negligible nuclear spin field in the
case of 28Si), where Electron Dipole Spin Resonance (EDSR) is not possible. This has
been accomplished in the past using coplanar nanoscale transmission lines in purpose-built
devices in silicon[7, 179]. Integrating such charge-sensitive devices with broadband GHz
excitations involves careful minimization of the electric field while maximising the mag-
netic field at the spin, and is not trivial. Here we present a nanoscale coplanar waveguide
(CPW) which is designed to be used for charge sensitive nanodevices as well as to be used
along with the sensitive readout technique of RF-reflectometry at millikelvin temperatures.
The waveguide also has unique challenges as it needs to be designed to add on to devices
which are manufactured in a silicon industry-compatible foundry (it could possibly be in-
corporated into future devices).

The CPW described above was designed and modelled in CST Microwave Stu-
dio, a full-3D electromagnetic and microwave simulation software, following previous
work[179]. (A CPW based design connected to the on-PCB CPW was chosen since a
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coplanar stripline-to-waveguide (CPS-CPW) balun was unfeasible with the space con-
straints of the system). The fabrication of this CPW and a discussion of the modelling of
the structure are discussed in Appendices A and B, respectively. In essence, so as to avoid
shorting with the bond pads of the device, a thin layer of hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ,
∼100 nm) is spun on and then baked to convert it to silicon oxide. Above this insulating
layer, an aluminium CPW is deposited. Bonds to the device pads are made through the
HSQ (layers this thin can easily be bonded through, locally)3. These samples have been
tested at millikelvin temperatures; however their measurement lies beyond the scope of
this thesis. Concerns about the HSQ oxide layer creating charge noise or problems for
RF-reflectometry based readout have proven unfounded, since RF measurements on these
devices do not show such effects.
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Figure 6.11: (a) CST model, (b) Design schematic with device and (c) optical microscope
image of a fully-fabricated coplanar waveguide for ESR measurements, on a silicon fin-
FET device.

An optical image of a finished sample is shown in Fig. 6.11(c). While the B1 magnetic
fields from the striplines themselves have not been measured yet, the electric fields (de-
spite being minimized at the device location in the design) are stronger than those from
microwaves with similar powers sent through a far-away on-PCB stripline, which is an op-
timistic outlook for getting sufficient amounts of power (and consequently, a large enough

3While wirebonding through the HSQ was a concern, these devices show the same currents and turn-on
behaviour at mK as exhibited by devices where there is no HSQ layer to bond through.
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oscillating magnetic field) to the spins in the sample. In future, given encouraging results,
similar coplanar waveguides (or even micromagnets to provide a field gradient) could be
integrated into the silicon foundry fabrication protocol, ensuring a way of qubit control in
a highly-scalable silicon architecture.

Operation as a singlet triplet qubit

Lastly, in the previous section, we presented another method of coherent control and spin
qubit formation, motivated by the observation of a singlet-triplet (S(1,1)-T0) avoided cross-
ing where the hyperfine coupling of the dopant nuclear spin could provide a magnetic field
gradient to drive coherent spin rotations[153]. For this kind of system, we would not need
an ESR microwave antenna, but simply fast voltage pulses to drive the transition as in a
typical singlet-triplet qubit (EDSR)[66] as described in Section 2.5.2. This approach mer-
its consideration of the RF-reflectometry drive which at the moment is always on during
qubit operation and readout. This is quite a large drive, chosen for signal-to-noise reasons
(typically -85 dBm at the sample, though we have been able to go as low as -96 dBm) and
can have the effect of moving us over the entire transition in detuning, whereas we would
like to probe the (S(1,1)-T0) avoided crossing which has a very small extent in detuning,
and requires a finer probe than this strong drive. The effect of the RF drive can possibly
be mitigated in a few ways. First, the drive amplitude could be reduced to much lower
values, something that is possible by further engineering our RF-circuit and our cryogenic
amplifiers, as well as reducing the noise in the measurement setup; or perhaps even by util-
ising quantum-limited amplifiers such as a Josephson parametric amplifier (JPA). Secondly,
qubit parameters such as the tunnel coupling could perhaps be tuned for a larger (S(1,1)-T0)
avoided crossing in a different device geometry. Lastly, a fast (sub-nanosecond) switch for
the RF drive could be used to turn off the RF-drive during a pulse sequence, followed by
turning it on for fast measurements taken at the zero detuning point (or elsewhere, depend-
ing on the measurement protocol). This, combined with a reduced RF drive, could result in
a viable hybrid dopant-dot singlet-triplet spin qubit.



Chapter 7

Conclusion and Outlook

In this Chapter, we summarize the work presented in this thesis in terms of the main
achievements in the development of dopant-dot qubits, and identify future directions for
the arenas of research presented. We give suggestions for improving the existing manipula-
tion, readout and charge sensing techniques as well as the coherence properties of quantum
dot and dopant spins in CMOS-compatible qubits, in the context of developing a scalable
quantum computing architecture.

The main advancements presented in this thesis have been fourfold:

Gate-based reflectometry

In this thesis we have extensively used the technique of gate-based reflectometry for charge
sensing of our few-electron quantum dots. This technique has recently gained a lot of pop-
ularity and is especially suited to our edge-state quantum dots which have a very strong
coupling to the top gate, and hence to the resonator. In Chapter 4 we presented measure-
ments which have developed this technique further for metrology applications and along
with those in Chapter 6, have shown its applicability for the control and readout techniques
used for few-electron charge and spin qubits in silicon.

Firstly, in Chapter 4 we showed that similar to Coulomb blockade peaks for trans-
port measurements, the dot-to-lead transition resonances detected through gate-based re-
flectometry can be used to perform nanoscale thermometry, without the need for external
thermometers and integrated into a silicon-CMOS architecture. We also showed that the
behaviour of the resonance at low temperatures can also be used to extract tunnel rates of
the quantum dot involved, which is valuable information for qubit tuning and control. Sec-

168
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ondly, we performed microwave measurements on the dot-to-lead resonance and showed
that these can be used to calibrate the amount of microwave power arriving at the sam-
ple. We developed a theory to simulate the peak splitting, and found that this method of
microwave calibration has potential to be used for pulse shape calibration as well.

Lastly, in Chapter 4 and 6 we showed that sensitive measurements of the charge and
spin state of a double quantum dot can be performed using this gate-based charge sensor.
We showed that the charge stability diagram of edge-state quantum dots as well as hybrid
dopant-dot systems can be measured with high bandwidth. The detection of Landau-Zener
interferometry in multiple regimes through gate based reflectometry was demonstrated, as
well as Pauli spin blockade, both well established and essential techniques for the read-
out and control of charge and spin qubits in quantum dots. This is a significant advance
since gate-based reflectometry can enable us to construct complex and close-packed qubit
structures without the need for external charge sensors.

CMOS foundry-based quantum dot architecture

Spin qubits in silicon have recently been shown to have excellent coherence characteris-
tics and prospects for scalability[6–8, 17, 18]. Spin qubits in silicon, established mainly
in the planar-MOS process, have been proposed and also experimentally demonstrated in
academic laboratories, some of them high-fidelity qubits close to satisfying error correc-
tion conditions. However, all of these approaches rely on external charge sensors of the
same scale as the device, as well as external, coplanar micromagnets or striplines for qubit
control.

In this thesis, we have made some first steps to show that similar high-fidelity spin
qubits can be manufactured in silicon using industry-standard CMOS processes within a
large-scale nanofabrication facility with fabrication methods essentially identical to that
of the consumer electronics industry. In Chapters 4 and 6, we have shown that our ap-
proach, based on a single, versatile building block (the wrap-around gate on SOI) can be
implemented in various configurations to form single and double quantum dots as well as
a hybrid dopant-dot system. Some of the qubits that can be built using this basic scheme,
with the wrap-around gate divided into two facing control gates, are shown in Fig. 7.1. This
building block can also be extended in the second dimension using nanowires facing each
other in close proximity. Furthermore, this kind of system can harbour low temperature
peripheral electronics, sharing the same CMOS tehnology and manufactured at the same
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time, leading to close integration and alignment of device and control electronics on the
same chip. Lastly, the scaling of qubits is only possible when they show minimal vari-
ability, very reduced complexity of their control/readout gate and charge sensing structure.
During the course of this thesis, many measurements were performed on many different de-
vices and we have observed that these CMOS structures are extremely reliable and robust
to measure, with almost every nanoscale cooled-down device showing edge-state quantum
dots, with charging energies consistently in the range of low tens of meV.
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Figure 7.1: Qubit configurations for silicon nanowire finFETs. (a) A hybrid dopant-corner
dot system as described in Chapter 6, (b) A double-quantum dot system made up of corner
dots, (c) A spin qubit consisting of the spin states of a single dopant, (d) A single-dot spin
qubit where the other corner dot can be used as a charge sensor, (e) A charge-spin hybrid
qubit as described in Ref. [180] and (f) Two dopants coupled to each other in the transistor
channel as in Ref. [108].

Deep dopants in silicon

In Chapter 5 of this thesis we have focused on another goal of hybrid dopant-dot archi-
tecture development, which is to identify which dopants are optimum for such a qubit.
We mentioned before that phosphorus and the other shallow donors have energies that are
located close to the conduction band in silicon, and this leads to low ionisation temper-
atures and electric fields, both of which are conditions present in nanoscale electrically
gated devices. We have therefore explored the deep dopants in silicon (in particular the
dopant selenium) which have not been studied extensively despite their strong binding en-
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ergies and very high ionization temperatures and fields. Selenium also possesses a strong
hyperfine constant, leading it to be suitable for a dopant-dot hybrid qubit driven in the sin-
glet triplet regime by the hyperfine gradient from the nuclear spin of the dopant. In this
chapter we have explored this dopant using the tool of electrically detected magnetic res-
onance (EDMR), and showed the first observation of spin-dependent transport through a
deep dopant in selenium. An additional but equally strong motivation for this experiment is
in the context of EDMR, where the chalcogens in silicon, by virtue of their deep and double
donor nature, are expected to give rise to previously unknown EDMR mechanisms. Indeed,
our study yields observations that cannot be adequately explained by EDMR mechanisms
commonly used to describe spin dependent transport through shallow donors. We have
therefore presented a model of a new mechanism, that of spin dependent trapping based
on a difference in singlet-triplet capture rates; a mechanism that is not possible in shallow
donors since they lack bound triplet states. In future, the further exploration of EDMR in
the chalcogens as well as the integration of selenium dopants into devices are expected to
be exciting avenues for research.

Hybrid dopant-dot qubit

In Chapter 6 we put together the gate-based reflectometry technique and CMOS-SOI
foundry architecture described above to show a coupling between a single donor and an
edge-state quantum dot in a nanowire transistor, and to establish that these two objects
behave as a double quantum dot. We explored the coupled system as a charge qubit,
measuring the relevant coherence and relaxation times, as well as the tunnel coupling.
Finally, we presented a way to differentiate between the singlet and triplet spin states of the
coupled qubit and demonstrated Pauli spin blockade, a crucial first step towards a hybrid
dopant-dot spin qubit. We also showed progress towards coherent control, involving the
design and fabrication of a stripline for controlling spin rotations. While this system is
undoubtedly interesting for the purposes of quantum information, it also offers a novel
platform for looking at the unexplored physics of an asymmetrical double quantum dot
made up of an engineered artificial structure and a natural implanted atom, the latter having
the additional degree of freedom of the nuclear spin.

Other advances developed during the course of this thesis have been the design of a
flexible device platform in silicon MOS as a testbed for devices with more complicated gate
structures, as well as the development of a versatile and low-noise millielvin temperature
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dilution fridge setup suitable for transport and gate based reflectometry measurements in
few-electron quantum dots.

7.1 Outlook and future work

A few perspectives emerging out of the current work, and the direction in which further
experiments can be taken, are outlined below.

Electron spin resonance

Coherent control of the hybrid spin qubit is a logical next step after the demonstration
of spin blockade. Using the stripline design presented which is suitable for these silicon
foundry-made devices, experiments are possible that can use ESR to flip the elctron spin
and hence lift the Pauli spin blockade shown in Chapter 6, recovering the signal at the ICT.
Once this is established, pulsed ESR measurements can be performed to achieve coherent
control[58].

Charge noise

In our experiments, the measured dephasing rate is close to the tunnel splitting, limiting
the fidelity of coherent charge transfer to mediate spin information (the CTAP protocol
mentioned in Section 1.4). Since in our system T1 � T2, charge coherence is not limited by
phonon coupling. Background charge noise in the gate voltages or charge fluctuations in the
sample itself should be the main dephasing sources. The T2 measured for the quantum dot
and dopant-dot systems in this thesis (measured in two different low-temperature systems
at different universities) are both similar, in the ∼200 ps range, and they are also similar
to other measurements in these silicon nanowire transistors[108], leading us to believe the
charge noise identified is a feature of the device architecture or fabrication process. This
could be somewhat mitigated by removal of the nitride spacers in the device, known to bear
a large trapped charge density.

Tunability

Currently the device tunnel couplings presented in this thesis are not electrostatically tun-
able, since there is only one gate which functions as a top gate. The tunnel coupling might
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be tunable in a different architecture, for instance one with an extra top gate (such as in the
device similar to ours, but with two facing-gates, used in Ref. [108]).

Spin blockade

The asymmetry in our demonstration of Pauli spin blockade for the dopant-dot hybrid qubit
(Chapter 6) indicates a hybrid singlet-triplet spin qubit. In such a qubit, mixing between the
S−T− states is generally induced by the nuclear spin bath’s magnetic field gradient. As we
have discussed previously, in this hybrid double dot the mixing should be dominated by the
hyperfine interaction with the nuclear spin localized at the donor site. The time evolution
of such a singlet-triplet qubit should then be governed by the donor nuclear spin, enabling
controlled rotation gates using NMR excitation. In the case of phosphorus, the S(1,1)-T0

coherent evolution at very low exchange coupling could be driven at ∼20MHz, with an
even higher frequency possible for bismuth or selenium.

Isotopic purification

The key factor behind the very long spin coherence times obtained in silicon is isotopic pu-
rification. Using SOI wafers with a 28Si-rich device layer, grown by means of a chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) process, is possible in the foundry at CEA-Leti, where these de-
vices were made. While obtaining isotopically purified silane required for the CVD process
is a hurdle, such a development could result in an extremely scalable qubit with coherence
times unparalleled in the solid state.

Nuclear spin memory

Long-term, the nuclear spin of the dopant that is essentially a bonus addition to our hy-
brid spin quit is a useful resource for a long-lived quantum memory; it has been shown
through ensemble measurements to have an (ionised) coherence time of 39 minutes at
room temperature[151]. Exploiting the hybrid qubit’s interdot exchange coupling would
allow a SWAP operation between the quantum dot and the donor atom spin state. Eventu-
ally this state could be stored in the donor nucleus using electro-nuclear double resonance
(ENDOR) techniques. Finally, a potential further application could be the creation of spin
buses with quantum dot chains to mediate quantum information stored in these long-lived
donor qubits over long distances [22].
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The results in this thesis represent some first steps towards a scalable hybrid dopant-dot
architecture implemented in silicon and fabricated using industry compatible techniques. I
have shown that our chosen silicon nanowire finFET architecture is a versatile platform for
the measurement of quantum dots using the technique of gate-based charge-sensing, which
allows close proximity to the quantum dot and accurate charge sensing without sacrificing
ease of fabrication. I have also shown that the nano-transistor channel is also a viable host
for a coupled dopant-dot system behaving like a double quantum dot. With the observation
of Pauli spin blockade and the promise of electron spin resonance in this hybrid quantum
dot, the outlook on the coherent control of the spin system is bright. Further efforts to
fabricate more controllable systems that retain versatility, for example devices with split-
gates for tunable tunnel couplings and independent control of dots, promise to be very
fruitful in the future. In addition, the incorporation of more exotic dopants such as selenium
into silicon devices might also be an intriguing avenue of research.
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Fabrication Listings

Silicon MOS devices
Table A.1: Silicon MOS fabrication process flow

Step Step Details
SiO2 Protective Layer

1 15 mins 1000◦C dry oxidation, target 20nm

Electron Beam Alignment Marks
2 Dehydration, 210◦C, 20min
3 HMDS prime
4 Spin ZEP520A, 3370rpm, 180s
5 Hot plate, 180◦C, 180s
6 Exposure
7 Develop ZED-N50, 2min, rinse HPLC-IPA,2min
8 RIE Poly-Si etch (SF6:18, O2:13.5)

Continued on next page.
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Table A.1 – Silicon MOS fabrication process flow continued
Step Step Details

Scribe and Wafer Clean
9 Scribe into 4 quadrants, A-D
10 10min FNA (fuming nitric acid)
11 60s HF 20:1, target etch 23 nm
12 10min 45◦C RCA1
13 30s HF 20:1
14 10min 45◦C RCA2
15 30s HF 20:1

Channel Stopper Implant through Mask Oxide
16 Mask oxide: dry oxidation 950◦C, 10hrs
17 Mask clean: manual Acetone and IPA
18 Lithography: Step 2-3
19 Spin S1813, 5000rpm, 30s
20 Hot plate, 115◦C, 1min
21 Exposure
22 Develop, MF319 for 45s, rinse DI water 45s
23 RIE O2 plasma ash (descum), 30s
24 Mask oxide etch: 20:1 BHF, 6min30s, target 160nm+overetch
25 Channel stopper implant, Boron, University of Surrey

Post Implantation Wafer Clean
26 Plasma ash 15min
27 10min FNA
28 HF 20:1, 4min20s etch, target 130nm
29 Fresh HF 20:1, 2 min etch, target 30nm+overetch

Continued on next page.
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Table A.1 – Silicon MOS fabrication process flow continued
Step Step Details
30 Steps 12-15

Field Oxide Growth and Etch for Ohmics
31 Wet oxidation 950◦C, 42min30s, target 150nm
32 Ohmics lithography: Steps 17-22, with ohmics mask
33 Field oxide etch: 20:1 BHF, upto ∼30nm SiO2 for protective layer

Ohmic Regions
34 Ohmics n+ implant, Phosphorus, University of Surrey
35 Wafer clean: Steps 10-15

Active Regions and Gate Oxide
36 Active region lithography: Steps 17-22, with active regions mask
37 Active region etch: 20:1 BHF, time based on ohmics etch
38 Wafer Clean: Steps 10, 12-15
39 Gate oxide: dry oxidation, 950◦C, 5min, 5slm O2, target 8-9nm

Ohmic Contacts
40 Ohmic contacts lithography: Steps 17-22, with ohmic contacts mask
41 HF etch 20:1 BHF, 50% overetch
42 Thermal evaporation Al(Si) 100nm, rate 1Å/s
43 60◦C pressurised NMP liftoff, NMP bath overnight
44 Sample clean, acetone and IPA

Test Structures
45 Test structure lithography: Steps 17-22 with test structure mask
46 RIE O2 plasma ash (descum), 30s
47 Thermal evaporation Al(Si) 100nm, rate 0.4Å/s
48 Liftoff: Steps 43-44

Continued on next page.
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Table A.1 – Silicon MOS fabrication process flow continued
Step Step Details

Contact Anneal
49 Forming gas anneal, 20 min, 400◦C (after electron beam layers, if device chip)
50 Room temperature test structure measurements (skip if device chip)

Electron Beam Layer 1
51 Lithography: Positive EBL resist, process depends on design
52 Expose Layer 1: JEOL 100kV electron beam tool
53 Metallization and liftoff: Steps 47-48, 30nm Al(Si)
54 Aluminium Oxide Growth: hot plate 150◦C, 10min

Electron Beam Layer 2
55 Lithography, exposure, metallization, liftoff: Steps 51-53

CEA-Leti devices, post-processing and stripline fabrication
Table A.2: CEA-Leti die, postprocessing and stripline fabrication

Step Step Details
Cleave and clean die

1 Apply thick layer of photoresist for protection, hard bake
2 Cleave into 5×5mm chips centering devices of interest
3 30 minutes before spinning, take HSQ 6% out of cold storage to warm up
4 Clean protective resist: 15min acetone
5 Rinse in IPA, 2min
6 N2 blow dry, inspect

Insulation layer
Continued on next page.
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Table A.2 – Stripline fabrication process flow continued
Step Step Details
7 Apply HSQ to cover chip
8 Spin 1min at 3000rpm, no ramp
9 Bake 1hr at 300◦C on clean glass slide, cool 5min

Spin resist
10 Apply PMMA A4 to cover
11 Spin 2s at 500rpm, 45s at 2000rpm
12 Bake at 180◦C, 5min

Charging Layer and exposure
13 Thermal evaporator: 7-10nm Al, 1Å/s
14 Load into Raith E-Line with metal clamp touching charging layer
15 Expose pattern. Align to images taken of test die earlier, stay on row numbers only

Metallization
16 Remove charging layer: 45s MF-26A (TMAH developer). Make sure all Al is gone.
17 Rinse in IPA 30s
18 N2 blow dry, inspect stripline short carefully under optical microscope
19 Thermal evaporator: 150nm Al, 0.5Å/s
20 Liftoff: overnight in acetone, heat to 60◦C if possible for 2hrs
21 Can sonicate in 5s bursts (¡30s total) at low power, followed by inspection.
22 Rinse in IPA 30s
23 N2 blow dry, inspect

EDMR Device Fabrication

EDMR measurements are very sensitive to surface impurities, so any fabrication must take
place using ultra-clean tools, glassware and evaporator chambers. To illustrate the im-
portance of this surface treatment, spectra before and after a thorough and careful surface
cleaning are shown in Fig. A.1.
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Table A.3: EDMR interdigitated contact fabrication

Step Step Details
Cleaning procedures

1 10 minute clean acetone
2 2 minute rinse IPA
3 N2 blow dry
4 10 minute piranha etch (fresh, bubbling H2O2 and H2SO4 1:3)
5 Rinse in DI water, 3 times
6 N2 blow dry
7 RIE O2 plasma ash, 5min
8 60s BHF 20:1 to remove possibly contaminated native oxide
9 Rinse in DI water 3 times, N2 blow dry

Lithography and Metallization
10 Apply S1818 phtoresist to cover, spin 5000rpm, 30s
11 Expose in Quintel mask aligner largest 5×15µm finger design that fits on chip
12 Develop in MF-319, IPA rinse
13 Thermal evaporation: 200 nm Al, 0.5Å/s
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Figure A.1: A test EDMR spectrum taken prior to surface treatment. Dangling bonds at the
surface (some identified as Pb centers due to their g-factors) as well as unknown resonances
were seen, which were eliminated by intensive surface treatment; compare with Fig. 5.5.
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Measurement Notes

Measurement of foundry-fabricated silicon devices

We have explained the basics of the gate-based reflectometry measurements used in this
thesis in Chapter 3. In this section, we describe sequentially how to efficiently use the setup
described to measure a double quantum dot and attain a suitable level of charge sensitivity.
We also present some considerations for improvement.

Identification of samples

Foundry-fabricated devices are typically far more robust and reliable across a large wafer
than those made in university research cleanrooms. However, some considerations are:

• Avoid dies from the very edge of a wafer; these tend to have the worst of the typical
variations across wafers, even foundry-fabricated ones.

• Avoid channels that are very small, if looking for double quantum dot systems. These
dots tend to be extremely well coupled to each other, and to have very similar lever
arms to the top gate, leading to an almost invisible quantum capacitance signal at the
interdot charge transition. However, with a tunable coupling, or more than one gate,
these could be useful devices to measure. Samples in the range of 40 nm to 60 nm
are typically interesting.

• If a probe able to work at 4 K that is equipped with an RF setup is available for quick
testing, this is invaluable for identifying a sample with a good dopant-dot or double
quantum dot system before cooling down in a dilution refrigerator.

181
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Wirebonding

Wirebonding is a little trickier for SOI devices, especially those with very small bond pads
made for automatic and accurate wirebonding in large foundries. These typically have very
small gaps between devices, and the bond pads themselves can be effectively even smaller
if a stripline is added that partially extends over them. A few tricks are:

• When bonding, bond to the source and drain of the device first, and then the gate(s).

• A small 15µm×15µm bonder wedge, with 15µm diameter Al bond wire, has been
found to work much better for these devices, increasing the post-bonding yield dra-
matically.

• Make sure to ground the pins carefully, together and to ground, when transferring to
the dilution fridge, and check for shorts between the leads/gates and the stripline, if
using.

Testing of samples

These samples can be tested at room temperature, which is an immense bonus, since they
do not require a full fridge cooldown cycle before one can find out that whether the device
is working or not. A simple and quick procedure to follow for this would be:

• Load the sample with the source connected to a small bias (∼1 mV) and the drain
connected to your current amplifier and digital multimeter of choice (this setup is
useful for later DC measurements as well) and connect a voltage source to the gate.

• Apply a voltage, in 0.1 mV increments, to the gate. The source-drain current should
then show turn-on around 0.2-0.6 V typically. Don’t exceed 1 V on the gate since this
can blow the sample.

• If the device turns on, it will most likely show double quantum dot behaviour at low
temperature and is worth cooling down.

• If the device is doped and has a lower threshold than others of the same channel size,
this has been found to indicate a higher chance of finding a dopant in the channel.

• For making observations of the above sort, it is highly advisable to keep a log of chan-
nel size, turn-on voltage, low-temperature behaviour, and other observations about
measured devices.
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• The back gate can now be connected to another voltage source and ±5 V applied to
it. No LED illumination is required now, at room temperature. The back gate should
have a small effect on the source-drain current around turn-on, but this typically
intensifies much more at low temperature.

Setup

The sequence of measurements should involve DC measurements followed by setting up
and moving to the RF charge sensing measurements. We assume that the sample is now
at base temperature in a dilution fridge, around 30 mK. Note that this method of taking
RF measurements is just one of many, and is specific to the setting up process for quick
feedback and optimization (and not for sensitive or time-resolved qubit operation).
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Figure B.1: Room temperature RF setup. A simplified setup for setting up a gate-based
RF-reflectometry measurement. The IQ demodulation card is denoted “DEMOD” while
the directional coupler is “DC” and the voltage amplifiers used to amplify the I and Q
channels after demodulation are labelled “V AMP” as well as “HP” to indicate that a high
pass filter is recommended.

• Using the testing setup mentioned earlier, take a two-dimensional map of the
source-drain current, for back-gate (between ±20 V) and top-gate (for ∼ ±0.4 V
around threshold). Sub-threshold features in transport could indicate the presence of
dopants, as well as quantum dot to lead transitions.
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• For changing the back gate, an LED needs to be turned on. This can be flashed for
2 seconds, or kept on if just tuning up the device (this has been found to be disruptive
for some devices, but not for others). Remember that the biasing of this LED will be
different from that at room temperature. When the LED is correctly on and working,
the fridge should heat up by a few millikelvin.

• Connect the resonator lines (connected via a bias tee to the top gate of the device) to a
Vector Network Analyser. You should see a resonance around the resonant frequency
(350 MHz for our setup), in transmission mode (S21). Record the resonance while
sweeping the back gate (with the blue LED biased on), since the resonance depends
on the back gate position. The resonator driving frequency will need to be set to the
correct value based on where in back gate space we are measuring.

• Set up the instruments as shown in Fig. B.1 and apply a low power of 5 dBm at the
resonance frequency (measured on the VNA previously), for the back gate voltage
you are at. Do not connect to the IQ demodulator card (or mixer) yet since these can
be damaged at too high a power, or to the fridge ports.

• Using a handheld power sensor (Rohde and Schwarz make a good one), check the
power going into the fridge reflectometry port, and after calculating the power reach-
ing the sample (based on the attenuation inside the fridge), connect to the fridge port.
Then including the amplifier into your calculations, check the power coming out of
the fridge. If all is well, check the power that will go into the IQ demodulator card
or mixer; this should be within the optimum range specified by the manufacturer.
Finally, connect everything according to Fig. B.1.

• Change the gate voltages so that you are at the first interesting feature in gate space,
as seen on the DC measurement. If changing the back gate, make sure to change the
resonator drive frequency you are using accordingly.

• Using the arbitrary waveform generator, apply a ramp to the top gate (a slow ramp
of 33Hz, driving around 100 mV around the feature identified in DC transport, is a
good starting value; the best frequency is a matter of trial and error). Trigger an
oscilloscope with this ramp and connect the amplified IQ signals coming from the
voltage amplifiers in Fig. B.1 to two oscilloscope channels, using AC coupling.
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• If you’ve done the steps before correctly and everything is well, you should now
immediately see clear resonances on the oscilloscope. Factors that can be tuned are
the resonant frequency, the resonator drive, and the addition of room temperature
attenuation. A good starting measurement is a gate stability diagram.

Other dopant-dot devices measured and results

In this section we present two other doped foundry-fabricated devices in which dopant sig-
natures were seen. Fig. B.1(a) shows a device measured by our collaborators at the Univer-
sity of New South Wales, Australia1. This device was doped with phosphorus donors, but
had a wider and larger channel (240 nm×100 nm×10 nm). A tank circuit with a resonant
frequency of 671 MHz was connected to the top gate, a small AC excitation was applied
to the drain at frequency of 1.1 kHz and the amplitude of the resonant side band (671.0011
MHz) was measured as a function of top gate and back gate using a spectrum analyzer. The
presence of numerous charge transitions in the figure can be attributed to the larger number
of dopants in the channel compared to the device presented in Chapter 6. The left panel of
Fig. B.1(a) shows a close-up of the stability diagram where a donor-based interdot charge
transition is visible, similar to our observations. Fig. B.1(b) shows a doped device with a
smaller channel (30 nm×40 nm), measured by me at the Center for Quantum Devices, Uni-
versity of Copenhagen. In this device as well, signature subthreshold resonances indicative
of dopants, coupled much more to the back gate, were seen, though fewer in number due
to the much smaller channel. This device harboured dopants which were not sufficiently
tunnel coupled to the corner dot whose transitions it intersected with; this kind of system
provides a major motivation for the movement to devices with the top gate split into two
as mentioned before, since then the tunnel coupling could be controlled for the establish-
ment of a dopant-dot qubit using this kind of transition. Since many doped devices show
dopant transitions, but coupled to various extents with the corner quantum, the tuning of
this coupling could be of great help to form a consistent architecture of dopant-dot qubits.

These additional measurements indicate the flexibility of these devices and the range of
measurement setups in various laboratories in which they have been found to yield mea-
surable corner quantum dots, as well as donor-dot couplings.

1The data shown was taken by Dr. Takeshi Kobayashi.
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Figure B.2: Additional dopant-dot device measurements. Panel (a) has a top gate versus
back gate stability diagram on the left, with a close-up onto the dopant-dot crossing on
the right. There is an unrelated transition that cuts through the interdot charge transition.
Panel (b) shows a stability diagram from a different device, with a non-interacting dopant
transition visible on the left side of the image.
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Microwave Simulations

In Chapter 4 we presented results on the microwave response of a quantum dot-to-lead
transition arising in the channel of a nanowire transistor such as the ones discussed above.
Simulation results were presented for microwave shapes applied to the top gate in the form
of a sine wave, a square pulse and a ramp. In this Section we show simulations for the
sine wave form of microwave when applied to the top gate of such a device, and detected
through RF-reflectometry, but for different (a) temperatures and (b) tunnel rates to the
lead. This is shown in Fig. B.3. For the temperature variation in panel (a), we see that
the temperature does not affect the splitting of the peak but the peak height and sharpness,
leading us to construe that the microwave and temperature measurements can be decoupled
and independently useful at higher temperature. For the tunnel rates, it can be seen that the
signal intensity follows the trend shown in earlier studies[93, 95] where increasing tunnel
rates lead to an increase in the signal strength. However, this does not seem to influence
the splitting of the peak either, but only the individual peak heights.
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Figure B.3: Microwave simulations for a dot-to-lead transition performed at 4 GHz under
(a) elevated temperatures and (b) differing tunnel rates. The splitting of the transition due
to the sine-wave shaped microwave excitation is decoupled from these two parameters.

Stripline Modelling

In this section we describe the process of modelling a nanoscale stripline that is compatible
with the foundry-fabricated design used in this thesis. The critical task here is to design
a structure which maximises the electric field at the spin location while minimising the
electric field seen by the device, which could affect charge sensing measurements. For
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this purpose, we follow previous work by J. P. Dehollain et al. [179], where four different
designs of nanoscale transmission lines were compared2.

Choice of Design: The two main contenders were (a) the on-PCB coplanar waveguide
with an on-chip coplanar waveguide terminated by a short, and (b) an on-chip CPW-CPS
balun (for balancing the transition) design developed by the team behind the work. While
both these designs had similar transmission characteristics with minimal stray reflections,
the latter design had the advantage that the current (and hence the field strength) was not
halved at the spin location. For our purposes, and for compatibility with the foundry-
fabricated devices described above (where the dies have devices spaced very closely to-
gether), we chose the former design due to space constraints. In addition the design has the
widest range of operating frequencies and the lowest insertion loss, since there are no mode
conversions[179]. This type of design was used by Fuchs et al. [112] to drive the ESR of a
nitrogen-vacancy centre in diamond.

Impedance Matching: The CPW will have to be impedance-matched to the coaxial
cable that delivers the microwave. For 50 Ω matching, the characteristic impedance of
planar transmission lines needs to be taken into account; this is typically a function of the
width and thickness of the metal strips, the gap between coplanar strips and the thickness
of the dielectric. These parameters were tweaked and modelled in TX-Line, a transmission
line calculator from Applied Wave Research, including the PCB characteristics (Rogers
4003C laminate).

Modelling: The software used to model the CPW was CST Microwave Studio, a full-
3D microwave engineering software that can be used to model the electric and magnetic
fields from the stripline as well. Using this software, we were able to model the whole
structure, including the chip and the PCB, as well as the bond wires and the SMA connector
delivering the input power, as shown in Chapter 6.

Solver and Meshing: Within CST, the finite integration method (FIM) in the frequency
domain was used (repeated to obtain broadband results), with tetrahedral meshing. Subdi-
vided meshes were used to increase the mesh detail near the crucial nanoscale short of the
CPW, while the mesh was left less detailed elsewhere.

Probes and Fields: Electric and magnetic field probes were placed in a grid around
the stripline to determine the best position to align with the device. Since our stripline
is located above the sample (as is the case in Koppens et al. [58], the first demonstration

2Improvements to my initial design and meshing were made by Simon Schaal.
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of single-spin ESR in a quantum dot), there is more flexibility compared with Ref. [179]
where the device geometry only left a particular coplanar position for the CPS.

Transmission and Fields: Our results and field distributions are shown in Fig. B.4, (we
assume 1 mW at the input port, taking into account the attenuation in our dilution fridge).
The transmission of the design is excellent, with the simulations showing that the fully-
CPW structure shows near-ideal behaviour, with S11 ≈0 dB from 0 to 40 GHz, as found
in Ref. [179] (where it was also found that this design radiated the smallest electric field
at the spin location). Field strengths for our design are shown in Fig. B.4 as well. We see
that the field strength decreases strongly with distance from the central pin, which confirms
the importance of lowering the level of encapsulation of these foundry-fabricated devices.
However, with a field intensity in the high µT range, we hope to be able to observe cw-ESR
from our dopant-dot devices.
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Figure B.4: Coplanar waveguide model, with simulations performed in CST. (a) shows
the fine meshing near the critical short of the CPW, while the zoomed-in picture on the
right shows the locations of two points where we probe the magnetic field (2µm below the
surface, due to the device encapsulation). (b) shows the magnetic field intensity in µT at
the two field locations shown in (a), labelled as probe A (blue) and B (red). The field is
stronger at the location of probe A. (c) shows the reflections in the modelled CPW, with
S11 ≈0 dB from 0 to 40 GHz. (d) and (e) show respectively the simulated magnetic and
electric field strengths at the surface.
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